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CANYON COUNTY CLERK
T. CRAWFORD, DEPUTY

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF CANYON
LUIS J. GUZMAN,
Plaintiff,

vs.

CASE NO. CV-2005-4848

DALE
PIERCY,
individually,
JENNIFER SUTTON, individually,
Defendants.

and
ORDER ON MOTION TO RECONSIDER

CANYON COUNTY
Third-Part Defendant.
This is a civil matter. The issue currently before the court centers on estoppel
and the request of Plaintiff Guzman and Defendant Sutton that the court "reconsider" its
earlier decision (or more accurately, non-decision) on the estoppel issue raised last Fall
when the court decided several matters on summary judgment going primarily to
whether Canyon County has a valid herd district scheme. Essentially, Defendant Sutton
and Plaintiff Guzman ask this court to issue a decision on whether Defendant Piercy is
estopped from challenging the validity of the Canyon County herd district ordinance.
Defendant Piercy, understandably, objects to any revisit of the issue. The court finds, as
set out more fully below, that based upon the record presented thus far, neither quasi
estoppel nor laches apply in this matter.
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I.

FACTS AND PROCEDURE
Plaintiff Guzman first raised the issue of estoppel in what was then Plaintiffs'
Opposition to Piercy's Motion for Summary Judgment, which Plaintiff Guzman and his
(then) Co-plaintiff Erica Rivera, now dismissed, filed on July 20, 2007. 1

In their

memorandum, Plaintiffs asserted the doctrine of quasi-estoppel precluded Piercy from
challenging the validity of the herd district.

Defendant Sutton further addressed the

issue in her Opposition to Piercy's Motion for Summary Judgment filed on July 24,
2007, arguing that the doctrine of estoppel by laches barred Piercy's Motion for
Summary Judgment. The court heard oral argument on Piercy's motion on September
6, 2007, and issued its memorandum decision on October 9, 2007.
Plaintiff Guzman filed the current motion to reconsider on November 8, 2007,
followed by responses from Defendants Sutton and Piercy.

Thereafter, the parties

asked the court to vacate the December hearing date set for argument on the motion,
and thus the motion sat unattended until Plaintiff Guzman renewed the motion to
reconsider on March 28, 2007. Initially, Plaintiff Guzman asked the court to decide the
matter without oral argument.

No other party objected to this procedure.

However,

more recently, Plaintiff Guzman has suggested that if the court believes oral argument
would be helpful, he would be amendable to the idea, even going so far as to file a
"Supplemental Memorandum in Support of Motion for Reconsideration." Frankly, the
court does not believe oral argument would help on this issue.

Indeed, the "memo

creep" experienced by the court during the last round on Defendant Piercy's Motion for
1

Defendant Piercy filed his Motion for Summary Judgment on May 2, 2007.
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Summary Judgment reminds this court why some district judges apply the time
constraints found within Rule 56 of the Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure more strictly than
others. 2

II.
ANALYSIS

A.

MOTIONS TO RECONSIDER
Perhaps the best place to start any analysis on a motion to reconsider is the

underlying rule that creates these motions, namely, Rule 11 (a)(2)(B) of. the Idaho Rules
of Civil Procedure (l.R.C.P.). There we find the following language:
(B)
Motion For Reconsideration. A motion for
reconsideration of any interlocutory orders of the trial court
may be made at any time before the entry of final judgment
but not later than fourteen (14) days after the entry of the
final judgment. A motion for reconsideration of any order of
the trial court made after entry of final judgment may be filed
within fourteen (14) days from the entry of such order;
provided, there shall be no motion for reconsideration of an
order of the trial court entered on any motion filed under
Rules 50(a), 52(b), 55(c), 59(a), 59(e), 59.1, 60(a), or 60(b).
l.R.C.P. 11 (a)(2)(B)(Emphasis supplied.)
Higher courts review a trial court's decision to grant or deny a motion for
reconsideration through the abuse of discretion prism.

Commercial Ventures, Inc. v.

Rex M. & Lynn Lea Family Trust, 145 Idaho 208, 177 P.3d 955 (2008). See also Garcia
v. Pinkham, 144 Idaho 898, 174 P.3d 868 (2007); Jordan v. Beeks, 135 Idaho 586, 21
2

There comes a time when good ideas must end if litigants expect a rational decision. Defendant Piercy
filed his summary judgment motion on May 2, 2007. He followed up with his first supplemental
memorandum on July 9. Plaintiffs filed their memorandum in opposition on July 20, and Defendant
Sutton filed her opposition to Defendant Piercy's motion on July 24. Defendant Piercy then filed his
second supplemental memorandum followed by his third supplemental memorandum on August 10,
where he raised new issues, including federal preemption. Defendant Sutton filed her opposition to
Piercy's new arguments on August 28, and the court heard all arguments on September 6, 2007.
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P.3d 908 (2001).

The determination of whether a trial court committed an abuse of

discretion, of course, comes by applying a three-part test, almost as familiar to trial
counsel and courts as the mantra for granting or denying summary judgments. The test
asks whether the district court "(1) correctly perceived the issue as one of discretion; (2)
acted within the outer boundaries of its discretion and consistently with the legal
standards applicable to the specific choices available to it; and (3) reached its decision
by an exercise of reason." Sun Valley Potato Growers, Inc. v. Texas Refinery Corp., 139
Idaho 761, 765 86 P.3d 475, 479 (2004).
Because this court failed to give adequate attention to the estoppel issues raised
by the Plaintiffs during the last go-round on Defendant Piercy's summary judgment,
indeed, no attention at all, 3 it seems that under the three-part test already discussed,
the parties deserve to know what the court thinks about the application of these
equitable principles to the litigation at hand.

As seen below, these doctrines are

equitable in nature; hence, ultimately the court, then, and not a jury must determine their
applicability, both in fact and in law.

Put another way, equity having obtained

jurisdiction of the subject matter of at least this part of the dispute, any participation of a
jury amounts to an advisory capacity regarding determination of predicate facts.
Compare Carpenter v. Double R. Cattle Co., Inc. 108 Idaho 602, 701 P.2d 222 (1985)
with Boll v. State Farm Mut. Auto. Ins. Co., 140 Idaho 334, 92 P.3d 1081 (2004). See
also comment to IDJI 6.22.1 (Equitable estoppel).

Any party asserting the doctrines of either quasi-estoppel or estoppel by laches
must prove them by a preponderance of the evidence. Thomas v. Arkoosh Produce,
3

As it turns out, those advocating estoppel theories and their permutations were serious.
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Inc., 137 Idaho 352, 48 P.3d 1241 (2002).

Moreover, the party advancing these

doctrines must prove their elements with substantial and competent evidence.

Id.

Whether laches applies against a party amounts to a question of fact. Id.

B.

QUASl-ESTOPPEL
Well-established Idaho authority generally holds that the doctrine of quasi-

estoppel applies when it would be unconscionable to allow a party to maintain a position
inconsistent with one in which the party acquiesced, or of which the party accepted a
benefit. KTVB v. Boise City, 94 Idaho 279, 281, 486 P.2d 992, 994 (1971). See also
Willig v. State, Dept. of Health & Welfare, 127 Idaho 259, 261, 899 P.2d 969, 971

(1995).

In other words, the doctrine is applicable when "(1) the offending party took a

different position than his or her original position and (2) either (a) the offending party
gained an advantage or caused a disadvantage to the other party; (b) the other party
was induced to change positions; or (c) it would be unconscionable to permit the
offending party to maintain an inconsistent position from one he or she has already
derived a benefit or acquiesced in." Atwood v. Smith, 143 Idaho 110, 138 P.3d 310,
314 (2006).
The Idaho Supreme Court has also described the quasi estoppel doctrine as a
"last gasp" theory to be applied when it would be unconscionable to allow a party to be
harmed by inconsistent positions. Thomas v. Arkoosh Produce, Inc., 137 Idaho 352, 48
P.3d 1241 (2002). Nevertheless, our Supreme Court has also noted that silence alone
cannot support a claim of estoppel, unless the silence occurs in the face of a duty to
speak. Id.
In KTVB, Inc., the court found that quasi estoppel applied when a television
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station took an inconsistent position with knowledge of the facts and its rights during a
certain bidding process for the award of a cable franchise for Treasure Valley
municipalities in the late 1960s.

The City of Boise and thirteen other Treasure Valley

municipalities awarded a cable franchise through a selection committee comprised of
officials from each of the fourteen participating cities.

Throughout the process, an

attorney guided KTVB. However, at the end, notwithstanding KTVB's unethical conduct
by engaging in extensive efforts governing consideration of the bids, the selection
committee awarded the franchise to another company. Predictably, KTVB took issue
and filed suit, claiming the ordinance enacted by Boise in awarding the franchise to the
successful bidder violated federal law.

Under the station's theory, the ordinance

purportedly regulated in an area pre-empted by the federal government, thus further
placing an unreasonable burden on interstate commerce.

KTVB also asserted the

franchise unlawfully intruded upon the powers reserved to the state of Idaho. Finally,
KTVB asserted the invalidity of the franchise ordinance because the selection
committee had allowed the winner materially to alter its bid proposal after the closing
date set for receipt of the bids. Both the trial court and, on appeal, the Idaho Supreme
Court found the record supported the application of quasi estoppel.
Thus, in KTVB, Inc., the specific application of the doctrine worked this way:
because KTVB had fully acquiesced in the bidding and award process, guided
consistently by competent legal counsel, and because it utilized the very procedures it
condemned, the court concluded KTVB really only objected to the end-result, not the
process. The court noted that KTVB and its partners throughout the bidding process did
not protest several cities banding together to form the Treasure Valley Cable Television
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Committee to investigate the award of a cable franchise. Nor did KTVB object when it
participated in the process under the prospect of the various cities granting a cable
franchise in the first instance. In fact, as pointed out by the Court, due to the access it
inappropriately obtained in consideration of the selection committee's support, KTVB
a.ctually obtained consideration of their bid that went beyond the availability of the other
bidders. Later, when KTVB wanted to address the Boise City Council at the time it
considered the selection committee's recommendation that another company receive
the franchise, the station still did not raise the issue of improper procedures. Instead,
KTVB argued it should be awarded the contract because of the merit of its bid. In fact,
the Court describes KTVB's lawsuit against the City of Boise over the award of the
cable franchise to another as a collateral attack. "On the basis of this record, the trial
court did not err in holding appellants estopped from pursuing this collateral attack upon
the grant of the franchise." 94 Idaho at 282, 486 P.2d at 995.
In KTVB, Inc., then, we find the same two parties involved in a certain bid
process, but when one party does not like the result, it sues the other party, and for the
first time, raises the issue of the bidding process, in which it fully, knowingly, and
intentionally participated-just simply expecting a different result. Put another way, the
process was satisfactory to KTVB when it thought it had a chance at the award, yet it
became offensive after KTVB did not win the bid.
confront the parties and the court herein.

Clearly, this dynamic does not

First, we do not have the same parties

involved in this lawsuit that litigated a similar situation several years before-only the
defendant is the same. Second, as suggested, several years have passed since the
first lawsuit defended by Defendant Piercy, when his then counsel chose not to raise (or
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simply overlooked the prospect of raising) the herd district issue now raised by
Defendant Piercy.
We come now to a more recent case, Willig v. State, Dept. of Health & Welfare,
supra, which reminds us what equitable estoppel and its progeny, quasi estoppel, entail.

There, the state mistakenly overpaid a grandmother taking care of her orphaned
granddaughters under the Aid to Families with Dependent Children (AFDC) program.
Accordingly, after the state discovered the overpayment error and began the remedy by
reducing monthly payments, the grandmother initiated her administrative remedies with
a hearing before a hearing officer.

She asserted at the hearing that both equitable

estoppel and quasi estoppel4 principles barred the state from collecting overpayments
through the reduction of payments procedure once the state discovered its error. When
the hearing officer found that the grandmother had failed to prove the elements for
either species of estoppel, she appealed to the district court. The district court affirmed
the hearing officer, and, upon further appeal, the Idaho Supreme Court affirmed the
district court, holding that the grandmother failed to establish the necessary elements in
both instances of estoppel.
First, the Court addressed the elements of equitable estoppel, noting it requires:
(1) a false representation or concealment of a material fact
made with actual or constructive knowledge of the truth;
(2) that the party asserting estoppel did not and could not
have discovered the truth;
(3) an intent that the misrepresentation or concealment be
4

Throughout Willig, Justice Johnson refers to equitable estoppel and quasi estoppel. It seems redundant
to call one equitable estoppel and the other quasi estoppel to differentiate the two; both are equitable
doctrines. This is akin to saying equitable estoppel is to quasi estoppel as legal contract is to quasi
contract. Nevertheless, it is his opinion, and this court will no longer quibble with his nomenclature.
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relied upon; and
(4) that the party asserting estoppel relied on the misrepresentation or concealment to his or her prejudice.
127 Idaho at 261, 899 P.2d at 971. 5
Willig goes on to address the difference between the two estoppels asserted by

the grandmother. "Quasi estoppel is distinguished from equitable estoppel 'in that no
concealment or misrepresentation of existing facts on the one side, no ignorance or
reliance on the other, is a necessary ingredient."' Id., citing Evans v. Idaho State Tax
Comm., 97 Idaho 148, 150, 540 P.2d 810, 812 (1975)(where the Court found the
doctrine of quasi estoppel applied after the buyer of a business at a negotiation meeting
advised he would pay no more for the business than offered, regardless of whether the
state imposed a sales tax on the sale, whereupon the seller's attorney announced that if
the state imposed a sales tax, the seller would fight its imposition on the grounds no
taxable transaction occurred, and the Court upheld the trial court's determination that
the attorney's statement committed the sellers to a position of not requiring the
defendants to pay the sales tax levied). The Court goes on to explain in Willig, "The
doctrine of quasi estoppel applies when it would be unconscionable to allow a party to
assert a right which is inconsistent with a prior position." Id., citing Mitchell v. Zilog, Inc.,
125 Idaho 709, 715, 874 P.2d 520, 526 (1994)(where the Court held that quasi estoppel
did not apply in the termination of an at-will employee since Zilog maintained the same
position throughout the employee's time with Zilog concerning termination for
5

Not one of these elements is remotely attendant to the "facts" presented for the court's reconsideration
on the estoppel. The court fully understands why Plaintiff Guzman and Defendant Sutton dislike the
specter of having a judicial declaration of an invalid herd district ordinance at the location of the accident
now litigated. Nevertheless, in order to assert equitable doctrines it seems to this court the asserter
needs to present equitable facts to support them.
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absences). 6
What Plaintiff Guzman and Defendant Sutton fail to answer satisfactorily centers
on why or how the court should apply quasi estoppel against Defendant Piercy. Why,
for example, is it unconscionable to allow Piercy to assert a right that is purportedly
inconsistent with his then insurance carrier's position several years ago?

Neither

Plaintiff Guzman nor Defendant Sutton was a party to the conduct that comprises the
alleged inconsistency.

Perhaps an even more fundamental question asks whether

Defendant Piercy's failure to assert the lack of a lawful herd district in Canyon County
as a defense in his prior litigation (essentially, standing silent) is truly inconsistent. After
all, Defendant Piercy did not assert in the prior incident that Canyon County had a lawful
herd district; indeed, he made no assertion one way or the other. This brings us, then,
to Thomas v. Arkoosh, supra, and how remaining silent only means something when
one has a duty to speak and fails to do so. This case also addresses significant issues
relating to laches. Its facts are complicated, however, as seen below.
In Thomas, an entity known as Greenhouse Farms, owned by the brothers
Arkoosh (Tom and Jim), became involved in a dispute with J. R. Simplot, Co. over the
amount charged for fertilizer. Accordingly, through another business entity they owned,
Arkoosh Produce, Inc. (API), the brothers gave Simplot a real estate mortgage on their
Gooding potato processing plant for over $1 million to secure the debt.

Sometime

thereafter, in mid-1989, one Daniel Thomas loaned $112,500 to Greenhouse Farms and
about six months later, in January 1990, Thomas loaned another $150,000 to
6

Mitchell v. Zilog, supra, also sheds additional light on how quasi estoppel works in Idaho. "The act of
the party against whom the estoppel is sought must have gained some advantage to himself or produced
some disadvantage to another; or the person invoking the estoppel must have been induced to change
his position." 125 Idaho at 715, 874 P.2d at 526.
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Greenhouse Farms, with both loans memorialized as promissory notes. The Arkoosh
brothers intended the loans to be used to construct a french-fry plant. The brothers and
other family members personally guaranteed the notes.
About a year after the second loan, in February 1991, Greenhouse Farms sought
Chapter 11 protection. About nine months after that, Thomas filed a complaint in the
state district court against the guarantors of his promissory notes. A couple of months
after that, Thomas filed a complaint in the Federal District Court for Idaho against
Simplot regarding a dispute over the fertilizer debt. Apparently for tactical reasons, API
escrowed about $500,000 to pay the fertilizer debt if necessary. In 1992, the guarantors
of the promissory notes reached settlement with Thomas for $250,000.

API further

agreed under the bankruptcy plan to assume the assets and liabilities of Greenhouse
Farms, including the Thomas debt.

The settlement further provided that API would

make ninety-six monthly installments at $3,793.54 at an interest rate of ten percent per
annum, but none of this would begin until the conclusion of the federal litigation against
Simplot or December 31, 2007, whichever occurred first. After all of this, the parties
secured the settlement debt as a junior mortgage on the same property that Simplot
secured its debt against Greenhouse Farms.
In December 1994, Simplot filed a suit in state court to foreclose the mortgage
securing the debt Greenhouse Farms owed it for fertilizer. In March 1995, the parties
stipulated to dismiss the federal litigation because of the state foreclosure action.
However, nobody at the time informed Thomas of the federal suit dismissal, which
triggered the payment of the monthly installments and the accumulation of interest on
the note. Although API attempted to file a record of release of the Simplot mortgage in
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March 1995, the instrument number set out in the release document did not refer to the
Simplot mortgage.

API, as it turns out, did not release the Simplot mortgage until

October 1998.
In the interim, notwithstanding the settlement of the Simplot litigation, API made
no payments on the Thomas debt.

Instead, the business used the money to make

improvements on the plant's facilities and for working capital. Hence, in 1995, Thomas
instructed his accountant to file an amended 1993 return, which included a deduction of
the debt as a non-business bad debt, and from this amendment, Thomas received a tax
benefit. The amendment even passed IRS audit scrutiny.
In May 1996, Thomas passed away, and magistrate court appointed his brother
as the personal representative (PR) of the Thomas estate. The PR elected not to list
the API debt because he believed it worthless and uncollectible. Yet, in what has to
rank among the highest levels of chutzpah in the annals of Idaho jurisprudence, the
brothers Arkoosh asked the PR to remove the mortgage securing the API debt so that
they might secure another $2 million loan from an investment company. The company
sought a mortgage on the same property securing Thomas' "uncollectible" loan and
would not close unless the PR did so. Since even Simplot removed its encumbrance,
the brothers apparently figured the PR would follow suit, but he refused to do so. Then,
in December 1998, the PR on behalf of Thomas' Estate demanded payment of
$183,000 in delinquent payments. When the API did not pay, the PR accelerated the
Estate's demand to $343,000.

When API still refused to pay, the Estate initiated

foreclosure proceedings on its mortgage.

Although API conceded the Estate had

proven a prima facie case of a debt due and owing, it defended on the grounds of quasi
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estoppel. In a kind of unique procedure, API presented its affirmative defense of quasiestoppel first. At the conclusion of the evidence, the Estate moved pursuant to l.R.C.P.
41 (b) to dismiss APl's counterclaims.

Furthermore, in another procedural oddity,

although not pleaded or previously asserted, API further contended that laches barred
the Estate from collecting the debt. The trial court denied the Rule 41 (b) motion and the
Estate presented its evidence. At the conclusion of the trial, the trial judge dismissed
the API counterclaims, held that API owed the Estate the full principal amount on the
note, namely $250,000, but denied the Estate $178,000 in prejudgment interest based
upon quasi estoppel and laches. On appeal, our Supreme Court reversed on allowing
quasi estoppel and laches as a defense. In fact, API did not do well on appeal at all.
Although it had filed bankruptcy with the Bankruptcy Court lifting the state so the Estate
could pursue its appeal, it did not file a brief. Instead, it simply sent a letter to the court
saying it agreed with the briefing of the investment company that also participated in the
litigation and the appeal. Nevertheless, our Court awarded attorneys fees on appeal to
the Estate against API. In doing so, it advances a clearer understanding of both quasi
estoppel and laches.
First, with regard to quasi estoppel, the Thomas decision goes into considerable
depth on the "inconsistent position" part of the quasi estoppel doctrine. 7

It sets up its

exposition by citing language from City of Sandpoint v. Sandpoint Independent Highway
Dist., 126 Idaho 145, 879 P.2d 1078 (1994).

7

The court understands that quasi estoppel and !aches are normally affirmative defenses and something
a defendant might assert against a plaintiff. Yet, here, it is Plaintiff Guzman who asserts the doctrine of
quasi estoppel and !aches against Defendant Piercy (with Defendant Sutton agreeing), claiming that
Defendant Piercy is somehow barred from asserting the lack of a valid herd district through these
equitable doctrines due to the peculiar facts presented.
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The doctrine of quasi-estoppel [sic] requires that the
offending party must have gained some advantage or
caused a disadvantage to the party seeking estoppel to
change its position to its detriment; and, it must be
unconscionable to allow the offending party to maintain a
position from which it has already derived a benefit.
137 Idaho at 357, 48 P.3d at 1246 (internal citations omitted).
As further noted by the Court,
[T]he trial court found that Thomas' position in believing the
debt was worthless and uncollectable [sic] was inconsistent
with the Estate's later position in attempting to collect the
debt. [The investment company] asserts this finding is
supported by substantial and competent evidence in the
record. First, it argues, Thomas' 1993 amended tax return
showing the $250,000 bad debt deduction was admitted into
evidence. [The investment company] also argues that Tom's
[Arkoosh] testimony of his conversation with Thomas at the
Piper Pub, along with the fact that Thomas was a principal
creditor in the Greenhorn bankruptcy and was familiar with
the status of he Simplot litigation, even attending some of
the Simplot settlement negotiations, shows that Thomas had
knowledge the payments were due under the note, but he
did not attempt to collect on it, which is inconsistent with the
Estate's subsequent attempts at collection.
Conversely, the Estate argues that Thomas' position
was never inconsistent with his intent to collect the debt. It
asserts that other than silence, Thomas did not ever
evidence his intent to forgive the debt, but rather, taking the
bad debt deduction and later attempting to collect the debt,
is simply different business judgments made at two different
times.
Id, at 358, 48 P.3d at 1247 (emphasis supplied).

On the issue of silence, the Court set out the following.
Silence generally cannot be relied on to support
estoppel. See French v. Sorensen, 113 Idaho 950, 958, 751
P .2d 98, 106 (1988) overruled on other grounds by
Cardenas v. Kurpjuweit, 116 Idaho 739, 779 P.2d 414
(1989). The Court of Appeals has held that "quasi-estoppel
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[sic] may arise when a party who has a duty to speak fails to
do so and thereby precludes an advantage for himself, or a
disadvantage for someone else, which is unconscionable."
Lupis v. Peoples Mortg. Co., 107 Idaho 489, 491, 690 P.2d
944, 946 (1984). There is no evidence in the record,
however, that Thomas had a duty to speak. In fact, the note
itself specifically waives demand, presentment, notice of
non-payment, and notice of dishonor. Therefore, there is not
substantial and competent evidence in the record that
Thomas or the Estate acted inconsistently.
Id.

Hence, the Court did not find an inconsistent position to support the defense of
quasi estoppel through mere silence on the part of Thomas. Here, Plaintiff Guzman
asserts Defendant Piercy took inconsistent positions when he (1) accepted the benefit
of living and working in and being protected by the herd district but then (2) choose to
contest the validity of the herd district after he was faced with liability for violating the
herd district requirements. The alleged benefits assigned to Piercy are: livestock did not
mingle, he was protected when he drove on the roads of Canyon County, and his land
was protected by the fencing requirements.

Thus, the argument amounts to the

concept that because Piercy accepted the benefits of the herd district, had notice of its
existence-but did nothing to contest its validity until after the most recent accident
involving Plaintiff Guzman-it is unconscionable for Piercy to now assert the herd
district does not validly exist.

Such an inconsistent position, goes the theory, acts to

the detriment of both Plaintiff Guzman (one less defendant for compensation) and
Defendant Sutton (she becomes the sole person with potential liability). On the other
hand, Piercy stipulates that he did not challenge the herd district prior to this case, but
that he had no duty to challenge it.

Thus, silence cannot serve as the basis for his
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purported inconsistent position.
No party has presented this court with evidence that Piercy asserted any position
regarding the herd district until the time of this most current litigation involving a
accident with one of his bovine animals. Thus, Plaintiff Guzman asks this court to deny
Defendant Piercy an affirmative defense by asserting the doctrine of quasi estoppel to a
situation where the defendant stood silent in a previous matter some years ago in
similar accident not involving Plaintiff Guzman or Defendant Sutton. 8

In addition,

Plaintiff Guzman offers no authority to this court to indicate that Piercy had a duty to
speak or to assert a particular position in that prior litigation. Different defense counsel
have different reasons for asserting (or not asserting) the defenses they do.
Furthermore, this court finds no evidence existing in the record to suggest that Piercy
took part in the enactment of the herd district ordinance, or that at some point in time
after 1982 that he asserted an acceptance of the herd district.

The very essence of

Plaintiff Guzman's position means that no cattle owner may assert the defense of open
range, or, put another way, an invalid Canyon County herd district ordinance, if they find
themselves in a similar situation as Defendant Piercy, namely, running cattle in Canyon
County after the enactment of any ordinance purportedly affecting their property or
where an automobile collision with their animal(s) took place. Even if it could, this court
is not prepared to amend the Idaho Constitution or the U.S. Constitution is such a
draconian manner, for it runs counter to basic notions of due process.

8

The court understands that Defendant Piercy's then-insurance carrier, not his current one, simply paid
the claim, thus avoiding litigation. Such a resolution certainly amounts to a tactical decision that this court
will not criticize or in any way hold against Defendant Piercy in this litigation. That was then; this is now.
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B.

ESTOPPEL BY LACHES
Thomas, supra, also spent considerable time discussing the affirmative defense

of laches as an equitable defense. Thomas noted the elements of laches as

(1) defendant's invasion of plaintiff's rights; (2) delay in asserting plaintiff's
rights, the plaintiff having had notice and an opportunity to institute a suit;
(3) lack of knowledge by the defendant that plaintiff would assert his
rights; and (4) injury or prejudice to the defendant in the event relief is
accorded to plaintiff or the suit is not held to be barred.
Id, at 359, 48 P.3d at 1248.

Thus, when a party asks a court to apply the doctrine of laches, the court must
consider all the circumstances and conduct of the parties. Id. The lapse of time in
asserting rights certainly consists of one of the circumstance courts must consider, but
lapse of time does not amount to a controlling circumstance. Interestingly, courts have
applied laches in Idaho where a party challenged an ordinance. See, e.g., Alexander v.
Trustees of Village of Middleton, 92 Idaho 823, 452 P.2d 50 (1969). In Alexander, the

facts as determined by the court centered on property owners contesting a certain
annexation ordinance, finding they had notice of the proposed annexation. Apparently,
other property owners who protested the annexation enjoyed an exemption from the
annexation and at no time protested it. In addition, the court found prejudice to the
"Village of Middleton," if the property owners could contest the annexation two years
after the fact.

However, the facts of Alexander, supra, make any reliance upon its

authority in the matter at bar dubious at best.

First, it dealt with annexing private

property into a municipality, a species of law, when it comes to ordinances, which differs
from the Herd District(s) at the center of this dispute. Second, if Canyon County can
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show any "injury or prejudice" should Defendant Piercy demonstrate that past Boards of
County Commissions used procedures that contained such irregularities they overcome
any presumption of ordinance validity, thus invalidating the current Herd District
scheme, the remedy for Canyon County is far simpler than de-annexing and reannexing property.

The Board simply enacts a new ordinance under the current

statutory scheme that corrects any deficiencies found by the court, should the court find
any.
Defendant Sutton argues that while the lapse of time is not dispositive to the
application of !aches, in this case, it should be. Yet, this court cannot rest it decision
solely on the lapse of time, as noted above, for if it did so, it would amount to an abuse
of discretion. This court must consider all the elements of laches as found in Idaho law,
not simply picking and choosing what fancies a party or the court. As noted, there exist
four elements to !aches.

This court cannot find, based upon those four elements,

substantial and competent evidence in the record to support the notion that Piercy is
guilty of laches. "Because the doctrine of laches is founded in equity, in determining
whether the doctrine applies, consideration must be given to all surrounding
circumstances and acts of the parties." Thomas, supra, citing Henderson v. Smith, 128
Idaho 444, 449, 915 P.2d 6, 11 (1996). To apply !aches against Defendant Piercy in the
manner advocated by Plaintiff Guzman and Defendant Sutton means the court must
second-guess how his previous insurance carrier decided to resolve a similar and
earlier incident involving him, but not any other current party.

It amounts to an

impossibility at this point to know whether Piercy's prior carrier or its lawyers even
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considered the idea one could pierce and defeat the presumption of validity operating in
favor of the current Canyon County Herd District ordinances.
Put another way, while this court understands that Piercy did not contest the
validity of the Herd District ordinances until after the accident in this case, the delay
amounts to only one of the elements the court must consider. Furthermore, it seems
any notion of "delay" amounts to a red herring. Defendant Piercy cannot go back in
time to relitigate the prior lawsuit.

The respective parties there completed that

settlement. Hence, the only opportunity he has to assert the defense of open range is
now, in this litigation. In making this analysis, the court has not lost sight of the fact that
it must also consider the lack of knowledge that a party would assert its rights. Thomas,
137 Idaho at 359, 48 P.3d at 1248. Nevertheless, if Thomas stands for the proposition
that where silence comprises the only evidence of lack of knowledge that a party (there,
a plaintiff) would assert his or her rights fails to meet the necessary element of lacking
knowledge, how much more does silence fail to meet the element in this case,
especially where the parties here are not in common with Defendant Piercy's purported
silence from an earlier incident several years ago?

Ill.
CONCLUSION

If raising the specter of an invalid herd district in Canyon County is solid
lawyering on Defendant Piercy's behalf (it is), then raising the equitable doctrines of
quasi estoppel and laches is solid lawyering on the part of Plaintiff Guzman and
Defendant Sutton. Nevertheless, the essence of the quasi estoppel argument amounts
to this: If Defendant Sutton and Plaintiff Guzman had known Defendant Piercy would
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challenge the validity of Canyon County's Herd District, thus turning Canyon County into
Open Range, they would have taken greater or, at least, different precautions as they
motored down the highway before striking (or being struck) by one of Defendant
Piercy's large bovines.

Therefore, as the court understands the argument, it is

unconscionable to allow Defendant Piercy's assertion of the defense of Open Range
now, especially since he accepted all the benefits of living in a "Herd District" over the
years, and when it is now to his benefit-and presumably his benefit only-to change
the rules.

Nevertheless, no "last ditch" defense to a defense should undermine

fundamental notions of due process.
Hence, it is time for Canyon County to step up and fight for its Herd District, that
is, to determine whether the presumption of its validity carries the day.

In the

alternative, should the parties, including Canyon County, desire they could stipulate to a
set of facts concerning what exists or does not exist with regard to past Canyon County
procedures when enacting each Herd District Ordinance, thus submitting the "trial within
the trial" to the court based upon such stipulated facts. In either event, it is time for
Canyon County to become decisively engaged in this litigation.
THEREFORE, THIS ORDERS THAT:

1. The court denies the assertion of the doctrine of quasi estoppel and the doctrine
of !aches against Defendant Piercy's attempt to invalidate Canyon County's Herd
District ordinances.
2. The bifurcated trial against the County will commence as scheduled.
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CERT/FICA TE OF SERVICE
The undersigned certifies that or0<.::. April 2008 s/he served a true and correct copy of the original of the
forgoing ORDER ON MOTION TO RECONSIDER on the following individuals in the manner described:
•

Upon the Canyon County Prosecutor,

when s/he placed the same into the latter's respective "pick up" boxes at the Canyon County Clerk's
office, Canyon County Courthouse, Caldwell, Idaho,
•

and upon Rodney R. Saetrum, of SAETRUM LAW OFFICES, 101 S. Capitol Blvd, Boise, Idaho,
83702, attorneys for Defendant Piercy; and upon

•

Joshua S. Evett of ELAM and BURKE, P.A., PO Box 1539, Boise, Idaho 83701, attorney for
Defendant Sutton; and upon

•

Timothy C. Walton of CHASAN & WALTON, LLC PO Box 1069 Boise, Idaho 83701-1069 and
upon Stephen E. Blackburn of BLACKBURN LAW, P.C., 660 E. Franklin Road, Suite 255,
Meridian 83642, attorneys for the Plaintiff Guzman

when s/he caused the same to be deposited into the US Mails, sufficient postage attached.

WILLIAM H. HURST, Clerk of the Court

By:_~_t
_ _ _ __
Deputy Clerk of the Court
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CANYON COUNTY CLE~-- C. DOCK! NS, DEPUTY

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF CANYON
/LUIS J. GUZMAN,
Plaintiff,
vs.

CASE NO.

DALE
PIERCY,
individually,
J JENNIFER SUTTON, individually,
Defendants.

&~-2005-4848

and
ORDER OF CLARIFICATION

CANYON COUNTY
Third-Part Defendant.
It seems clear to this court, and apparently equally clear to counsel for Plaintiff
Guzman, that in the court's previous ORDER DENYING DEFENDANT PERCY'S
MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT, JOINING CANYON COUNTY, AND HOLDING
ALL OTHER MOTIONS IN ABEYANCE UNTIL CANYON COUNTY HERD DISTRICT
VALIDITY IS DETERMINED, the court stated it did not believe the legislature intended
to invalidate all herd districts enacted before July 1, 1983, that is retroactively,
especially when considering the amendment of 1990 to the same provision.
Nevertheless, on July 31, 2008, one of the counsel for Defendant Piercy made inquiry
concerning whether the court would allow litigation of the retroactive application, hence,
something akin to a "reconsideration" of the matter.
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Therefore, the court intends to clarify what it meant in the aforementioned order.
For the "mini-bench trial" on the validity of Canyon County's Herd District Ordinance
now scheduled for October 8, 2008, the court will not reconsider the issue of a
retroactive application of the July 1, 1983 amendment to Idaho Code § 25-2402(2).
First, such an application appeared and continues to appear to this court as an
impermissible ex post facto application of the amendment.

Second, the subsequent

amendment effective in 1990 makes such application moot, in any event.

"The

provisions of this chapter shall not apply to any herd district or herd ordinance in full
force and effect prior to January 1, 1990, but shall apply to any modification thereof."
Idaho Code § 25-2401 (1996)(Emphasis supplied). The court has not been made aware
of any Canyon County Herd District Ordinance or modification thereof since 1982.
However, an issue remains touching upon whether any federal land might be
contained within the boundaries set out in Canyon County's various Ordinances
involving Herd Districts.

Nevertheless, the only relevance to the issue before this court

concerns whether the animal in question escaped from land situated on federal or state
land or whether the accident took place on federal or state land otherwise preempted
from the County's Herd District Ordinance.
THEREFORE, THIS ORDERS THAT:

1.

The court will not re-litigate the retroactive reach of the 1983 amendment

to Idaho Code § 25-2402(2).
2.

If relevant, the court will hear evidence on whether federal or state lands

are included where the animal in question escaped or where the accident took place.
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j

The undersigned certifies that on
August 2008 s/he served a true and correct copy of the original of
the forgoing ORDER OF CLAR1FtcA'r10N on the following individuals in the manner described:
•

Upon Timothy Walton, CHASAN & WALTON, LLC, attorneys for the Plaintiff, at PO Box 1069,
Boise, ID 83701-1069; and upon

•

Steven E. Blackburn, BLACKBURN LAW PC, another attorney for the Plaintiff, at 660 E. Franklin
Road, Suite 220, Meridian, ID 83642; and upon

•

Rodney R. Saetrum, SAETRUM LAW OFFICES, attorneys for Defendant Piercy, at 101 S.
Capitol Blvd., Boise, ID 83702; and upon

•

Joshua S. Evett, ELAM & BURKE, attorneys for Defendant Sutton, at P.A., PO Box 1539, Boise,
ID 83701;

when s/he caused the same to be deposited into the US Mails, sufficient postage attached; and upon
•

Charles L. Saari, Chief Civil Deputy Prosecutor for Canyon County,

when s/he caused the same to be placed in the Canyon County Prosecutor's "pick up" box at the Canyon
County Clerk's office, Canyon County Courthouse, Caldwell, Idaho.

WILLIAM H. HURST, Clerk of the Court

By:

_____,,_&
.~c1------~~·.......
Deputy Clerk of the Court
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Timothy C. Walton ISB #2170
CHASAN & WALTON LLC
Park Center Pointe
1459 Tyrell Lane
Post Office Box 1069
Boise, Idaho 83701-1069
Telephone: (208) 345-3760
Facsimile: (208) 345-0288

'1-Y f
L E D·
P.M.
)~~~I
A.M.,9
AUG 2 7 2008

n0
l!::====!.!Stephen E. Blackburn

CANYON COUNTY CLERK
T. CRAWFORD, DEPUTY

ISB #6717
BLACKBURN LAW, P.C.
660 E. Franklin Rd., Suite 255
Meridian, Idaho 83642
Telephone: (208) 898-3442
Facsimile: (208) 898-9443

Attorneys for Plaintiff Luis J. Guzman
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF CANYON
LUIS J. GUZMAN,

)

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

Plaintiff,
vs.
DALE W. PIERCY, individually and
JENNIFER SUTTON individually,
Defendants.

CANYON COUNTY

Case No: CV05-4848

PLAINTIFF'S
MEMORANDUM
IN OPPOSITION TO PIERCY'S
MOTION TO RECONSIDER

)
Third Party Defendant.

)
)

Guzman requests that the Court deny Piercy's motion to reconsider for all of the
reasons articulated by the Court in its Order of Clarification filed August 1, 2008 in this
matter, which Order is incorporated herein by reference.
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Guzman would also note that the 1963, 1983, 1985, 1990 and 1996 versions of
IC 25-2402 all contained the following language:
"Provided, any herd district heretofore established shall retain its
identity, geographic definition, and remain in full force and effect, until
vacated or modified hereafter as provided by section 25-2404, Idaho Code."
In short, it has been the legislature's intention, at least since 1963 (undersigned did
not check the pre-1963 versions of IC 25-2402) that any subsequent modification of the
state's herd district laws not invalidate a herd district that was previously validly created
under the statutory scheme in effect at the time of creation.
Idaho statutes are not to be applied retroactively, unless expressly so declared by
the Idaho legislature. IC 73-101; Woodland Furniture, LLC v. Larsen, 142 Idaho 140, 124
P.3d 1016 (Idaho 2005). The Idaho legislature has not expressly declared IC 25-2402 to
be retroactive; rather, the legislature has in fact expressly stated that the state's herd
district statutes are not to be retroactively applied so as to invalidate previously valid herd
districts.
Piercy's motion for reconsideration is without merit and should therefore be
denied.
DATED this

~

Z~ay of August, 2008.
Chasan & Walton, LLC

Timothy C. Walton, Attorney for
Plaintiff
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CERTIFICATE OF MAILING
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on the.4_-ra;; August, 2008, a true and correct
copy of the above and foregoing document was served upon by:

~.Mail
Hand Delivery

Joshua S. Evett
Elam & Burke
251 E. Front St., No. 300
P.O. Box 1539
Boise, ID 83701-1539
Attorneys for Jennifer Sutton

D
D
D

Overnight Courier
Facsimile to (208) 384-5844

~.Mail
D

Ryan Peck
Rodney R. Saetrum
SAETRUM LAW OFFICES
101 S. Capitol Blvd., Suite 1800
P.O. Box 7425
Boise, ID 83707
Attorneys for Dale W. Piercy

Hand Delivery
Overnight Courier
Facsimile to (208) 336-0448

D
D

~S.Mail
D

Charles L. Saari, Chief Civil Deputy
Canyon County Prosecutor's Office
1115 Albany St.
Caldwell, ID 83605
Attorney for Canyon County

D
0

Hand Delivery
Overnight Courier

/simile to (208) 455-5955

c{

Stephen E. Blackburn ISB #6717
BLACKBURN LAW, P.C.
660 E. Franklin Rd., Suite 220
Meridian, Idaho 83642
Co-Counsel for Plaintiff

D
D
D

U.S. Mail
Hand Delivery
Overnight Courier
Facsimile to (208) 898-9443

CHASAN & WALTON, LLC

Timothy C. Walton
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DAVID L. YOUNG, ISB #3679
CHARLES L. SAARI, ISB #2121
Canyon County Prosecuting Attorney
Canyon County Courthouse
1115 Albany
Caldwell, Idaho 83605
Telephone: (208) 454-7391

CANYON COUNTY CLERK
~PUTY

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF CANYON

)

LUIS J. GUZMAN, individually

)

CASE NO. CVOS-4848

)
)

Plaintiff,

)
)
)

v.

THIRD PARTY DEFENDANT
CANYON COUNTY'S PRE-TRIAL
STATEMENT

)
)
)
)

DALE PIERCY, individually and
JENNIFER SUTTON, individually,
Defendants,

~~~~~~~~~~-)

)
)
)
)

CANYON COUNTY, IDAHO,

Defendant.
________________
)
COMES NOW Third Party Defendant Canyon County, by and through its attorney of
record, the Canyon County Prosecuting Attorney, in response to Honorable Gordon W. Petrie's
March 25, 2008 Order from Scheduling Conference Setting Bench Trial on Challenge to Canyon
County Herd Districts, and states as follows:

PRE-TRIAL STATEMENT
RIVERA/GUZMAN VS. PIERCY/SUTTON
N:\CVL Lffi2007\Piercy-Sutton\Pre-Trial Statement. wpd
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A CONCISE WRITTEN STATEMENT OF THE THEORY OF RECOVERY OR
DEFENSE, THE ELEMENTS OF SUCH THEORY, AND SUPPORTING
AUTHORITIES.
RESPONSE: The Canyon County Commissioners properly and lawfully adopted the
December 10, 1982 Order Establishing Herd District.

A WRITTEN LIST IDENTIFYING STIPULATED FACTS, ALL WITNESSES, AND
ALL EXHIBITS TO BE INTRODUCED AT TRIAL, ACCOMPANIED BY A
STATEMENT PERTAINING TO EACH EXHIBIT ON WHETHER EACH EXHIBIT IN
QUESTION IS STIPULATED AS ADMISSIBLE.
RESPONSE: Stipulated facts: The County will stipulate to matters of public record
concerning, surrounding, or related to the Canyon County Commissioners' December 10, 1982
Order Establishing Herd District.

Witnesses:
I.

William H. Hurst, Canyon County Clerk, c/o Charles L. Saari, Canyon County
Prosecuting Attorney's Office, 1115 Albany Street, Caldwell, Idaho 83605;

2.

Leon Jensen, Canyon County Development Services Director, c/o Charles L.
Saari, Canyon County Prosecuting Attorney's Office, 1115 Albany Street,
Caldwell, Idaho 83605;

3.

Chris Harris, Canyon County Controller, c/o Charles L. Saari, Canyon County
Prosecuting Attorney's Office, 1115 Albany Street, Caldwell, Idaho 83605

4.

Monica Reeves, Deputy Clerk and Secretary to the Board of County
Commissioners, c/o Charles L. Saari, Canyon County Prosecuting Attorney's
Office, 1115 Albany Street, Caldwell, Idaho 83605;

5.

Michael Bruse, GIS Supervisor for the Canyon County Assessor, c/o Charles L.
Saari, Canyon County Prosecuting Attorney's Office, 1115 Albany Street,
Caldwell, Idaho 83605;

6.

Glenn Koch, previous Canyon County Commissioner, c/o Charles L. Saari,
Canyon County Prosecuting Attorney's Office, 1115 Albany Street, Caldwell,

PRE-TRIAL STATEMENT
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"
Idaho 83605; and
7.

Any other witness identified by counsel of record in their pre-trial statement
and/or called as a witness by any party of record during the trial of this action.

Exhibits:
1.

Canyon County Herd District Map (colored);

2.

Canyon County Commissioners' Notice of Public Hearing for the January 7, 1977
hearing on whether to determine that the whole entire incorporated area of Canyon
County shall be declared a herd district;

3.

Canyon County Commissioners' Public Hearing Minutes, dated January 7, 1977,
re: Herd District;

4.

December 10, 1982 Order Establishing Herd District; and

5.

Any exhibits identified by counsel of record in their pre-trial statement and/or any
exhibits offered by any party of record during the trial of this action.

A WRITTEN STATEMENT THAT THE PARTIES HA VE DISCUSSED SETTLEMENT
OR THE USE OF EXTRAJUDICIAL PROCEEDINGS INCLUDING ALTERNATIVE
DISPUTE RESOLUTION TECHNIQUES TO RESOLVE THE DISPUTE.
RESPONSE: I have spoken with Plaintiffs' counsel Tim Walton and have been advised
that earlier the parties have discussed mediation and that it is not feasible. Canyon County
concurs with that position.
Dated this 2!} day of August, 2008.
DAVID L. YOUNG
Prosecuting Attorney
Canyon County, Idaho

Charles L. Saari
Attorney for Third Party Defendant Canyon County
PRE-TRIAL STATEMENT
RIVERNGUZMAN VS. PIERCY/SUTTON
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I hereby certify that on this ;),1 day of August, 2008, I caused a true and correct copy of
THIRD PARTY DEFENDANT CANYON COUNTY'S PRE-TRIAL STATEMENT to be
served to the following by the method indicated below.
Ryan B. Peck
Saetrum Law Offices
P.O. Box 7425
Boise, Idaho 83707
Facsimile: (208) 336-0448
ryanpeck@saetrumlaw.com

[ ] U.S. Mail
[ ] Hand Delivery
[ ] Overnight Mail
[ ~Facsimile
[ ] Email

Timothy C. Walton
Chasan & Walton, LLC
1459 Tyrell Lane
P.O. Box 1069
Boise, Idaho 83701-1069
Facsimile: (208) 345-0288
timwalton2000@hotmail.com

] U.S. Mail
[ ] Hand Delivery
[ ] Overnight Mail
[ ~Facsimile
[ ] Email

Stephen E. Blackbum
Blackbum Law, PC
660 E. Franklin Road
Suite 225
Meridian, Idaho 83642
Facsimile: (208) 898-9443
bbumlaw@aol.com

[
U.S. Mail
[
Hand Delivery
[ ] pvemight Mail
[ ~ Facsimile
[ ] Email

Joshua S. Evett
Elam & Burke, P.A.
251 East Front Street
Suite 300
P.O. Box 1539
Boise, Idaho 83701
Facsimile: (208) 384-5844
jse@elamburke.com

[
[
[

] U.S. Mail
] Hand Delivery
] j)vemight Mail
[ vY Facsimile
[ ] Email

Charles L. Saari
Attorney for Third Party Defendant Canyon County
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Rodney R. Saetrum, rSB: 2921
Ryan B. Peck, ISB: 7022
SAE1RUM LAW OFFICES .
101 S. Capitol Blvd :
Boise, Idaho 83702 i
Telephone: (208) 33p~0484
I

Attorneys for Defendibt Dale Piercy
IN THE DI$TRICT COURT OF TIIE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE

STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR TilE COUNTY OF CANYON
ERIKA L. RNERAiby and through LOREE

RIVERA·her moth~ and natural guardian AND
LUIS J. GUZMAN by and through BALLARDO
GUZMAN his father and narural guardian,
;
Plaintiffs,
v.
i
DALE PlERCY, in.~ividually, and JENNIFER
SUTION, individually,
Defendants.

Case No. CV05-4848

PRE'IRIAL MEMORANDUM

I. UNDISPUTED FACTS
Although no $tipulations have been entered into in this matter, I believe the following

facts are not disputed,. This limited trial is regarding the viability of a herd district ordinance
passed by the Canyon County Com:m.issioners signed December 10, 1982. The 1963 version of
i

I.C. §§ 25-2402-2404 were Ille governing statutes for the creation of herd districts i.t1 1982. It is
. undisputed that the Canyon County Commissioners met on December 2, 1982, and the minutes
of that meeting are a~ follows:
The following Resolution was considered and adopted by the Canyon County Board of
Commissioneys on the 2nd day of December, 1982: Upon motion of Commissioner
second by Commissioner Bledsoe the Board resolves as follows: That
Hobza and

the

because of the confusion that exists due to the over-lapping lines of herd districts and
open range atjd because over ninety-five (95%) percent of the.area of Canyon county is
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already desi~ated a herd district the Board vyill i~sue an order desiguating all of Canyon
County to be lterd district as of December 14, 1982. Motion Carried Unanimously.
Tue Canyon ~ounty Commissioners followed up this meeting with another meeting on
December 10, 1982, 1vhich resulted in the following minutes and order:
!

The Board ha\$ again reviewed the complexity of \he Herd District Boundaries throughout
the County a;b.d has determined, by resolution, that the time has come to simplify and
unify the staths of Herd Districts in Canyon County. In making this determination rJJ.e
Board has fouhd the following:
1.

A s~ey map attached hereto, prepared by the Planning and Zoning Administrator
desi~ates the three· small areas Within the County which remain open range.

2.

That map shows that over 95% of the land within the County is now in Herd
District status.
'

3.

11lrou~ the yefil"::> confusion has existed because of ov~rlapping boundru:y lines

and indefinite District boundary descriptions.
!

4..

Canyqn County has reached the stage of urban development which destroys the
original purpose and usefulness of the concept of open range.

5.

The mobility of our citizens has increased to the point at which it becomes
necessary that Herd District status exist throughout the County.
Therefore,

IT IS HEREBY ORDERED by the Board of Canyon County Commissioners on this
day of December1 1982, that a Herd District be established in the three remaining open
range areas iii Canyon County as shown on the attached survey map (marked in black),
to the end tha~ the entire land area of Canyon County be placed in Herd District status.
II. THEORY OF RECOVERY

The issues in the present litigation are whether the Canyon County Commissioners (1) were

acting with proper alfthority in passing the 1982 ordinance; (2) properly followed the procedural
steps required under 4dsho Code to enact a herd district; and (3) issued an order. that created a valid

herd district under Id$io law.
'
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A. The Canyon Coninty Commissioners Lacked Authority to Create a Herd District in Open
Range.
Prior to 1990,\ the authority to create herd districts was given to counties solely pursuant to
the provisions of

the 1963 version of J.C. § 25-2402-2409.

The authority was limited by the

procedures a county must go through in creating a herd district. Idaho Code 25-2402 in 1982
stated the procedures for creating a herd district as follows:
A majbrity of the landowners in any area or district desc.ribed by metes and
bounds not in~luding open range and who are also resident in, and qualified electors of,
the state of Id~o, may petition the board of county commissioners in writing to create
such area a h~rd district. Such petition shall describe the boundaries of the said
proposed her(/, district, and shall designate what animals of the species of horses, mules,
asses, cattle, ~wine, sheep and goats it is desired to prohibit from running at large, also
prohibiting s~id animals from being herded upon the public highways in such district; and
shall designate that the herd district shall not apply to nor cover livestock, excepting
swine, which ~hall roam, ·drift or stray from open range into the district unless the district
shall be inclo~ed by lawful. fences and cattle guards in roads penetrating the district so as
to prevent livestock, excepting swine; from roaming, drifting or straying from open range
into the distri¢t; and may designate the pe;riod of the year during which it is desired to
prohibit such \animals from running at large, or being herded on the highways. Provided,
any herd distr~ct heretofore established shall retain its identity, geographic definition, and
remain in full: force and effect, until vacated or modified hereafter as provided qy section
25.-2404, Idaho Code.
(Emphasis added). Idaho Code§ 25-2403 requires a hearing on the petition as follows:
It shall be the!duty of the board of cqunty commissioners; after such petition has been
filed, to set a date for hearing said petition, notice of which hearing shall be given by
posting notic¢s thereof in three (3) conspjcuous places in the proposed herd district, and
by publicatio~ for two '(2) weeks previous to said hearing in a newspaper published in the
county neare# the proposed herd district.
(Emphasis added). Idaho Code § 25-2404 emphasizes the need for the procedures set forth
in I.C. § 25-2402(1) ~y ~taring:
At such headng, if satisfied that a majority. of the landowners owning more than fifty
percent (50%). of the land in said proposed herd district who are resident in, and qualified
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electors of, the state of Idaho are in favor of the enforcement of the herd law therein, and
that it would: be beneficial to such district, the board of commissioners shall make an
order creatin~ sucft. herd district in accorda.nce with the prayer of the petition, or with
such modifi~tions as it may choose to make. Such order shall specify a certain time ar
which it shal~ take effect, which time shall be at least thirty (30) days after the making
of said order;: and said order shall continue in force, a,ccording to the terms thereof, until
the same shall be vacated or modified by the board of commissioners, upon the petition
of a majority the landowners owning more than fifty percent (50%) of the land in said
district who ~e resident in, and qualified electors of, the state of Idaho.

pf

'

(Emphasis adped). According to the 1963 version of I.C. § 25-2402(1), the proposed

herd district could no~ include land that was 'open range'. This statute does not allow

landowner to include!land within a proposed herd district that wa.S previously open range. It is
I

'

clear by the languageiof the December 2, 1982, co~ssioner minutes that the Canyon County
;

Commissioners spec:iflcally intended to eliminate open range from Canyon County in direct
contradiction to I.C. ~ 25-2402(1). · On December 10, 1982, the Canyon County Commissioners
carried out their inte* by specifically ordering that "a Herd District be established in the three
remaining open rangT areas in Can.yon County.;; The 1982 order dealt solely with open range in
'

direct violation of

the: Idaho herd district statutes.

Due to the fact that in 1982, the Canyon .

County Commission~rs lack~d the authority to create herd districts in open range, the 1982
ordmance was invaliq ab initio.
l
B. The Canyon C~\mty Commissioners Failed to Properly Folfow the Procedural
Requirements to Cr~ate a Herd District.
As shown above, the authority for a county to create a herd district prior to 1990 was
entirely dependent u~on a petition from the majority of landowners in any given area of the

require: (1) a majority
county. The statutes!goveming
the creation of herd districts as stated above
.
.
landowner petition iniorder for county commissioners to establish a herd district; (2) the Canyon
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County Commission~s must provide two weeks notice of the hearing on the petition; (3) the
Canyon County Com¥ssioners al .fue hearing must be convinced that a majority of landowners
owning more than 50 ~e:tcent of the land in the area are in favor of the creation; (4) the order must
.

j

.

also set forth a time iri. which the herd district shall take effect; (5) the order must include a
designation of the metes and bounds of the herd district; and (6) the order must state what animals
are subject to the her~ district. I.C. § 25-2402-2404 (1963 version).
The evidence jwill show that there was no majority petition by the landowners of the open
!

range areas to create ia herd district in those areas or a petition by the majority of landowners to
create a herd district diat encompasses the entire land area of Canyon County.

!
The 1982 oratnance lacks the required specification of metes and bounds of the proposed
herd district. The ordinance seems to simply states that an attached map shows the three areas that
are meant to be subje\;t to the herd district. The map does not by itself establish which areas were
!

meant to be placed info a herd district.
The 1982 orrunance also fails to "specify a certain time at which it shall take effect,." I.C. §
25-2404. This lack

of a specified time invalidates the ordinance.

The Idaho Code states that the.

ordinance 'shall' contain a specific time at which it will take effect.

Id.

This language is

mandatory. The 1982 ordinance evidently has never taken effect due to the lack of a time certain
for its inception.
Tue Canyon ¢ounty Commissioners failed to properly provide notice of the hearing on the
alleged creation of a: herd district.

According to I.C. § 25-2403, notice. is to be placed in the

newspaper for two weeks prior to the hearing date. According. to the newspapers published in
Canyon County at th~t time no notice was placed of the hearing on either December 2, 1982, or
'
.
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December 10, 1982. i The Idaho Supreme Cotirt in State v. Catlin, 33 Idaho 437, 195 P. 628,
(1921), held that witht>ut the proper notices, "the board of commissioners had 110 authority to act

on

the petition for the cr$ation of a herd district, ~d no lawful herd district was created.'' ld.
!

'

!

Finally, the C~yon County Commissioners failed to include in their order or minutes any
I

'

reference to what aniinals would be affected by the herd district created. Without any designation
~

'

of which animals wduld be affcctcd by the herd district, the order is meaningless. There is no

evidence or testimon)f to suggest what animals are prohibited from roaming by the 1982 ordinance.
:

The 1982 orqinance was not enacted pursuant to the proper statutory procedures and is
therefore invalid.

C. The 1982 Ordin~ce is Unconstitutional for Vagueness.
'

Anyone persor reading the 1982 order would have to-guess at its effect and meaning. Tue

order fails to designafe the proper boundaries for the herd district. The order fails to designate an
effective date. The $rder fails to specify which animals are prevented from roaming due to the

creation of the herd d~strict. There is simply no reasonable reading of the order that would explain
the effect of this or4er. The Idaho Supreme Court has consistently set forth the standard for
finding a law void f0.r vagueness, "If persons of reasonable intelligence can derive core meaning
from a civil statute, iti is not unconstitutionally vague." Doe Iv. Doe, 138 Idaho 893, 71P.3d1040

(2003). No person c¥ reasonable intelligence could detehnine whether the 1982 ordinance applied
'

to their animals or ndt. People would be left to guess what animals

are subject to the herd district

i
'

and when the herd district was to take effect. The statute was meant to remedy confusion by
requiring county con]missioners to include the animals to which the herd district would apply and
to include the date when the statute was to take effect. The 1982 ordinance is unconstitutionally
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vague.

m. SlfATENIENT OF AL1ERNATE DISPUTE RESOLUTION
The parties haye attempted mediation in this matter, but were unable to resolve these issues.

IV. WITNESS LIST
1.

2.
3.

4.

5.
6.
7.
8.

9.
10.
11.

Dale P:iercy
Ed Johnson
Timothy Fox
Glenn !Koch
Bill A) Staker
Jeanni¢ Irvine
Christjne Harris
Leon Jensen

Willia.in Hurst'
Linda Landis
MoniC.a. Reeves

12.

David!Lloyd

13.

Karen;Whychell

14.

Michael Pope·

15.
16.
17.

Reoor~s Custodian at Idaho Historical Society and Canyon County Historical
Societ}'. ·
Canyon County Employees in 1982 identified by Canyon County in its discovery
resporises.
.
All witnesses identified by the other parties in this action.

Defendant resrrves the right to call upon additional witnesses identified in later discovery
.

.

depositions and those\that may be relevant depending upon the Court's ruling on Defendant
I

Piercy's motion to redonsider.
'

V. EXIDBIT LIST
1.

' Canyo~ County herd district map (Black and White)

2.
3.

Cany0:h County herd district map (Color)
All miinutes and orders of Canyon County Commissioners meetings regarding herd

4.

districts and their boundaries
Map e~ibit created by Timothy Fox

5.

Idaho fl:ess Tribune (1982)

6. ·

Panna\Review (1981-1982)
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Form~ Idaho Code§§ 25-2402-2404 (1963, 1983, 1990, Present)
Any e~bits identified by the other parties in this litigation.
Any dpcuments supplied to the Court and counsel pursuant to Defendant Piercy' s
mot~o* for summary judgment in this matter.
'

Defendant
res~rves the right to supply additional exhibits identified in later discovery
.
i
.
!

depositions and those:that may be relevant depending upon the Court's ruling on Defendant
Piercy' s motion to reqonsid~r.
The parties ha;ve not met to discuss which exhibits or facts will be stipulated to at trial.

DATED this ~7th day of August 2008.
SAETRUM LAW OFFICES
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CERTIF1CATE. OF MAILING

I HEREBY C*RTlFY that on tllis 27th day of.August 2008, I caused a true and correct .copy
of the foregoing docUJ!nent to be served by the method indicated below and addressed to:

Timothy C. WJalton
CHASAN & "'fVALTON LLC
1459 Tyrell Lane

>--

P.O. Box 1069,
Boise, ID 83791~1069

Stephen E. Bl:;i.ckbum

U.S. Mail
Hand Delivery
Overnight Mail
Facsimile
U.S. Mail
Hand Delivery
Overnight Mail

BIACKB~LAWPC

660 E. Franklfu Road

K

Suite.255
,
Meridian, ID ~3642

Joshua S. Eve~t
ELAM & BlJRKE, P.A.
251 East Froni Street, Suite 300
P.O. Box 1539
Boise, ID 837<[)1

Facsimile
U.S. Mail

I

)(.

Hand Delivery
Overnight Mail
Facsimile

Charles L. Saari

U.S. Mail

Canyon Couniy Prosecuting Attorney
Canyon·Counfy C.ourthouse
1115 Albany i
Caldwell, ID $3605

Hand Delivery
Overnight Mail
Facsimile

c
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.J.

Timothy C. Walton ISB #2170
CHASAN & WALTON LLC
Park Center Pointe
1459 Tyrell Lane
Post Office Box 1069
Boise, Idaho 83701-1069
Telephone: (208) 345-3760
Facsimile: (208) 345-0288

'i- y f
L E D
A.M---P.M.

Stephen E. Blackburh ISB #6717
BLACKBURN LAW, P.C.
660 E. Franklin Rd., Suite 255
Meridian, Idaho 83642
Telephone: (208) 898-3442
Facsimile: (208) 898-9443

AUG 28 2008
CANYON COUNlY CLERK
T. CRAWFORD, DEPUTY

Attorneys for Plaintiff Luis J. Guzman
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF CANYON
LUIS J. GUZMAN,

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

Plaintiff,
vs.
DALE W. PIERCY, individually and
JENNIFER SUTION individually,
Defendants.

CANYON COUNTY
Third Party Defendant.

Case No: CVOS-4848
PLAINTIFF'S PRE-TRIAL
CONFERENCE STATEMENT

Pursuant to the Court's March 27, 2008 Order setting this case for trial, Guzman
files herewith his Pre-Trial Conference Statement.
THEORY OF DEFENSE
The Court has permitted Piercy to file a third party complaint against Canyon
County, Jennifer Sutton and Luis Guzman, to challenge the validity of the 1982 herd district

Plaintiffs Pre-Trial Conference Statement- Page -1-
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where Piercy's bull was pastured. As Piercy has not yet filed the third party complaint,
Guzman will refer to the parties by name only.
Piercy contends that Canyon County failed to follow proper procedure some 26
years ago when the County Commissioners enacted the 1982 Ordinance that made the
remaining areas of Canyon County that were not within a herd district, a herd district.
Per the express statutory language of IC 31-857 a presumption exists that as a
matter of law the Canyon County Commissioners undertook all necessary proceedings and
jurisdictional steps required to warrant the 1982 Order establishing the herd district in
question. Per that statute Piercy has the burden of proving that the Ordinance is invalid.
Moreover, Piercy's burden of proof is exceedingly high. Piercy must prove the herd
district is invalid by "clear proof of great force". Simmons v City of Moscow, 111 Idaho 14,
at 19 (1986). The Idaho Court has also held that one attacking the validity of an ordinance
must carry the burden of proof by "clear and convincing evidence. Cole-Collister Fire
Protection Dist. v City of Boise, 93 Idaho 558 (1970).
Per Idaho case law, it is not presumed that a legislative body exceeded its authority
or disregarded a procedural step in the promulgation of a law merely because the records
of that legislative body are silent as to whether such procedure was followed. Garrett
Transfer v Pfost, 54 Idaho 576 (1933).
Piercy has complained in this litigation that the 1982 Order establishing the herd
district is invalid because it fails to contain a metes and bounds description of the herd
district, or because it fails to designate what animals are prohibited from running at large
within the herd district. Such provisions are not required to be in the order establishing the
herd district; rather, the statute indicates they should be in the petition. See the statutory
Plaintiffs Pre-Trial Conference Statement - Page -2-
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scheme in effect at the time the 1982 herd district was created, which was the 1963 version
of 25-2401 et seq.
These are the general rules that will govern the Court's determination as to the
validity of the herd district in question.
Additionally, Guzman continues to contend that the doctrines of equitable estoppel
and/or estoppel by !aches preclude Piercy from seeking to invalidate the 1982 herd district.
The rules of law pertaining to those two defenses are fully set forth in the briefing
submitted by Guzman and Sutton in response to Piercy's Motion for Summary Judgment,
and Guzman would refer the court to that briefing.
STIPULATED FACTS, WITNESSES AND EXHIBITS
As of the date this brief is being drafted the parties have not yet stipulated as to any
facts in this case.
Plaintiff anticipates that the parties will stipulate into evidence the documentation
pertaining to the Order establishing the 1982 Herd District, including the minutes of the
County Commissioners' December 2 and December 10, 1982 meetings regarding the 1982
herd district, the Order of December 10, 1982 establishing the Herd District, the various
Canyon County herd district maps found in the county records (though Guzman remains
convinced that none of those maps are the map referred to by the County Commissioners
in their December 10, 1982 Order establishing the Herd District) and other documentation
identified by the parties to date as pertaining to the creation of said herd district (though the
parties may disagree as to the significance, meaning or circumstances surrounding the
creation or drafting of such documentation). Attached hereto are documents Guzman may
seek to introduce as exhibits at the trial of this matter. Guzman reserves the right to
Plaintiff's Pre-Trial Conference Statement- Page -3-
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introduce into evidence at trial any documents or things identified or produced in any
deposition, discovery response, or otherwise, by any party, in this case.
Finally, Guzman may cross examine or call as a witness at trial any person
called to testify or identified as a possible witness by any party to this litigation, and any
person deposed in this litigation.

Guzman may also call as a witness at trial Paul

Kosterman, paralegal at Chasan and Walton. Mr. Kosterman will testify that he reviewed
the newspaper documentation assembled by Piercy's counsel, and that there are a
substantial number of newspaper pages not produced by Piercy, during the time frames
searched by Piercy for the Canyon County papers searched by Piercy, and that therefore
Piercy can not establish by clear and convincing evidence that notice of the hearing on the
proposed herd district was not published in a newspaper in accord with the provisions of
law. Mr. Kosterman will also testify as to the results of his search of Idaho Press Tribune
legal notices for December 24, 1976 and January 1, 1977.
Guzman may call as a witness at trial the Mutual of Enumclaw insurance adjuster
who adjusted the claims for damages arising out of automobile/calf collisions that occurred
involving Piercy's livestock in 2001. All parties have been provided with a copy of Mutual of
Enumclaw's file on those losses. Among other things, it appears Piercy advised Mutual of
Enumclaw in 2001 that the location of the collisions (which is very near the location of the
collision which forms the subject matter of this lawsuit) was not within open range, and that
Piercy collected money from his insurer for the loss of his calves because the collisions
occurred within a herd district, not within open range. It is believed the adjuster for this
claim for Mutual of Enumclaw was Paul Axness.

Plaintiffs Pre-Trial Conference Statement- Page -4-
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Guzman may also call as a witness at trial Piercy, to testify that the location of the
accident involved in this case was within a herd district, and to testify to claims he has
made against insurers for losses occurring within the herd district where Piercy's bull was
pastured. Guzman may also call as a witness at trial any person identified by any party to
this litigation as a potential witness at the trial of this case.
SETTLEMENT DISCUSSIONS
The parties have pursued settlement discussions without success. It appears there
will be no further settlement discussions until the Court rules as to the validity of the 1982
herd district.
DATED this

l~

2]_ day of August, 2008.
Chasan & Walton, LLC

Timothy C. Walton, Attorney for
Plaintiff

Plaintiffs Pre-Trial Conference Statement - Page -5-
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CERTIFICATE OF MAILING
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on

the~f August, 2008, a true and correct

copy of the above and foregoing document was served upon by:

~Mail

Joshua S. Evett

D
D
D

Elam & Burke
251 E. Front St., No. 300
P.O. Box 1539
Boise, ID 83701-1539
Attorneys for Jennifer Sutton

Hand Delivery
Overnight Courier
Facsimile to (208) 384-5844

~Mail
D

Ryan Peck
Rodney R. Saetrum
SAETRUM LAW OFFICES
101 S. Capitol Blvd., Suite 1800
P.O. Box 7425
Boise, ID 83707
Attorneys for Dale W. Piercy

D
D

Hand Delivery
Overnight Courier
Facsimile to (208) 336-0448

~Mail

Charles L. Saari, Chief Civil Deputy
Canyon County Prosecutor's Office
1115 Albany St.
Caldwell, ID 83605
Attorney for Canyon County

D
D
D

Stephen E. Blackburn ISB #6717
BLACKBURN LAW, P.C.
660 E. Franklin Rd., Suite 220
Meridian, Idaho 83642
Co-Counsel for Plaintiff

D
D
D

Hand Delivery
Overnight Courier
Facsimile to (208) 455-5955

~ii

Hand Delivery
Overnight Courier
Facsimile to (208) 898-9443

CHASAN & WALTON, LLC

Timothy C. Walton
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IDAHO STATE
HISTORICAL
•SOCIETY•

~
~

"The History and Preservation People"
Our mission: to educate
through the identification,
preservation, and interpretation
of Idaho's cultural heritage.
www .id ah oh istory.n et

I certify that this is a true copy of material found in the collections of the
Idaho State Historical Society Public Archives and Research Library.

Dirk Kempthome
Governor ofldaho

Steve Guerber
Executive Director
Administntioa
2205 Old Penitentiary Road
Boise, Idaho 83712·8250
Office: (208) 334-2682
Fax: (208) 334-2774
Arcbaeologiul Survey of Idaho
210 Main Street
Boise, Idaho 83702-7264
Office: (208) 334-3847
Fax: (208) 334-2775

Historical Museum aod

Education Pru.:raDls
610 Nonh Julia Davis Drive
Boise, Idaho 83702· 7695
Office: (20&) 334-2120
Fax: (208) 334-4059
Historic Preservation Office
210 Main Street

Boise, Idaho 83 702-7264
Office; (208) 334-3861
Fax: (20&) 334-2775

6/
Date

Historic Sites Office
2445 Old Penitentiary Road
Boise, Idaho 8)712-8254
Office: (208) 334-2844
Fax: (208) 334-3225
Publjc Archives and

Research Libn1ry
2205 Old Penitentiary Rood
Boise, Idaho 83712-8250
Public Archives
Office: (208) 334-2620
Fax: (208) 334-2626
Research Library
(208) 334-3556
Oral History
Office: (208) 334-3863
Fax: (208) 334-3198

The Idaho State J-6tlr9il Society is an Equal Opportunity Employer.
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Smto of Idaho

}
$&.

O>unty of CanyoJJ
. .
.
{ hereby certify 1h111 the foregotng msll1ll11Cni is
a m1e and correct cop}'_ of the: origirnil as the
same: 11ppen.rs in this office.
0-'
DATED
<l
William H. HU!'lit, Clc:rk of the: District Court

ORDER ESTABLISHING HERD DISTRICT

/-/? - {)

n0~k

·':Iv

Deputy

The Board has again reyiewed the CoMplexity o~'the Herd
DistricT Boundaries throughout th~ County and has deterMined,
by resolution, that the tiMe has coMe to siMplify and uni~y
t~-n~ status of' Herc.I Distri.,:·t~~ in Canyon County,
ln M&king -rhis
deterMination the Board has found tha fDllowing:

t,

A surYey Map attached h~reto, prepared by tha Planning and
Zoning AdMinistrator d~si9nates the three sMall areas within the
County which reMain gpen range.

2,

That Map shows that over 95%
now in Hard District

3,

Through

th~

yea~s

boundary lines and

Q~

the land within the County is

s~atus.

confusion has existed because o~ overlapping
inde~inite District boundar~ descriptions.

4.

Canyon County ha5 reached th& st~ge o~ urban developMent which
des1roys ~he ori;inal purpose •nd Qse¥ulness of the concept of
open rang@.

S.

The Mobility of our citizens has increased to the point at which
it becoMes necessary that Herd District st•tus exi~1 throughovt
the County,

Therefore,

XT IS HEREBY ORDERED by the Board of Canyon County CoMMissioners
1982, that •\\Herd Dis·tr:i.ct be established in the chree r~Ma1n1ng open range areas in Canyon County as
shown on the attached suryey Map (Marked in bl•ck>, to the en~
that the entire land •rea o~ Canyon County be placed in Herd Dis1rict
p~i this.-/a day of' Dec:ei:-rb7r 1

.
I

I
I

r:

0
~/
,
.
'
~~---·· -·.L~ ~
-·

_:.>

Gl c.;inn 0, I< ocl1

ATTEST:

t&}_t a ~det~~

L,J::'t::

Clerk/Deputy
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BOOK 27
TWENTY THIRD DAY OF NOVEMBER TERM, A.D., 1982
CALDWELL, IDAHO
DECEMBER 10, 1982
PRES.ENT:

Carlos E. Bledsoe, Chairman, Del Hobza, Glenn O. Koch,
Jeanie Irvine, Deputy Clerk.

COMMISSIONERS REFER COPY OF SUMMONS FROM ATTORNEY FOR GARY
GOCHENOUR TO THE PROSECUTING ATTORNEY
The Board of Commissioners acknowledged receipt of a Summons
from Herbert w. Rettig, attorney for Gary Gochenour, and
referred summons to the Office of the Prosecuting Attorney
for advice as to further proceedings.
ORDER ESTABLISHING HERD DISTRICT
The Board has again reviewed the complexity of the Herd
District Boundaries throughout the County and has determined,
by resolution, that the time has come to simplify and unify
the status of Herd Districts in Canyon County. In making
this determination the Board has found the following:
1.

A survey map, attached to the Order on file in the
Recorder's Office, prepared by the Planning and
Zoning Administrator designates the three sm·a11
areas within the County which remain open range.

2.

That map shows that over 95% of the land within the
County is now in Herd District status.

3.

Through the years confusion has existed because of
overlapping boundary lines and indefinite District
boundary descriptions.

4.

Canyon County has reached the stage of urban
development which destroys the original purpose and
usefulness of the concept of open range.

5.

The mobility of our citizens has increased to the
point at which it becomes necessary that Herd
District status exist throughout the County.
Therefore,

IT IS HEREBY ORDERED by the Board of Canyon County
Commissioners on this 10th day of December, 1982, that a Herd
District be established in the three remaining open range
areas in Canyon County as shown on the survey map filed with
this Order in the Recorder's Office (Marked in black), to the
ena that the entire land area of Canyon County be placed in
Herd Distri'ct status.
Order signed by the Board of Canyon County Commissioners and
attested by the Deputy Clerk to the Board of Commissioners.
RESOLUTION PASSED REGARDING SHERIFF'S REQUEST TO RESCIND PREVIOUS
RESOLUTION IN ORpER TO MAINTAIN A FULL STRENGTH STAFF IN THE
CIYIL PEPARTMENI
The following Resolution was considered and adopted by the
Canyon County Board of Commissioners on the 10th day of
December, 1982: Upon motion of Commissioner Bledsoe and thP,
second by Commissioner Koch the Board resolves as follows:
The Resolution of September 20, 1982, .appointing Davetta
Naumann to serve as Public Information Specialist for Civil

622
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BCDOl(-27
Defense is hereby rescinded at the request of Sher
Prescott, and the Disaster Services Coordinator sh
in the capacity of Public Information Specialist
further notice. Motion Carried Unanimously.

The following Resolution was considered and
Canyon County Board of Commissioners on the 10th
December, 1982: Upon motion of Commissioner Bled
second by Commissioner Hobza the Board resolves a
That the Notices of Claim filed' in behalf of Fran
and Christopher John McElhoes be referred to the
Attorney for advice as to further proceedings. I
preliminary finding of the Board of Commissioners
alleged Claims which are the subject of these not
frivolous as against Canyon County and should not
to our Insurance carrier. Motion Carried Unanimo

d by the
ay Of
oe and the
follows:
·Duszynski
rose cu ting
is the
that the

The following Resolution was considered and adopt
Canyon County Board of Commissioners on the 10th
December 1982: Upon motion of Commissioner Bleds
second by Commissioner Hobza the Board resolves a
There is hereby established the Canyon County Cri
Justice Management Information System to be known
symbol JUSTIS and to be managed and operated unde
written guidelines filed with this resolution in
Recorder's Office. Motion Carried Unanimously.

d by the
ay of
e and the
follows:
in al
by the
the formal
he

PAYMENT OF CLAIMS

ORD R NO. 8305

The Board of Commissioners approved payment of cl ims for
services in the amount of $147,511.51 as follows:
FUND NUMBER
AMOUNT
FUND NAME
001
91,884.41
Current Expense
002
1,507.84
Charity
005
2,489.60
Weed Control
008
3, 693. 08
Solid Waste
009
10,569.89
Assessor's Reappraisal
012
1,572 .80
Parks & Recreation
013
12,202.03
Ambulance - Paramedic
017
9,820.85
District Court Fund
275
8,705.70
Headstart
280
5,065.31
O.A.A.P. Trust (Aging)
TOTAL
147,511.51
The approval of claims in Fund Number 013 for payment in the
amount of $12,202.03 for Ambulance - Paramedic was made for
clerical and audit purposes upon the recommendation of the
Board sitting as a Board of Canyon County Ambulance District
Commissioners.
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THE MINUTES FOR THE FOR THE FISCAL TERM OF NOVEMBER, 1982
WERE READ AND APPROVED AND FOUND TO BE A PROPER RECORD OF THE
PROCEEDINGS OF THE BOARD OF COUNTY COMMISSIONERS OF CANYON
COUNTY, IDAHO.
~

APPROVED:~~
Chairman of the Board

~
Member

ATTEST:
DATE:

Mr;&l~h~~di
1-;l-

/ ;;_/¥J
~

I
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BOOK-22---·-BEER LICENSES
The Board of Commissioners approved beer licenses as follows:
Lake Shore Service, Nampa, Idaho.
Ferry Service, Highway 45, Melba, Idaho.
PAYMENT OF CLAIMS:

ORDER NO:

76103

The Board of. Commissioners approved payment of claims for
services in the amount of 65,368.37 as follows:
FUND NUMBER
AMOUNT
FUND NAME
001
30,659.31
Current Expense
002
353.28
Charity
003
22,302.61
Road and Bridge
005
3,00B.21
Weed Control
008
654.15
Sokid Waste Disposal
009
2,978.18
Assessors Reappraisal
011
1,020.80
Historical Society
012
243.05
Parks and Recreation
013
767.69
Ambulance-Paramedic
014
291.82
Pest Control
017
1,067.42
District Court
277
699.46
County Fair
279
106.99
C.D.C.Trust (planning)
O.A.A.P.Trust· (ageing)
2BO
1,039.99
281
175.41
'civil Defense
TOTAL THIS ORDER:

65,368.37

NINETEENTH DAY OF DECEMBER TERM, A.D., 1976
CALDWELL, IDAHO
JANUARY 6, 1976
PRESENT:

Ira Craven, Chairman, Earl Giles, and Walter Fry, Clerk.

ROAD & BRIDGE SUPERVISOR: SUSPENSION REQUEST DEFEATED
The motion was made by Commissioner Giles, that: The request
of James c. Morfitt, Prosecuting Attorney that Charles Gray,
Road Supervisor· be ·suspen·ded.'..!immediately·-pendi!J.g- outcome -·of
his inves.tigation be ·approved. Died for lack of second.
Motion Defeated. Commissioner
Earl Giles and Ira craven
Present.
TWENTIETH DAY OF DECEMBER TERM, A.D., 1976
CALDWELL, IDAHO
JANUARY 7, 1976
PRESENT:

Ira craven, Chairman, Earl Giles, Stanley Pilcher, and
Walter Fry, Clerk.

TAX ROLL ADJUSTMENTS
The Board of Commissioners approved tax adjustments as follows:
76R23095-002- -00
Porter, Wayne E.,% Henry B. Dahms
76R23095-000- -00
Porter, Wayne E.
76X22495-002- -00
Prescott, Steve ·
76Xl"6542-000- -00
Shirley, James R.
76P 5204-000- -00
Western Idaho Farms % Stimpson, R.L.
76Xl3516-000- -00
Purcel'l, Vernon, N.

I

IB

D~tl.12. \
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BOOK :22'---ROAD ACCEPTED:

& R.

The Board of Commissioners approved roads that were inspected
in the R. & R. Subdivision on November 12, 1976 that have been
paved and recommend that they b~ accepted into the County road
system.
WEED CONTROL:

1976 INVENTORY

The Board of Commissioners received and approved the ending
1976 Inventory for Canyon County Weed Control.
BUDGET

TRA~S~~~:

CURRENT EXPENSE

The motion was made by Commissioner Pilcher, seconded by
Commissioner Craven that; $682.08 be transferred from Current
Expense General Reserve 'B' Budget to Department OS-Capital
Outlay 91, Prosecuting Attorney. Motion Carried Unanimously.
\BEER LICENSE:
The Board of Commissioners approved a beer license for:
Skippers Fish & Chips, Inc., ~124 Cald. Blvd., Caldwell, Idaho.
AUDI'l'OR'S: QUARTERLY REPORT:

I
1

THIRD QUARTER

The Board of Commissioners received and approved the
Canyon County Clerk/Auditor/Recorder Office Third Quarterly
Report.
CANYON :COUNTY. BOARD' OF' COUNTY COMMISSTONERs· PUBLIC HEARING MINUTES:
MEMBERS PRESENT:

\

I

I
I

I

Commissioners Craven, & Pilcher. ABSENT: Giles.

Chairman Craven called to order the Public Hearing at
9:00 a.m. He read aloud, the Notice of Public Hearing, which
wa·s advertised in the newspaper December 24, 1976 and January
1, 1977; stating that the purpose of this hearing was to determine whether or not all of the unincorporated area of
Canyon County should be declared a Herd District.
He further stated that it was the feeling of the Board of
County Commissioners that in view of the fact, that approximately 94% of Canyon County was presently within a Herd
1
District. That it would be a benefit to the general public
to declare all cif the unincorporated area of canyon County to
oe· ·wi'thin a H:erd District.
There being no one present to protect or no written
·'
testimony; Cominissioner Pilcher made a motion that: All of the
unincorporated area of Canyon County be declared as a Herd
District, to prohi'bi t animals from running at large in the
unincorporated area of Canyon County, and that the animals
I
referred to are as follows: Horses, Mules, Asses, Cattle,Swine,
Sli..eep, and Goats; That s.aid animals shall be prohibited from
;
running at large at all times.
'
Th.e' ·motion was seconded by Commissioner Craven, and passed •·
Commissioner Craven declared the Public Hearing adjourned 1
at 9.:30 a.m.

li

"I

I

I

APPROVED:

~!.~
CHAIRMAN OF BOARD

Respectfully submitted,
George A. Ottens, Acti~g Secretary

B
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SEVENTEENTH DAY OF NOVEMBER TERM, A.D., 1982
CALDWELL, IDAHO
DECEMBER 2, 1982
CERTIFICATE OF RESIDENCY APPROVED
The Board of Commissioners approved a Certificate of
Residency for Marcedalin Torres to receive tuition aid to
attend College of Southern Idaho.
RESOLUTION PASSED REGARDING HERD DISTRICTS IN CANYON COUNTY
The following Resolution was considered and adopted by the
Canyon County Board of Commissioners on the 2nd day of
December, 1982: Upon motion of Commissioner Hobza and the
second by Commissioner Bledsoe the Board resolves as
follows: That because of the confusion that exists due to
the over-lapping lines of herd districts and open range and
because over ninety-five (95%) percent of the area of Canyon
County is already designated a herd district the Board will
issue an order designating all of Canyon County to be herd
district as of December 14, 1982. Motion Carried
Unanimously.
~

BEER AND WINE LICENSE APPROVED

'

The Board of Commissioners granted a retail license to
Intermountain Food Stores, Inc. dba M&W Market #11, 120
Holly, Nampa, Idaho to sell beer and wine.

BEER LICENSE APPROVED
The Board of Commissioners granted a retail license to John
L. O'Very dba El Charro Mini Mart, 1701 1st Street North,
Nampa, Idaho to sell beer.
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e Number

_______Motion Carried Unanimously

~~~~-·-·_____Motion

carried / Split Vote Below

------Motion

Defeated / Split Vote Below

No

Yes

Did
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--

J -Date
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LEGAL NOllCQ

APPOINT,,.ENT TO !'EST CONTROL IOAliif
Thi' Board QI: County Commlulonen 1pp0nted .Al'll1 Tlsh io
serve a lhret yjar rerm"" Ille Pesl ConlrDI llGlnl.
aee1U.NOWINE LICENSHAP'PROYED (
The la1td of Commissioners 9r1nted 1 nta.cNkense to Circle

K, Inc. ~· Clrclt ~ IG7l7, 101 EAU LDgan,. CildWtll. ldlhO, 1a
1ell bttr 1nd wine.
·
:
T~ Board of Commlssloneti ;ranted a ritii1Taltse to Circle
K. Inc.. dbl Cirdr K 10125. n4 22nd ~vlftltt- SOu~ Nampa,
Idaho. to sell beer 1nd wrlne.
The loard of
granted a rttcil license to Circle
K. Inc. &111 Ckcle K IOllS. tstJ C..kfwtll awtenrd, N1mpa.

Cammlssloners

l<Nha, luell beer indwlne.
The Burd ol C.ommlnlontn ll'lftted a rt.t~I Dceftsc to Circle:
K. Inc. db• Cir.tit IC 1Cl65. IOS 11111
Horth. Nampa,
IGaho, 10

Slel be•C'•nO wine.

A.v•-

Tttt loard of Commissioners granted• rel&I Ucense to Clrcle
K. Inc. dba Cirdt JC fC.197, 1907 Sumi:nlf. CAldrtell. ld.lho, lo MU
betf&ndwifte.
·
The Bo.rd of Commluionrrs granted'• rttilil liansc la Circle
K. Inc. dbl Circ5e K I091A, 2406 Montana. Caldwell, Id.Iha. to seU
be.er 1nd wine:.

in~~:::: j~f;.~~~'!1~ru:."'J.!1~:JI :~:::,': i~~

1 n Grovt 51rect, P1rma. ld•ho,.Ma self beer Ind wlnt.
The BO¥d of CommlWontrs 1nntitd 1 nhll lk:er\se 10
Rober1 E. Gonthltr .W V1ltric Gonthlet db.A Kings torn«
Grocery.'°' SouthsidL N•mp•. ld1ho. toseM beer and wine. ·

The BHtd ot Commissioners granrltd 1 reta11 llcr:nst to Fred
E. Sil•a. Jr.• db• Frtddy's. "21 Clevtlancl laulevar.d. Coldwell,

.venue
\W,.
C•IOWell, lditho llM>S"
ll, 10. 71. 1912; January l . HU

ld1ha. ta HU bttr IAd wine•

TM Board eJ Commfulonen tHnled • ntail llanH la
Wllllam R. KDlaKll 1111• Pasrlme Tavern. ' Hor1h Oewey
Avenur:. Mlddlr:lon. ldtltO, to seU beer and wine.

NOTICE OF SHERIFF'S SALE

•f.,.

rue
Eucvtlon In mr hands. 1ssvca 0111 o1 uu:
1url DI the THIRD Judicl•I OJslrid of lhf Sl•lt of
and for lht County ol CANYON in the 1uif al C•ll
gi1lnsl lv•n M. JArvls. Sr. and Donn• Ji1rvls duly 11

J'2nd day of October, A.O. 1912 J have levic'lf upon all
I t~ and intern! of lhe Sild Jvan M. J•rvii Sr. & Don

BEER LICENSE FOR APPROVAL
The Board ~I Commlntonen 1r1nltd 1 l'.t1111 Uttl\$C to Elk$

Club dbl nme, IDU Hortft KJmbaH, Caldw1t1. ldUa. ta sen

bttr.

.

Tne ea.rd of commls5'ontrs;r1nted 1 rtl1il ncrnse ta Let a.
•ndJHnttle Y. Cootdb1Cook"s2 Hole B•r 1ndGrlU. I06 lrnd·
1

.m ly , ~d•hO, wl1. ·

wf"heMi!~is :r~°mSle..!!:C:B I

cr, A.O. ltll, 11 t : lOo'c:lock A.M. or uid d1y, In fronl
'I House. rn the Cily of Caldwell. Counly ol Canyon.
1ha. I will HH Ml lht rllJhl, UUe and lnleresl of fM
M. J.tNiS Sr. attct DonnA J.arvls In and 10 lhe uid
>roperty, 11 pUblic auc11on ID lhe bignesl bidder for
•lul maner of fht United Stain, to wlisty Hid exccu

Caldwell. td~hct. to s.eU beer.

n •nd 1o the following described prope-rty. situale:d in
n 20 4 s ha 6lcH laa:' "In S.E. H.E .
IS ttEREBY GIVEN, Thal on Tuesday. lht 21st day

COSl5.

du

my n•n;-~~s0~~R~lc°b~~~~t;1[,· ,.. o. 1912,
By OEE NAUMANN. 0.llUIY Sherill

6, IJ,lG, IHl

ANOTHER 5UMNIOH5
CIS1 Ho. :ias:lf-A
'ict Court of rile Shr:th JudlclJt Dislrict ol lhe SJale of

ltL'l~~T'llt~.:tn;;:.~111.
vs.
OAltLIHG,
DeftndonL

E OF IDAHO SENOS GREETINGS TO THE ABOVE
EFENDANT.
E HERE&Y HOTlFIS:O Thal• Complain! has been
st you In fhl Ols.lrict Court ol lhe Sixlh Judici•I
1

~~;:'~:U3~"!n~ ;::·~.'~:r~v"!lir~ cfe~"roit:!
iwe:r or written morion

tn

defense

ro

Ifie s.ld Com·

~f.;e;~ri.r:rtb°~r ·~~1!~~·~:, V.:11 ~~' !l1h1~~:· .r~:
1

the ~aJnUU wlll l•kt Judgment agains.r you u
aid Complaint.
rt of the ctalm 1v1lnst you is lareclosure, recisslQll
damagrs.
'" hind •nd Jhe 5UI ol uid Dislricl Court, 11\is Jflh
~mber, 1912.

~Hied,

G. NEIL .A.HOER SON

Clerk

ly : GLENNA AMDERSON

•TT a. ,,.,gr~non
orPl•ltttlU
Poc~teHo,

Idaho 13101

i, ll, 10, ]7, .,.,

NOTIC£ TO CREDITORS
Cose No. lP·l610
let Covtl of tilt Third Ndlclil OiJ.lrlcl of lhe SI ale of

lld for lht County of C1nyon Maglstraru Oivi:slon.
CJIDn
11ntr of llltl Eslole of: BETTY ll. ANDRAE,

:E OF HEARING UNDER PROVISIONS OF
sec. U-:1-1:1111.1.C• .UAMEHDED
. Cllt Nt.1P·3617
:I Covrt OI mt Third Judlelal DlslrlCI of lhe Sia le ol
g:,r I~ Caunty of C1ny09 Mia;lslrale OlvlsJon.

or of lht E1l1loof ANTHONY CROUSE, Otc.oHH.

;1~:r~t~1GJ~1~~.!:i:\;:m~!'b'~o~~~·J~h":.

ha pro)!lslan1 of Stc..· 15-3·1205. l.C •• H amended•.

·detrei ol Ille above 111mn C<JUJ1 lh•l •11 prope~ty

:ti:lfl~~:!~.:rt!e:.!'i:.l~~:~:t-~.e2r::~ .~:·

iuse af nkf decedent, 1nd alleging therein that 1111

Lrntestate.

•
FURTH ER GI VE Hlhal bearing has been sel upon
1n lhe ltlhdilyot J~uary . ttll.11 t :lOA .M.• Jn the
r lh~ above n1med Caurr, In lhe Canyon County
,r..-tAw•tl I"•""•

ntt<d • rat•n Manse to The
Udder Place. Inc.. db• ume. $10 l'ven. C1ldwtU, IQllL ta sell
bffr.
The Soard of Commlulonen granted • tel•ll liansc 10 C.r•
roll A. Shodem db• Andenon Comet. Jd. HW tS and Hwy
»26. Pum•, ld1110. •se.Ubecr.
.

~1::1~,::,..ca~mJf~'c:~ ~·~11e:se:, '~nU!~~':,': ~~J.
.

•
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03-05-17: RUNNING AT LARGE PROHIBITED:
(1) Canines:

A. Canine At Large: It shall be unlawful for any person to allow a canine which he owns,
keeps, or harbors to be at large or to negligently fail, neglect or refuse to prevent a canine
which he owns, keeps or harbors from being at large upon the roads, streets or alleys of
the county or any public place of the county or upon any premises other than his own. This
provision applies regardless of whether the eanine is licensed or not. Any person found in
violation of this provision shall be guilty of an infraction and shall be punished as provided
in Idaho Code 18-113A, as amended.
B. Canine At Large, Third Offense In Five Years: Any person who pleads guilty to, is found
guilty of, or is in any manner convicted of more than two (2) violations of subsection (1 )A,
"Canine At Large", of this section, within five (5) years, shall be guilty of a misdemeanor
and shall be punished as provided in Idaho Code 18-113, as amended.
C. Confinement Of Female Canines In Heat: It shall be unlawful for the owner, keeper or
possessor of a female canine in the estrus state (in heat) to negligently fail, neglect or
refuse to confine such animal indoors or in a type of kennel preventing nuisance or
undesired fertilization by male canines unless restrained by the owner or possessor and
under the immediate control of the owner or possessor (e.g., in their accompaniment if off
the property).
(2) Livestock:

A. Prohibited: It shall be unlawful for any person to allow livestock which he owns, keeps or
harbors to be at large upon the roads, streets or alleys of the county or upon any premises
other than his own.
B. Herding Or Driving Animals: It shall be unlawful for anyone to herd or drive any animal
through the county without having said animal under control by means of rope, strap or
other device by which it may be led, unless such animal is being driven in harness or
hauled; it is hereby made and shall be the duty of any animal control officer of the county to
seize and impound any and all horses, mules, donkeys, burros, cattle, sheep, goats,
llamas, buffalo or pigs found running at large within the county.
C. Exception: This subsection (2) shall not be construed as prohibiting stockmen from
driving herds through the county when necessary to transfer them from one pasture to
another or for the purpose of shipping, but such stockmen so driving stock through the
county shall be liable to property owners for all damages done to their property by such
stock while being driven through the county, whether or not such damage is caused by the
negligence of the said stockman or his agents. Such stock shall be driven through the
county in as short a time as possible.
(3) Fowl And Poultry: It shall be unlawful for any person to keep fowl, guineas or poultry unless
such fowl or poultry are at all times kept upon his own premises, within a shed, pen or other
enclosure sufficient to restrain said fowl or poultry from trespassing upon the property of
others.

htto://66. I 13.195.234/ID/Canvon%20Countv/05&§Jioooooo9000 htm
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(4) Animals At Large: It shall be unlawful for any animal(s) (except felines, domestic or feral),
owned or possessed by an individual to be at large upon the roads, streets or alleys of the
county or any public place of the county or upon any premises other than his own.
Waterfowl in county parks are exempt from this section. (Ord. 04-009, 6-4-2004)

http://66.113.195.234/ID/Canvon%20Countv/050§:itboooooo9000.htm
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be placed in the public school fund of the county. [1911, ch. 175, § 1,
p. 569; C. L., § 1301a; C. S., § 2009; I. C. A., § 24-2014.]
Collateral References.
4 Am. Jur. 2d, Animals, § 46.

3 C.J.S., Animals, § 87.

25-2315. Duties of municipal police.-All the foregoing sections of
this chapter shall apply and regulate estrays in incorporated villages
and cities; and the duties imposed on sheriffs. and constables herein
shall apply and regulate in a like manner the police force. of all incorporated cities and villages; provided, that nothing in this chapter
shall be construed as prohibiting any incorporated city or village from
regulating the running at large of said estrays within any incorporated city or village. [1919, ch. 177, § 5, p. 555; C. S., § 2010; am.
1921, ch. 120, § 1, p. 294; I. C. A., § 24-2015.]
.
CHAPTER24
HERD DISTRICTS.
SECTION.

25-2401. Commissioners may create
herd districts.
25-2402. Petition for district.
25-2403. Notice of hearing petition.
25-2404. Order creating district.
25-2405. Fences on agricultural lands.
adjacent to public domainCattle guards.

SECTION.

26-2406.

Limitation on powers of commissioners.
25-2407. Violation of commissioners'
order-Criminal liability.
25-2408. Ci:vil liability.
25-2409. Trespassing animals may be
taken up.

437

HERD DISTRICTS

and who are also resident in, and qualified electors of, the state of Idaho
may petition the board of county commissioners in writing to create
such area a herd district. Such petition shall describe the boundaries
of the said proposed herd district, and shall designate what animals of
the species of horses, mules, asses, cattle, swine, sheep and goats
it is desired to prohibit from running at large, also prohibiting said
animals from being herded upon the public highways in such district;
and shall designate that the herd district shall not apply to nor cover
livestock, excepting swine, which shall roam, drift or stray from open
range into the district unless the district shall be inclosed by lawful
fences and cattle guards in roads penetrating the district so as to prevent livestock, excepting swine, from roaming, drifting or straying from
open range into the district; and may designate the period of the year
during which it is desired to prohibit such animals from running at
large, or being herded on the highways. Provided, any herd district
heretofore established shall retain its identity, geographic definition,
and remain in full force and effect, until vacated or modified hereafter
as provided by section 25-2404, Idaho Code, as amended.
Open range means all uninclosed lands outside cities and villages
upon which by custom, license or otherwise, livestock, excepting swine,
are grazed or permitted to roam. [1907, p. 126, § 2, reen. R. C. & C. L.,
§ 1303; am. 1919, ch. 184, § 1, p. 565; C. S., § 2012; I. C. A., § 24-,2102;
am. 1935, ch. 90, § 1, p. 171; am. 1947, ch. 75, § 1, p. 120; am. 1953,
ch. 118, § 1, p. 172; am. 1963, ch. 264, § 1, p. 674.]
Compiler's note. Section 2 of S. L.
1953, ch. 118, is compiled herei:n as

§ 25-2404.

25-2401. Commissioners may create herd districts.-The board of
county commissioners of each county in the state shall have power to
create herd districts within such county as hereinafter provided; and
when such district is so created, the provisions of this chapter shall
apply and be enforceable therein. [1907, p. 126, § 1; reen. R. C. & C. L.,
§ 1302; C. S., § 2011; I. C. A., § 24-2101.]
Cross ref. Barbed wire, careless exposure unlawful, notice to''owner, civil
and criminal liability, §§ 35-301-35-305.
Establishment, modification or dissolution of herd districts, presumption of
validity, § 31-857.
Forest, wildlife and range experiment
staticm, to conduct cooperative investigation and research with the state livestock
commission, § 38-703; fa conduct investigations and research into the production,
protection, utilization and management
for continuous use of all forage and
range resources on the wild and forest
lands, § 38-710.
David Thompson game preserve, § 363405.
Lawful fences, §§ 35-101, 35-102.
Limitation on powers of commissioners, § 25-2406.
.
Partition fences, §§ 35-103-35-112.
Quartz mills, fencing of reservoirs and

dumps, liability for failure to inclose,

§§ 35-201, 35-202.

Reforestation land, use for grazing,

§ 38-210.

Beetling of burned-over areas to range
grasses and legumes, § 38-501 et seq.
Comp. leg. Mont. Rev. Codes 1947-,
§§ 46-1501-46-1507, 46-1601-46-1607.
Ore. Rev. Stat., §§ 607.005-607.990.
Wash. Rev. Co de, §§ 16.24.01016.24.090.
Wyo. Stat. 1957, §§ 11-600-11-608.
Sec. to sec. ref. This section is referred to in § 25-2406.
Cited in: Soran v. Schoessler (1964),
87 Idaho 425, 394 P.2d 160.
Collaternl References.
4 Am. Jur. 2d, Animals, §§ 40-45.
3 C.J.S., Animals, §§ 109-111.

25-2402. Petition for district.-A majority of the landowners in any
area or district described hy metes and bounds not including open range

25-2404

Collateral Reference.
3 C.J.S., Animals, §§ 112-129.

25-2403. Notice of hearing petition.-It shall be the duty of the
board of county commissioners, after such petition has been filed, to set
a date for hearing said petition, notice of which hearing shall be given
by posting notices thereof in three (3) conspicuous places in the proposed herd district, and by publication for two (2) weeks previous to
said hearing in a newspaper published in the county nearest the proposed herd district. [1907, p. 126, § 3; reen. R. C. & C. L., § 1304; C. S.,
§ 2013; I. C. A., § 24-2103.]
Cross ref. Publication requirements,
.
·
Post card notice, § 31-863.

§ 60-109.

Notice Required.
Herd district created without posting
notices required by this section is in-

valid. State v. Catlin (1921), 33 Idaho
437, 195 P. 628.
Collateral Reference.
3 C.J.S., Animals, § 115.

25-2404. Order creating district.-At such hearing, if satisfied that
a majority of the landowners owning more than fifty per cent (50%)
of the land in said proposed herd district who are resident in, and
qualified electors of, the state of Idaho are in favor of the enforcement
of the herd law therein, and that it would be beneficial to such district,
the board of commissioners shall make an order creating such herd
district, in accordance with the prayer of the petition, or with such
modifications as it may choose to make. Such order shall specify a certain time at which it shall take effect, which time shall be at least
thirty (30) days after the making of said order; and said order shall
continue in force, according to the terms thereof, until the same shall

25-2405
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be vacated or modified by the board of commissioners, upon the petition
of a majority of the landowners owning more than fifty per cent (50 %)
of the land in said district who are .resident in, ancl qualified electors of,
the state of Idaho. [1907, p. 126, § 4; reen. R. C. & C. L., § 1305; C. S.,
§ 2014; I. C. A., § 24-2104; am. 1947, ch. 75, § 2; p. 120; am. 1953, ch.
118, § 2, p. 172.]
Compiler's note. Section 1 of S. L.
1953, ch. 118, is compiled herein as § 252402.

Sec. to sec. ref. This section is re!erred to in §§ 25-2402, 25-2407, 25-2408.

Burden of Proof.
Where the presence of animal on highway in herd district resulted in injury,
owner of animal was liable therefor un-

less he could satisfactorily explain the
animal's presence on the highway. Corthell v. Pearson (1965), 88 Idaho 295,
399 P.2d .266.

25-2409. Trespassing animals may be taken up.-Any person may
take into custody any of the animals specified in the said order of the
board of commissioners that may be about to commit a trespass upon
the premises owned, occupied or in charge of such person, and retain
the same until all reasonable charges for keeping said animals are paid:
provided, that it shall be the duty of the person so taking said animals
into custody to notify the owner or person in charge of the same within
five (5) days thereafter, and if the owner or person in charge of them
shall not be known to the person so taking said animals into custody,
and cannot be found after diligent search and inquiry, he may proceed
in the manner provided for the taking up and disposal of estrays.
(1907, p. 126, § 8; reen. R. C. & C. L., § 1309; C. S., § 2018; I. C. A.,
§ 24-2108.]

Gates on public highways, § 40-906.
Passageways for stock under highways, § 40-924.
Removal of fences when highway altered or new highway opened, § 40-709.
Trails for livestock, county commissioners to lay out § 40-702.
'
See. to sec. ref. This section is referred to in § 25-2406.

25-2406. Limitation on powers of commissioners.-The provisions of
sections 25-2401 and 25,-2405 shall not be construed to confer upon the
board of county commissioners any jurisdiction over animals otherwise
prohibited from running at large under existing laws. [1907, p. 126, § 5;
reen. R. C. & C. L., § 1306; C. S., § 2015; I. C. A., § 24-2105.]

Cross ref. Taking up and disposal of
estrays, § 25-2301.

Collateral Reference.
3 C.J.S., Animals, §§ 133-136.

CHAPTER 25

Cross ref. Civil liability for trespas&,
§ 25-2408; penalty for violation of commissioner's order, § 25-2407.

STATE PREDATORY ANIMAL BOARD
SECTION.

25-2501-25-2508.

25-2407. Violation of commissioners' order-Criminal liability.Any person who shall, in violation of any order made pursuant to the
provisions of section 25-2404, permit or allow any of the animals designated in such order, owned by him or under his control, to run at large
in such herd district, or to be herded on the said highway, shall be
deemed guilty of a misdemeanor. The pendency of any such action shall
not prevent nor prejudice the bringing of another action against the
same party for a violation of such order committed after the commencement of such pending action. [1907, p. 126, § 6; reen. R. Q; & C. L.,
§ 1307; am. 1919, ch. 184, § 1, p. 565; C. S., § 2016; I. C. A., § 24-2106.]
Sec. to sec. ref. This section is referred to in § 25-2408.

25-2508

25-2408. Civil liability.-The owner of animals permitted or allowed
to run at large, or herded in violation of any order made in accordance
with the provisions of section 25-2404, shall be liable to any person who
shall suffer damage from the depredations or trespasses of such animals without regard to the condition of his fence; and the person so
dam~ged shall have a lien upon said animals for the amount of damage
done and the cost of the proceedings to recover the same, and may take
the ~nimals into custody until all such da~ages are paid: provided, that
the person so "taking said animals into custody sh.all not have th~ right
to retain the same for more than :five (5) days without commencmg an
action against the owner thereof for such damages. Said dama~es. m:iy
be recovered by a civil action before any court of competent JUnsd1ction and no such action shall be defeated or affected by reason of any
cri~inal action commenced or prosecuted against the same party under
the provisions of the preceding section. [1907, p. 126, § 7; reen. R. C.
& C. L., § 1308; am. 1919, ch. 184, § 1, p. 566; C. S., § 2017; I. C.. A.,
.§ 24-2107.]

25-2405. Fences on agricultural lands adjacent to public domainCattle guards.-The board of county commissioners may provide as a
condition in any order creating a herd district which may hereafter be
made that any agricultural lands in the proximity of public domain
where cattle, horses or mules are grazed, shall be inclosed by a lawful
fence and that any road extending from agricultural area to such public
domain shall contain cattle guards or gates at such places and of such
nature as the board shall prescribe. The board of county ·commissioners
may make its herd district orders inapplicable to cattle, horses or mules
straying from such public domain or along roads leading to such.public
domain until such agricultural lands are inclosed by lawful fence and
such cattle guards or gates are installed. [I. C. A., § 24-2104A, as added
by 1947, ch. 74, § 1, p. 119.]
Cross ref. Cattle guards across roads
in grazing country, landowners may
erect, §§ 40-306, 40-307.
. Driving. liv~sto<:k over regular public
h1ghw.ay. m v10lat1on of order of county
.
...
comm1ss1oners, § 4?-703.
Fen_ce~ along railroa~s, pubhc utilities
comm1ss1on may require, § 62-1201 et
seq.
Fences generally, § 35-101 et seq.

EXTERMINATION OF WILD ANIMALS AND PESTS

[Repealed.]

Compiler's note. These sections which
comprised S. L. 1927, ch. 250, §§ 1-8, p.
413; I. C. A., §§ 24-2201--'24-2208; am.
1937, ch. 105, §§ 1, 2, p. 157; am. 1945,

ch. 13, §§ 1, 2, p. 17, were repealed by
S. L. 1950 {1st E. S.), ch. 50, § 26, p. 61,
and S. L. 1951, ch. 250, § 27, p. 527.

CHAPTER 26
EXTERMINATION OF WILD ANIMALS AND PESTS IN COUNTIES

Collateral Reference.
3 C.J.S., Animals, §§ 140, 141.

I

.j

.

[Repealed.]

25-2501-25-2508.

u.,;;~>;A~i

·

SECTION.

SECTION.

25-2G01-25-2617. [Repealed.)
25-2618. Extermination of pests-Powers of county commissioners.

25-2619.

Levy of taxes-Appropriation
-Pest fund.

..
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Enumclaw
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Insurance

~
Group™

Mutual Of Enumclaw Insurance Company
Enumclaw Home Office
1460 Wells St Enumclaw WA 98022
360-825-2591, 800-366-5551, FAX 360-825-6502
Joshua S Evett
Meghan E Sullivan
PO Box 1539
Boise ID 83701

July 23, 2008

Guzman v. Sutton and Piercy Subpoenas

In response to your Subpoena in case CVOS-4848 District Court Third District of Idaho, Canyon County we
have attached the documents requested.
After a thorough review of our records we determined Dale Piercy has had two policies with Mutual of
Enumclaw during the time periods you reference, and currently have no policies iri force.
CP20011851 an Auto policy with no claim activity.
PK63833 a Farm policy with a history of four (4) claims:
Date of loss
12/08/99
08/16/00
10/05/01
07/15/02

Claim#
2650221
267512
272261
275483

Type of loss
File destroyed, unknown liability property damage, $334 Paid
File destroyed, Involved Farm personal property, paid $9950.40
Cows on road hit by auto
Auto hit farm equipment

Attached are claim :o~;z72261excluding the damage estimates ect.

[§1J:JrAj

%e /

~~

~

Paul Voge
Litigation Analyst & Reserve Caseload Examiner
Enumclaw Insurance Group
1-800-366-5551 ext # 3261
PVoge@Mutualofenumclaw.com

1460 Wells Street, Enumclaw, WA 98022

(360) 825-2591

1-800-366-5551

636

FAX (360 825-6885

WEB SITE: www.EnumclawlnsuranceGroup.com
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'ftO~C!R ~.'\i~. E.!:1\: (208) 722..51&2
:uetpert Insurance Agency, Inc.
·
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Ix

f10:!0

r

10109/2001

or cl.AIM

DATe

PM

NO

f'OLIC'r TYP6

in

11/01/199~-·-·· - - 11/0112000

•anna ID 83660~00

AMI

. DATE oF OCCURRlillce ANo TIME

.

NOTICE Of'Cl.AIM

llATI! (llNIDDIYY)

E/CLAIM

OCCURRENCE

0

ftETROACTIVE OATE-

Cl.AIMS MADE

Ml!ICliLLANSoua lllllO 111.M;.,,,.-loedo--n-cod6--,---l

NAie cooe:

----------------=~-P1-..=::------1Mutual of Enumclaw

INSURED

X

CONTACT

COl-ITACT INsURtO

IAMli A.NO ADDltes&

WHIM!! TD COllTACT

>ale W Piercy

tamona Plata
~8202 Old Fort Boise Rd
11387 Hwy 95

W146N TO CONTACT

~1083.660

---------·--··

te&ICIE.NCfi PHOHli (JVC, Mo)

!0!722sn8

---·--·· ---..ltl!.SIOEllCE
.PHONE (/Ve, MoJ

I

8UtlllfEAa Plf01r6 (NC, No, Exq

2oa 122..aus

OCCURRENCE
~~~:.,~
(h>cNda a"v $

Wammd Road south of Pa~, Idaho
-I

AUnlOltl'TY COMTACTiiD

jParma city po~~e-------1
ln&ured's calves got ou1 on road and vehicle No 1 hit two that were in middle of road. Second vahlcla hit one of the down calves.

oiCICRIPTION OI'
OCCUltlt.l!HCI!.

ruse: sepaN!lll sll<M>t.
ifllW.11:$-=-'Yl

POLICY INFORMATION
COV6RACIS PAftT Dlt
FORM:S 111111ert ronn
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l
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IQ•
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f
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PREM1$1!!15S: IHsi.ll'!E 1:8

1_,klOWNER I

OWNER.'$ MAME

f)fkl.l

&At>Dltli84
(If not lft'lUr.d)

---

PRODUCT&: IN$Ult60 l:a

......

I

MANUFACTURliR8
MAMlil &. ADOIUilS::
(If not i1wnadJ

I TENAl<T I

-

fYP6 01' PRl!MlllE!4
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"I-

--

/fmf t"' C:.1¥4' (
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t)fY£tv fl~ .

.
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-

.... -

· · -·· - . . . . . - .. ..... . . - . . - • • -

DO 6') fl-({ e AJ
~~J'.l!?HE
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. - · -.. . . . .. ...... _ .....
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-_....

'•

!

OTHER LIABILITY IN-

ClUDlNG CQt.tPl.ETal
Ol"EMTIOMa (Expfaho)

INJURED/PROPERTY DAMAGED
Tracy Hansen. 21301 Mar'.tet Road, Parma, ID 1?3660

MAME L

AOORE88

•

(l•JUredJOWltet1
AO£

I &liX
.

I OQCUl"ATION
I

._ "\ _,. f
c..~
ID

1
· EMPLDYER'C

NAME&

_____J __ ·,-'--- ----------'--1AOO
__ll_E_~-----....----WH£!1tl? TJJCJ!N
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~EnUWUA.W
____,_
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- -~
_ _ ... _

Date/ti me assigned--<.:./b::::__-1_,_,__,t..:..-'_,_OO~-

I FATALnY
~~~

1886 Dodge

fTYPOI, - • I , - )

I

1

Claim numb':!r

E&TMA.TIO AMOUNT

-----~----~

1,000

WITNESSES

REMARKS

Orlver of vehlcle no. 1 was;; Jamie Hansen, daugtrter of owner. No lnjurl~& In vehlcl~.
Vehlcle#2
._lf.
_B_l'O_ltT_C_D-~-------,11-eP"Qitfro..ro ·---,-----1-~-IQ-KA-TUR_6_0_f_l_N_eu_Rii_D
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Policy No. or Claim No.

ACTIVITY LOG

CF42A (10/90)

IQ-~-·//

A14{;.

Date of Loss

Adjuster

Pr:i 113 sld-Jdd~ I
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C_I_____
Adj. No.

Date
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Mutual of
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CTIVITY LOG

Enum~. 'NI.. 98022 ~,

CF42A (10/90)

Policy No. or Claim N

._a-_J+>~_.. .cb~4t'-n
. . -t-/_______

:::s:~Loss ~

0)
Adj. No.

Date

-3

~.:.t:i ... '; .. · ,". .: ::~ f,;,~

6

(

GENL
LIAS

POLICY NU~BER

FIRE AND ALLIED LINES

POL
TYPE

PK63833

No. R75024

OEO

19·57

1250

TIN.#

10

04

PAY THE suM OF
IN SETTLEMENT OF

DATE 1/07/2002

$426.47

Four hundred twenty six and 471100 Dollars
PROPERTY DAMAGE TO 1991 CHRYSLER

TO THE NANCY ALLEN
ORDER 348 GROVE RD.
OF
ONTARIO, OREGON 97914

COVERAGE

OPD
INSURED

AGENT NUMBER

DALE PIERCY
EX

DRAFT OR RESERVE AMOUNT

CLt..tTS
CLSD

FINAL NO. OF
PAY CU.ITS

5180

SVALUEOF
OED. TAKEN

SUIT

CAT. NO.

CAT. YR.

CAT
JULIAN DAY

CAT
TYPE

NOT NEGOTIABLE - H.O.ICODING FILE COPY

GENL
LIAS

POLICY NUMBER

PK63833

FIRE AND ALLIED LINES

POL

MAJ

TYPE

PERIL

PAY THE suM OF
IN SETTLEMENT OF

04

No. R75068"

NBC

10

19-57

1250

OED

I

TIN#

820315837

OCCUPANCY CONST

05

10

I
I I
Four hundred thirty and 001100 Dollars

I

DATE 1/07/2002

$430.00

ADVANCE TOW AND STORAGE CHARGES FOR 1985 DODGE ARIES

TO THE BARGER MATTSON AUTO SALVAGE
ORDER 3326 GARRITY BLVD
OF
NAMPA, ID 83687

COVERAGE

LOSS DATE

PD

10/05/2001

DEDUCTIBLE

INSURED

AGENT NUMBER

DALE W PIERCY
EX

DRAFT OR RESERVE AMOUNT

CLMTS
CLSD

FINAL NO. OF
PAY CLMTS

SVALUEOF
OED. TAKEN

5180
SUIT

CAT. NO.

CAT. YR.

CAT
JULIAN DAY

CAT
TYPE

NOT NEGOTIABLE - H.O./CODING FILE COPY

GENL
LIAS

POLICY NUMBER

FIRE AND ALLIED LINES

POL
TYPE

PK63833

MAJ OCCUPANCY
CONST
PERIL

TIN#
04

PAY THE SUM OF
IN SETTLEMENT OF

10

I

05

1250

OED

I I
One hundre.d twenty eight and 001100 Dollars
I

19-57

No. R62052
NBC

10

l

DATE 11/28/2001

$128.00

PROPERTY DAMAGE TO 1.991 CHRYSLER

01

TO Tl-~f~ NANCY ALLEN
ORDER 348 GROVE RD.
OF
ONTARIO, OREGON 97914

DEDUCTIBLE

AGENT NUMBER

INSURED

5180

DALE PIERCY
EX ADJ. NO.

DRAFT DR RESERVE AMOUNT

FINAL NO. OF
PAY CLMTS

SVALUEOF
OED. TAKEN

SUIT

CAT. NO.

NOT NEGOTIABL~4Q-t.O./CODING FILE COPY

CAT. YR.

CAT
JULIAN DAY

CAT
TYPE

bt::f\IL

POUOY NUMBER

LIAB

PK6383~ ~

POL
TYPE

FIRE ANO ALLIED LINES
OCCUPANCY

CONST

No. R59055

NBC

TIN#

PAY THE SUM OF
IN SEffiEMENT OF

DATE 11/13/2001

10

10

04

19-57

1250

OED

$1,215.00

One thousand two hundred fifteen and 001100 Dollars
TWO CALVES - 6751bs EACH@ .90/lb

-'"J.7-0 \

TO THE DALE PIERCY
ORDER 28202 OLD FT BOISE RD.
OF
PARMA, IDAHO 83661

COVERAGE

LOSS DATE

ANIMAL COLL

10/05/2001

DEDUCTIBLE

INSURED

AGENT NUMBER

5180

DALE PIERCY
EX ADJ. NO.

TRAN CODE

COVER CODE

$VALUEOF
OED. TAKEN

DRAFT OR RESERVE AMOUNT

SUIT

CAT. NO.

CAT
JULIAN DAY

CAT. YR.

CAT
TYPE

NOT NEGOTIABLE - H.O./CODING FILE COPY

GENL

POLICY NUMBER

LIAB

PK63833

POL
TYPE

FIRE AND ALLIED LINES

.!"~

No. R58987
OCCUPANCY CONST

NBC

~
1250

OED

TIN#
Q4

930566886
PAY THE suM OF
IN SETTLEMENT OF

DATE 11/13/2001

10

51 ,479.30

One thousand four hundred seventy nine and 301100 Dollars
INVOICE #23980 ($844.50) & #24027 ($634.80)- NANCY ALLEN

TO ·THE - ARTS SERVICE INC.
ORDER 'P.O. BOX 247
OF
ONTARIO, OR 97914

COVERAGE

LOSS DATE

OPD

10/0512001

ftO

JI-

CLAIM NUMBER

-01
DEDUCTIBLE

272261

INSURED

AGENT NUMBER

DALE PIERCY
EX ADJ. NO.

TRAN CODE

COVER CODE

DRAFT OR RESERVE AMOUNT

CLMTS
CLSD

FINAL NO. OF
PAY CLMTS

SVALUEDF
OED. TAKEN

5180
SUIT

CAT. NO.

CAT. YR.

CAT
JULIAN DAY

CAT
TYPE

NOT NEGOTIABLE - H.O./CODING FILE COPY
GENL

POLICY NUMBER

FIRE ANO ALLIED LINES

LIAB

PK63833

POL
TYPE

TIN#

870499333

:~L

OCCUPANCY CONST

NBC

04

PAY THE SUM OF
IN SE'.TILEMENT OF

No. R58990

OED

10

1250

DATE 11113/2001

Four hundred twenty five and 091100 Dollars

5425.09

INVOICE #0753789-4767

TO THE· ENTERPRISE RENT-A-CAR COMPANY
ORDER ATTN: ACCTS RECEIVABLE
OF
P.O. BOX 700
• MIDVALE, UT 84Q47-1559

1-

COVERAGE

LOSS DATE

OPD

10/05/2001

-0
DEDUCTIBLE

INSURED

AGENT NUMBER

DALE PIERCY
EX ADJ. NO.

19-57

TRAN CODE

COVER CODE

DRAFT OR RESERVE AMOUNT

CLMTS
CLSD

FINAL NO. OF
PAY CLMTS

5180
SUIT

NOT NEGOTIABLE 64fl0./CODING FILE COPY

CAT. NO.

CAT. YR.

CAT
JULIAN DAY

CAT
TYPE

GENL
LIAS

POLICY.NUMBER

PK63833

FIRE ANO ALLIED LINES

POL

:~L

TYPE

~fN #

10

04

PAY THE SUM OF
IN SETTLEMENT OF

OCCUPANCY CONST

NBC

No. R51902

OED

05

10

19-57

~

DATE 1012412001

One hundred fifty and 001100 Dollars

5150.00

RECEIPT OF TITLE

TO.THE TRACY HANSEN
ORDER 21301 MARKET RD
OF
PARMA. IDAHO 83660

SI I -(J

COVERAGE

LOSS DATE

APD

10/05/2001

INSURED

AGENT NUMBER

DALE PIERCY
EX

ADJ. NO.

TRAN CODE

COVER CODE

DRAFT OR RESERVE AMOUNT

CLMTS
CLSD

FINAL NO. OF
PAY CLMTS

5180

$VALUEOF
OED. TAKEN

SUIT

CAT, WO.

CAT. YR.

CAT
JULIAN OAY

CAT
TYPE

NOT NEGOTIABLE - H. ./CODING FILE COPY

GENL
LIAS

POLICY NUMBER

FIRE AND ALLIED LINES

POL
TYPE

PK63833

MAJ OCCUPANCY CONST
PERIL

NBC

No. R50809

OED

19-57
1250

TIN#
04

PAY THE suM oF
IN SETTLEMENT OF

10

10

05

DATE 10/19/2001

$1,125.00

One thousand one hundred twenty five and 001100 Dollars
total loss to 1985 Dodge less $150 until title is received

TO.THE TRACY HANSEN
ORDER · 21301 MARKET RD
OF . PARMA, ID 83660

COVERAGE

LOSS DATE

APO

10/05/2001

I

INSURED

DEDUCTIBLE
AGENTNUMBEF

Dale Piercy
EX ADJ. NO.

TRAN CODE

COVER CODE

DRAFT OR RESERVE AMOUNT

CLMTS
CLSD

FINAL NO. OF
PAY CLMTS

5180
$VALUEOF
OED. TAKEN

SUIT

CAT. NO.

NOT NEGOTIABLE - H.O./CODING FILE COPY

642

CAT. YR.

CAT
JULIAN DAY

CAT
TYPE
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DAVID L. YOUNG, ISB #3679
CHARLES L. SAARI, ISB #2121

CANYON COUNTY CLERK
C. DOCKINS, DEPUTY

Canyon County Prosecuting Attorney
Canyon County Courthouse
1115 Albany
Caldwell, Idaho 83605
Telephone: (208) 454-7391

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF CANYON

)

LUIS J. GUZMAN, individually
Plaintiff,

)
)
)

)
)
)

v.
DALE PIERCY, individually and
JENNIFER SUTTON, individually,
Defendants,

CASE NO. CVOS-4848

THIRDPARTYDEFENDANT
CANYON COUNTY'S FIRST
AMENDED PRE-TRIAL STATEMENT

)
)
)
)

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~-)

CANYON COUNTY, IDAHO,
Defendant.

)
)
)
)

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~)

COMES NOW Third Party Defendant Canyon County, by and through its attorney of
record, the Canyon County Prosecuting Attorney, in response to Honorable Gordon W. Petrie's
March 25, 2008 Order from Scheduling Conference Setting Bench Trial on Challenge to Canyon
County Herd Districts, and through this Third Party Defendant Canyon County's First Amended
Pre-Trial Statement amends Third Party Defendant Canyon County's Pre-Trial Statement as
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follows:

A WRITTEN LIST IDENTIFYING STIPULATED FACTS, ALL WITNESSES, AND
ALL EXHIBITS TO BE INTRODUCED AT TRIAL, ACCOMPANIED BY A
STATEMENT PERTAINING TO EACH EXHIBIT ON WHETHER EACH EXHIBIT IN
QUESTION IS STIPULATED AS ADMISSIBLE.
RESPONSE: Witnesses: The following person shall be added to the witness listing in
Third Party Defendant Canyon county's Pre-Trial Statement filed August 27, 2008:
1.

Cindy Lou McDonald, Supervisory Geographic Sciences, Bureau of Land
Management, 1387 South Vinnell Way, Boise, Idaho 83709.

Dated this 23_ day of August, 2008.
DAVID L. YOUNG
Prosecuting Attorney
Canyon County, Idaho

Charles L. Saari
Attorney for Third Party Defendant Canyon County
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I hereby certify that on this 2i:f_ day of August, 2008, I caused a true and correct copy of

THIRD PARTY DEFENDANT CANYON COUNTY'S FIRST AMENDED PRE-TRIAL
STATEMENT to be served to the following by the method indicated below.
RyanB. Peck
Saetrum Law Offices
P.O. Box 7425
Boise, Idaho 83707
Facsimile: (208) 336-0448
ryanpeck@saetrumlaw.com

[
[
[

]
]
]

[

]

[ vr--'

U.S. Mail
Hand Deli very
Overnight Mail
Facsimile
Email

Timothy C. Walton
Chasan & Walton, LLC
1459 Tyrell Lane
P.O. Box 1069
Boise, Idaho 83701-1069
Facsimile: (208) 345-0288
timwalton2000@hotmail.com

[ ] U.S. Mail
[ ] Hand Deli very
[ ] Overnight Mail
[ ~Facsimile
[ ] Email

Stephen E. Blackbum
Blackbum Law, PC
660 E. Franklin Road
Suite 225
Meridian, Idaho 83642
Facsimile: (208) 898-9443
bbumlaw@aol.com

[ ] U.S. Mail
[ ] Hand Delivery
[ ] Overnight Mail
[ ~Facsimile
[ ] Email

Joshua S. Evett
Elam & Burke, P.A.
251 East Front Street
Suite 300
P.O. Box 1539
Boise, Idaho 83701
Facsimile: (208) 384-5844
jse@elamburke.com

[
[
[

]
]
]

U.S. Mail
Hand Deli very
Overnight Mail

[~Facsimile

[

]

Email

Charles L. Saari
Attorney for Third Party Defendant Canyon County
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Joshua S. Evett
ELAM & BURKE, P.A.
251 East Front Street, Suite 300
Post Office Box 1539
Boise, Idaho 83701
Telephone: (208) 343-5454
Facsimile: (208) 384-5844
Evett - ISB #5587
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SEP 0 2 2008
CANYON COUNTY CLERK
T. CRAWFORD, DEPUTY

Attorneys for Defendant Jennifer Sutton

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF CANYON

LUIS J. GUZMAN,
Plaintiff,
v.
DALE PIERCY, individually and
JENNIFER SUTTON, individually,
Defendants.

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

Case No. CV05-4848
DEFENDANT JENNIFER SUTTON'S
PRETRIAL MEMORANDUM

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~.)

CANYON COUNTY, IDAHO
Defendant.

)
)
)

In accordance with the Order From Scheduling Conference Setting Bench Trial on
Challenge to Canyon County Herd Districts, entered by the Court on March 27, 2008, Defendant

Sutton submits herewith the following pretrial memorandum.
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I. PROCEDURAL HISTORY
This action arises out of a motor vehicle collision with a black bull occurring in the late
evening hours of Sunday, March 20, 2005. Defendant Jennifer Sutton ("Defendant Sutton"),
with Plaintiffs Erika L. Rivera and Luis J. Guzman (collectively "Plaintiffs") as passengers, was
traveling northbound on W arnstad Road, just south of Parma. Upon approaching the Boise River
bridge, Defendant Sutton's vehicle collided with a black bull. The bull was owned by Defendant
Dale W. Piercy ("Defendant Piercy'').
While proceeding to trial with this case, an issue was raised by Piercy as to whether the
bull involved in the accident was either pastured within an open range area of Canyon County, or
whether the accident at issue occurred in an open range area. On or about May 2, 2007,
Defendant Dale Piercy filed a motion for summary judgment, supported by a memorandum,
affidavits and exhibits, requesting that the Court invalidate the herd districts created by the
Canyon County Commissioners in 1982 and 1908. If the herd districts are invalid, Defendant
Piercy would not have any liability for the accident because the bull would have escaped, or at
the time of the accident, been in an "open range" area. The motion was opposed by Plaintiffs and
Defendant Sutton. This Court heard argument on Defendant Piercy' s motion on September 6,
2007. At the time, Canyon County was not part of the lawsuit. Defendant Sutton argued in
opposition to Defendant Piercy's motion that Canyon County was a necessary party to the action
in order for the Court to make a binding and valid decision on the herd district issue.
On or about October 9, 2007, the Court entered its Order Denying Defendant Percy's [sic]
Mo.tion for Summary Judgment, Joining Canyon County, and Holding All Other Motions in
Abeyance Until the Herd District's Validity is Resolved ("Memorandum Decision"). Therein,
DEFENDANT JENNIFER SUTTON'S PRETRIAL MEMORANDUM- 2
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the Court denied Defendant Piercy' s motion for summary judgment and directed "the joinder of
Canyon County as a third-party defendant for the limited purpose of determining whether valid
herd districts exist at the locations of the bull's escape and the location of the collision between
the Sutton automobile and Piercy's bull." Memorandum Decision, pg. 24.
On or about October 15, 2007, counsel for Defendant Sutton filed an Action for
Declaratory Judgment, adding Canyon County as a third-party defendant. In February 2008,
Plaintiff Rivera entered into a Stipulation for Dismissal with Prejudice dismissing all of her
claims against Defendant Sutton and Defendant Piercy.
On or about August 1, 2008, the Court entered its Order of Clarification, clarifying the
Court's Memorandum Decision dated October 9, 2007. The Order of Clarification addressed
whether Defendant Piercy would be would be able to argue the retroactive application of the July
1, 1983 amendment to Idaho Code§ 25-2402(2). The Court concluded that Defendant Piercy
could not "re-litigate the retroactive reach of the 1983 amendment to Idaho Code§ 25-2402(2)."
Order of Clarification, pg. 2. The Court also indicated that, if relevant, it would "hear evidence
on whether federal or state lands are included where the animal in question escaped or where the
accident took place." Id. Thereafter, Defendant Piercy filed a Motion to Reconsider the Court's
decision in its Memorandum Decision and Order of Clarification. The hearing on Defendant's
Motion to Reconsider is currently set for Thursday, September 4, 2008 at 10:30 a.m. The bench
trial on the declaratory action is set to commence October 8, 2008.

II. ISSUES
At present, there is one issue to be tried at the bench trial regarding the validity of the
herd districts: whether the December 10, 1982, Order Establishing Herd District was properly
DEFENDANT JENNIFER SUTTON'S PRETRIAL MEMORANDUM- 3
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formed pursuant to the requirements set forth in Title 25, Chapter 24, in effect in 1982. If
relevant, the Court may hear evidence regarding whether federal or state lands are included
where the bull was pastured, or where the accident occurred.
III. STATEMENT OF UNDISPUTED FACTS
On or about December 2, 1982, the Board of the Canyon County Commissioners
approved a resolution establishing a herd district as set forth in the minutes:
RESOLUTION PASSED REGARDING HERD DISTRICTS IN
CANYON COUNTY
The following Resolution was considered and adopted by the Canyon
County Board of Commissioners on the 2nd day of December, 1982:
Upon motion of Commissioner Hobza and the second by
Commissioner Bledsoe the Board resolves as follows: That because
of the confusion that exists due to the over-lapping lines of herd
districts and open range and because over ninety-five (95%) percent
of the area of Canyon County is already designated a herd district the
Board will issue an order designating all of Canyon County to be herd
district as of December 14, 1982. Motion Carried Unanimously.
Minutes of the Board of County Commissioners, Book 27, Page 207.
Thereafter, the Board of Canyon County Commissioners issued the following Order:
ORDER ESTABLISHING HERD DISTRICT
The Board has again reviewed the complexity of the Herd District
Boundaries throughout the County and has determined, byresolution,
that the time has come to simplify and unify the status of Herd
Districts in Canyon County. In making this determination the Board
has found the following:
I.

A survey map attached hereto, prepared by the Planning and
Zoning Administrator designates the three small areas within
the County which remain open range.

2.

That map shows that over 95% of the land within the County
is now in Herd District status.
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3.

4.

5.

Through the years confusion has existed because of
overlapping boundary lines and indefinite District boundary
descriptions.
Canyon County has reached the stage of urban development
which destroys the original purpose and usefulness of the
concept of open range.
The mobility of our citizens has increased to the point at
which it becomes necessary that Herd District status exist
throughout the County. Therefore,
IT IS HEREBY ORDERED by the Board of Canyon County
Commissioners on this 10 day of December, 1982, that a
Herd District be established in the three remaining open range
areas in Canyon County as shown on the attached survey map
(marked in black), to the end that the entire land area of
Canyon County be placed in Herd District status.

The Order was signed by Chairman Carlos Bledsoe, Member Del Hobza and Member
Glen 0. Koch. Both Commissioner Bledsoe and Commissioner Hobza have passed away. As of
August 25, 2008, the date of Mr. Koch's deposition, Mr. Koch was 80 years old.

IV. LEGAL ISSUES
Idaho Code § 31-857 provides a rebuttable presumption as to the validity of a herd district
after a lapse of two years:
Whenever any school district, road district, herd district, or other
district has heretofore been, or shall hereafter be, declared to be
created, established, disestablished, dissolved, or modified, by an
order of the board of county commissioners in any county of the state
ofldaho, a legal prima facie presumption is hereby declared to exist,
after a lapse of two (2) years from the date of such order, that all
proceedings and jurisdictional steps preceding the making of such
order have been properly and regularly taken so as to warrant said
board in making said order. and the burden of proof shall rest upon
the party who shall deny, dispute. or guestion the validity of said
order to show that any of such preceding proceedings or jurisdictional
steps were not properly or regularly taken; and such prima facie
presumption shall be a rule of evidence in all courts in the state of
Idaho.
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LC. § 31-857 (emphasis added). Therefore, Defendant Piercy has the burden of proving that any
of the "preceding proceedings or jurisdictional steps" in creating the herd district ''were not
properly or regularly taken."
When the December 10, 1982, Order Establishing Herd District was passed, the 1963
version ofldaho Code § 25-2402 setting forth the requirements for establishing a herd district
was in effect, as follows:

§ 25-2402. Petition for District. -A majority of the land owners in
any area or district described by metes and bounds not including open
range and who are also resident in, and qualified electors of, the state
of Idaho may petition the board of county commissioners in writing
to create such area a herd district. Such petition shall describe the
boundaries ofthe said proposed herd district, and shall designate what
animals of the species of horses, mules, asses, cattle, swine, sheep
and goats it is desired to prohibit from running at large, also
prohibiting said animals from being herded upon the public highways
in such district; and shall designate that the herd district shall not
apply to nor cover livestock, excepting swine, which shall roam, drift
or stray from open range into the district unless the district shall be
enclosed by lawful fences and cattle guards in roads penetrating the
district so as to prevent livestock, excepting swine, from roaming,
drifting or straying from open range into the district; and may
designate the period of the year during which it is desired to prohibit
such animals from running at large, or being herded on the highways.
Provided, any herd district heretofore established shall retain its
identity, geographic definition and remain in full force and effect,
until vacated or modified hereafter as provided by Section 25-2404,
Idaho Code as amended. Open range means all unenclosed lands
outside cities and villages upon which by custom, license or
otherwise, livestock, excepting swine, are grazed or permitted to
roam.
1963 Idaho Sess. Laws 264.
Idaho Code § 25-2403 sets forth the herd district publication requirements, which statute
has not been amended since 1907:
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§ 25-2403. Notice of hearing petition. --It shall be the duty of the
board of county commissioners, after such petition has been filed, to
set a date for hearing said petition, notice of which hearing shall be
given by posting notices thereof in three (3) conspicuous places in the
proposed herd district, and by publication for two (2) weeks previous
to said hearing in a newspaper published in the county nearest the
proposed herd district.

LC. § 25-2403 (Michie 2000).
Finally, Idaho Code§ 25-2404, sets forth the requirements for the Order creating the herd
district. This statute has not been amended since 1953 and reads as follows:

§ 25-2404. Order creating district.--At such hearing, if satisfied that
a majority of the landowners owning more than fifty percent (50%)
of the land in said proposed herd district who are resident in, and
qualified electors of, the state ofldaho are in favor ofthe enforcement
of the herd law therein, and that it would be beneficial to such district,
the board of commissioners shall make an order creating such herd
district, in accordance with the prayer of the petition, or with such
modifications as it may choose to make. Such order shall specify a
certain time at which it shall take effect, which time shall be at least
thirty (30) days after the making of said order; and said order shall
continue in force, according to the terms thereof, until the same shall
be vacated or modified by the board of commissioners, upon the
petition of a majority of the landowners owning more than fifty
percent (50%) of the land in said district who are resident in, and
qualified electors of, the state of Idaho.

LC. § 25-2404 (Michie 2000).
Defendant Piercy has argued that the December 10, 1982, Order Establishing Herd
District is invalid because it improperly incorporated open range land (§25-2402); it did not
reference a petition from a majority ofland owners in the district or area (§25-2402); the Order
failed to specify a certain time at which it would take effect (§25-2404); the hearing on the
creation of the herd district was improperly noticed (§25-2403); the Order lacked the
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specification of metes and bounds of the proposed herd district (§25-2402); and the Order failed
to designate what animals it desired to prohibit(§ 25-2402).
In addition to the aforementioned statutes, Defendant Piercy also heavily relies on the
1983 amendment to Idaho Code § 25-2402, which provides, in pertinent part:
(2)
(a)

Notwithstanding any other provision of law to the contrary,
no herd district established before or after July 1, 1983, shall:
Contain any lands owned by the United States of America,
and managed by the department of interior, bureau of land
management, or its successor agency, upon which lands the
grazing oflivestock has historically been permitted.

1983 Idaho Sess. Laws 120.
Defendant Piercy has argued, without conclusive support, that the herd districts at issue
(1908 and 1982) improperly contain state or federal land.

V. CONCISE WRITTEN STATEMENT OF
DEFENDANT SUTTON'S THEORY OF DEFENSE
It is Defendant Sutton's position that Defendant Piercy has failed to meet his burden of

proving that any of the "preceding proceedings or jurisdictional steps" taken in creating the
December 10, 1982 herd district "were not properly or regularly taken." See I.C. § 31-857.
In 1982, Idaho Code § 25-2402 provided, in pertinent part, "[a] majority of the land
owners in any area or district described by metes and bounds not including open range and who
are also resident in, and qualified electors of, the state of Idaho may petition the board of county
commissioners in writing to create such area a herd district." Although the December 10, 1982,
Order Establishing Herd District, evidenced an intent to establish a herd district in the remaining
three open range areas. There is no evidence in the record that the areas in question fell within
the definition of open range, which means "all unenclosed lands outside cities and villages upon
DEFENDANT JENNIFER SUTTON'S PRETRIAL MEMORANDUM- 8
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which by custom, license or otherwise, livestock, excepting swine, are grazed or permitted to
roam." Idaho Code§ 25-2402 (1963). Nor has any evidence been produced that would indicate
that the inclusion of such land would invalidate the herd district.
Idaho Code § 25-2404 provides, in pertinent part, "the board of commissioners shall
make an order creating such herd district, in accordance with the prayer of the petition, or with
such modifications as it may choose to make." There is simply no requirement that the petition
must be mentioned in the Order. Mr. Koch, the only surviving Commissioner that signed the
December 10, 1982, Order Establishing Herd District, cannot recall one way or another, if the
Board received a petition. Defendant Piercy has failed to come up with any evidence sufficient
to rebut the presumption.
Similarly, there is no requirement in the Idaho Code that the Order must contain a metes
and bounds description. On the other hand, the Commissioners made clear in the Order which
land it intended to be part of the herd district. The Order provides that "[a] survey map attached
[to the Order], prepared by the Planning and Zoning Administrator designates the three small
areas within the County which remain open range." The Order then provides that a "Herd
District be established in the three remaining open range areas in Canyon County as shown on
the attached survey map (marked in black), to the end that the entire land area of Canyon County
be placed in Herd District status." Furthermore, Mr. Koch could not recall, either way, whether
the herd district map was the map that was attached to the 1982 Order.
Furthermore, Defendant Piercy has failed to present any admissible evidence showing
that the notice requirements set forth in Idaho Code § 25-2403 were not complied with by the
Canyon County Commissioners. As noted by the Court in its Memorandum Decision, it appears
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that the Commissioners may have addressed the issue of the herd district prior to December
1982. The Order Establishing Herd District specifically states that "[t]he Board has again
reviewed the complexity of the Herd District Boundaries throughout the County .... "
(Emphasis added).
While the Order does not contain a date at which it will be effective, the resolution clearly
provides that the effective date will be December 14, 1982.
Furthermore, this may all be moot because Defendant Piercy has failed to show that the
accident occurred in an area covered by the December 1982 herd district.
Defendant Piercy has failed to set forth any evidence showing that the bull was pastured,
or that the accident occurred on federal or state land. Further, Defendant Piercy has not shown
that either the 1982 herd district or the 1908 herd district actually contain state or federal land
that has been historically used for grazing livestock. Even if the herd districts contain state or
federal land, a question of fact would exist as to what constitutes historical use for grazing. Mere
use of the land for grazing prior to creation of the herd district is not sufficient to rebut the
presumption.
Last, Sutton contends that estoppel, waiver by estoppel, and estoppel by !aches all bar
Piercy from challenging a 26 year old herd district. Mr. Piercy has accepted the benefits ofliving
within a herd district for that long. He never challenged the district's formation until this lawsuit
and the prospect of liability to Rivera and Guzman. It is too late to overturn a 25 year old herd
district and grant Piercy the drastic remedy he seeks, which is a declaration that the herd district
where his bull was pastured is void and the 1908 herd district where the accident occurred is
void.
DEFENDANT JENNIFER SUTTON'S PRETRIAL MEMORANDUM- 10
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VI. WITNESS LIST
Defendant Sutton intends and/or reserves the right to call as witnesses at the bench trial,
the following:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.

Glen 0. Koch
Dennis Sorrell
Rosemary Thomas
Bill A. Staker
Dawn McClure
Timothy Fox
Patrick Michael Bruse
Deborah Schrecongost
William H. Hurst
Leon Jensen
Monica Reeves
Linda Landis
Dale Piercy
E.G.Johnson
Brad Little
Paul Axness (Mutual of Enumclaw)
Any other witnesses identified by counsel of record in this action.

Defendant Sutton reserves the right to call any other witnesses identified pursuant to
additional discovery.

VII. EVIDENTIARY ISSUES
Defendant Piercy may try to introduce testimony and/or evidence from certain Canyon
County employees that were not employed by Canyon County at the time the December 1982
Order Establishing Herd District was entered by the Canyon County Commissioners. Such
persons lack foundation to testify to the passage of that Order, or offer evidence or testimony as
to the process and procedures in place in 1982. Defendant Piercy will not be able to meet his
burden of proof regarding the validity of the herd district because there is only one surviving
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Commissioner from 1982, Glen 0. Koch, and he does not recall much regarding the
establishment of this herd district.

VIII. DEFENDANT'S EXHIBITS
Defendant will have the following exhibits at trial, though notes that he will not attempt
to introduce each into evidence at trial. The parties have not yet met and conferred regarding
whether any of the exhibits are stipulated admissible:
I.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

December 2, 1982 Resolution Passed Regarding Herd Districts in Canyon County
December I 0, 1982 Order Establishing Herd District
Herd District map
Pertinent statutes from Title 25, Chapter 24
Pertinent statutes from Title 31, Chapter 8
Mutual of Enumclaw records
Any other exhibits identified by counsel of record in this action.

Defendant Sutton reserves the right to offer additional exhibits identified pursuant to
additional discovery.

IX. MEDIATION EFFORTS
The case was originally -referred to mediation on or about August 14, 2006. The parties
were not able to resolve their claims at that time. Subsequently, Plaintiff Erika Rivera entered
into a stipulation to dismiss her claims against Defendant Sutton and Defendant Piercy. The
parties have not mediated the herd district claim, but both sides are unable to agree.

X. TRIAL
The bench trial in this matter is scheduled to commence October 8, 2008. The trial is
scheduled to last two (2) days.

XI. CONCLUSION
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In sum, Defendant Piercy' s bull escaped from a herd district and the accident occurred in
a herd district; therefore, Defendant Piercy is liable for the accident. Defendant Piercy has failed
to produce any evidence to rebut the presumption of the herd district's validity as required in
Idaho Code, § 31-857. Defendant Sutton respectfully requests the Court to find that the 1982 and

1908 herd districts are valid.
DATED this Z, f(jf day of August, 2008.
ELAM & BURKE, P.A.
By:

C) .vf {)<l /JJoshua S. Evett, of the firm
Attorneys for Defendant
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this z_OJ{-day of August 2008, I caused a true and correct
copy of the above and foregoing instrument to be served upon the following in the manner
indicated below:
Timothy C. Walton
Chas an & Wal ton, LLC
P.O. Box 1069
Boise, ID 83701-1069

U.S. Mail
Hand Delivery
Overnight Mail
_l:!: Facsimile

Stephen E. Blackburn
Blackburn Law, P.C.
660 East Franklin Road, Suite 220
Meridian, ID 83642
RyanB. Peck
Saetrum Law Offices
P.O. Box 7425
Boise, ID 83707
Charles L. Saari
Canyon County Prosecutor
Canyon County Courthouse
1115 Albany
Caldwell, ID 83605

-V

U.S. Mail
Hand Delivery
Overnight Mail
Facsimile

-V

U.S. Mail
Hand Delivery
Overnight Mail
Facsimile

U.S. Mail
Hand Delivery
- V Overnight Mail
_ _ Facsimile

Joshua S. Evett
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SEP 6 42008

RodneyR. Saetrum, ISB: 2921
Ryan B. Peck, ISB: 7022
SAETRUM LAW OFFICES
101 S. Capitol Blvd
Boise, Idaho 83702
Telephone: (208) 336-0484

CANYON COUNTY CL!AK
M ADAMSON, DEPUTY

Attorneys for Defendant Dale Piercy
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF CANYON
LUIS J. GUZMAN, individually,

Case No. CV05-4848

STIPULATION TO AMEND
PLEADINGS AND
SCHEDULING
Plaintiff,
v.
DALE PIERCY, individually, and JENNIFER
SUTTON, individually,
Defendants.

CANYON COUNTY
Third Party
Defendant.

IT IS HEREBY STIPULATED AND AGREED, by and between Plaintiff Luis Guzman,
Co-Defendant Jennifer Sutton, Co-Defendant Dale Piercy and Third-Party Defendant Canyon
County, through their attorneys of record, that the following amendments and actions be
accomplished and ordered by the Court:
1.

That the parties to the Action for Declaratory Judgment filed by Co-Defendant

Sutton against Canyon County on October 15, 2007 be changed to reflect Dale Piercy as Plaintiff
and Canyon County, Luis Guzman and Jennifer Sutton as Defendants;
2.

That Mr. Piercy be allowed to file an Amended Action for Declaratory Relief

STIPULATION TO AMEND PLEADINGS ~zCHEDULING - 1

attached hereto as Exhibit A;
3.

That the suit created by Mr. Piercy's filing of the Amended Action for Declaratory

Relief remains combined with the above-captioned action between Plaintiff Guzman and CoDefendants Sutton and Piercy;
4.

That Canyon County, Mr. Guzman and Ms. Sutton may Answer the Amended

Action for Declaratory Relief filed by Mr. Piercy as provided for in the Idaho Rules of Civil
Procedure;
5.

That all rulings, orders, decisions and scheduling dates and deadlines which have

been entered by the Court in the above-captioned case be applied to the action created by Dale
Piercy's filing of the Amended Action for Declaratory Relief as they applied to the original Action
for Declaratory Relief filed by Co-Defendant Sutton;
6.

That Canyon County, Mr. Guzman and Ms. Sutton waive any defenses they may

have regarding the timing of the filing of Mr. Piercy's Amended Action for Declaratory Relief.
It is the purpose and intent of this stipulation to simplify the procedural posture of the case

and to have the pleadings accurately reflect the positions of the different parties.
DATED this _J_ day of krtJ2oos.

~

DATED this

J

SAETRUM LAW OFFICES

---

s: I

lay of July 2008.
CHASAN & WALTONLLC

Timothy C. Wal ton
Attorney for Plaintiff Luis Guzman

STJPULATION TO AMEND PLEADINGS ~3'CHEDULING - 2

ELAM AND BURKE
SAi:. i t<UM LAW

2~

2 12

OB-28-2008

PAGE

1il/

<J "' 0 )"T
DATED this_ day of .J.ttty 2008.

J3LAM & BURKE, P.A.

Joshua S. Evett
Attorney for Co-Defendant Sutton

DATED this_ day of July200S.
CANYON COTJNTY PROSECUTING

ATIORNEY'S OFFICE

Charles L. Saari
Attorney for Canyon County
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1:!4/135

, os-ZS-2008

08:57am

08/28/2008

Frcm-CANY

+2084555955

S ATTY

11;26

~ETRUM

T-296

P.004/005

LAW

F-600
PAGE

..

'-

DATED this .__day of July 2008.

ELAf.1 & BURKE, ~.A.

Joshua S. Evett
.
Attr;r:n~y for Co~Defendant Sutton

CANYON COUNTY PROSECUTING

ATIORNEY,S OFFICE

~ L.. SOQ.:!\·
Charles L. Saari
Atton>.ey for .Canyon County
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Rodney R. Saetrum, ISBN: 2921
Ryan B. Peck, ISBN: 7022
SAETRUM LAW OFFICES
Post Office Box 7425
Boise, Idaho 83707
Telephone: (208) 336-0484
Attorneys for Plaintiff Farm Bureau Mutual
Insurance Company of Idaho
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF CANYON
LUIS J. GUZMAN, individually,

Case No. CV05-4848
AMENDED ACTION FOR
DECLARATORY RELIEF

Plaintiff,

v.
DALE PIERCY, individually, and JENNIFER
SUTTON, individually,
Defendants.

DALE PIERCY, individually,
Plaintiff,

CANYON COUNTY, LUIS GUZMAN,
individually and JENNIFER SUTTON,
individually,
Defendants.

COMES NOW the above-entitled Third Party Plaintiff Dale Piercy, by and through its
counsel of record, and for a complaint against Third Party Defendant Canyon County pursuant to
the stipulation of the parties and the order of the Court attached hereto as Exhibit A, pleads and
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alleges as follows:

I.
Plaintiff Dale Piercy (Mr. Piercy) is an individual and Co-Defendant in Canyon County
case number CVOS-4848. Mr. Piercy resides in Canyon County, Idaho.
IL

Defendant Canyon County (Canyon County) is a duly recognized county in the State of
Idaho.

III.
Defendant Luis Guzman (Mr. Guzman) is an individual and Plaintiff in Canyon County
case number CVOS-4848. Mr. Guzman resides in Canyon County, Idaho.
IV.

Defendant Jennifer Sutton (Ms. Sutton) is an individual and Co-Defendant in Canyon
County case number CVOS-4848.

v.
Jurisdiction in this matter is proper under Idaho Code § 10-1201.

VI.
Venue is appropriate under Idaho Code § 5-403.

VII.
On May 10, 2005, Mr. Piercy was sued by Mr. Guzman for personal injuries resulting
from a collision between a Volkswagen Jetta being operated by Ms. Sutton and a bull owned by
Mr. Piercy. The collision occurred south of the Boi~e River on W ams tad Road, south of Parma,
Idaho, on March 20, 2005. The collision was purportedly within a herd, district established in
1908. A copy of the 1908 ordinance is attached hereto as Exhibit B.

VIII.
At the time of the accident the bull was being pastured in a field that was north of the
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Boise River, south of Panna and to the immediate east of Wamstad Road.
IX.

Prior to December, 1982, the field where Mr. Piercy' s bull was located within open range in
Canyon County.

x.
On December 10, 1982, the Canyon County Commissioners enacted an ordinance,
attached hereto as Exhibit C, which purportedly placed three areas of open range into a herd
district that were allegedly the only remaining areas of open range in Canyon County. The
Canyon County Commissioners had this order attached to a map referenced in their order, which
map is attached hereto as Exhibit D.
XI.

On December 10, 1982, The Canyon County Commissioners had no authority to enact an
ordinance placing these areas into a herd district based upon the version of LC. §§ 25-2402-2404
which was the law at that time.

XII.
The Canyon County Commissioners in attempting to enact the 1982 ordinance failed to
properly follow the necessary procedures required to establish a valid herd district as set forth in
the version of LC.§§ 25-2402-2404 which was the law at that time.

XIII.
The Canyon County Commissioner's on December 10, 1982, had no authority to have a
herd district include federal lands that were being grazed as federal law pre-empted any attempt
by Canyon County to regulate grazing on federal land.
XIV.

Subsequent legislation invalidated any herd districts containing federal or state land that
had historically been permitted for grazing, which legislation was retroactive to include the 1982
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and 1908 herd district ordinances.

xv.
Justiciable controversies as contemplated by LC.§§ 10-1202 and 10-1203 exist between
Mr. Piercy, Canyon County, Mr. Guzman and Ms. Sutton concerning whether the 1982 and 1908
ordinances created herd districts and whether those herd districts were valid and enforceable
against Mr. Piercy on March 20, 2005.

WHEREFORE, Third Party Plaintiff, Dale Piercy, prays for judgment as follows:
1.

That the Court Declare that the Canyon County Commissioners had no authority

on December 10, 1982, to create a herd district including the field where Mr. Piercy's bull was
being pastured;
2.

That the Court Declare that the 1982 ordinance was improperly enacted and was

invalid ab initio;
3.

That the Court Declare that federal law pre-empted Canyon County

Commissioner's attempts to place federal land within a herd district;
4.

That the Court Declare that the 1983 version of LC. § 25-2402(2) was intended to

act retroactively to invalidate all herd districts containing federal land which were historically
used for grazing cattle;
5.

That the Court Declare that the 1908 and 1982 ordinances were not valid or

enforceable on March 20, 2005;

6.

That the Court grant such other and further relief as it deems just and proper.

DATED this _ _ day of September 2008.
SAETRUM LAW OFFICES

By
RyanB. Peck
Attorneys for Plaintiff
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Rodney R. Saetrum, ISB: 2921
Ryan B. Peck, ISB: 7022
SAETRUM LAW OFFICES
101 S. Capitol Blvd
Boise, Idaho 83702
Telephone: (208) 336-0484

CANYON COUNTY ClcRK
M ADAMSON, DEPUTY

Attorneys for Defendant Dale Piercy
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF CANYON
LUIS J. GUZMAN, individually,

Case No. CV05-4848

ORDER TO AMEND
PLEADINGS AND
SCHEDULING
Plaintiff,
V.

DALE PIERCY, individually, and JENNIFER
SUTTON, individually,
Defendants.

CANYON COUNTY
Third Party
Defendant.

This matter having come before the Court on the parties' Stipulation to Amend Pleadings
and Scheduling, and good cause appearing therefor,

IT IS HEREBY ORDERED AND TIDS DOES ORDER, that:
1.

That the parties to the Action for Declaratory Judgment filed by Co-Defendant

Sutton against Canyon County on October 15, 2007 be changed to reflect Dale Piercy as Plaintiff
and Canyon County, Luis Guzman and Jennifer Sutton as Defendants;
2.

That Mr. Piercy be allowed to file an Amended Action for Declaratory Relief

attached hereto as Exhibit A;
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3.

That the suit created by Mr. Piercy' s filing of the Amended Action for Declaratory

Relief remains combined with the above-captioned action between Plaintiff Guzman and CoDefendants Sutton and Piercy;
4.

That Canyon County, Mr. Guzman and Ms. Sutton may Answer the Amended

Action for Declaratory Relief filed by Mr. Piercy as provided for in the Idaho Rules of Civil
Procedure;
5.

That all rulings, orders, decisions and scheduling dates and deadlines which have

been entered by the Court in the above-captioned case be applied to the action created by Dale
Piercy' s filing of the Amended Action for Declaratory Relief as they applied to the original Action
for Declaratory Relief filed by Co-Defendant Sutton;
6.

That Canyon County, Mr. Guzman and Ms. Sutton waive any defenses they may

have regarding the timing of the filing of Mr. Piercy's Amended Action for Declaratory Relief.
DATED this~ day of September 2008.

~
-,r~-(""-...._,,.,....._~~~...-.=r--~~-7--

District Judge
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Rodney R. Saetrum, ISBN: 2921
Ryan B. Peck, ISBN: 7022
SAETRUM LAW OFFICES
Post Office Box 7425
Boise, Idaho 83707
Telephone: (208) 336-0484
Attorneys for Plaintiff Farm Bureau Mutual
Insurance Company of Idaho
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF CANYON
LUIS J. GUZMAN, individually,

Case No. CV05-4848
AMENDED ACTION FOR
DECLARATORY RELIEF

Plaintiff,
V.

DALE PIERCY, individually, and JENNIFER
SUTTON, individually,
Defendants.

DALE PIERCY, individually,
Plaintiff,

CANYON COUNTY, LUIS GUZMAN,
individually and JENNIFER SUTTON,
individually,
Defendants.

COMES NOW the above-entitled Third Party Plaintiff Dale Piercy, by and through its
counsel of record, and for a complaint against Third Party Defendant Canyon County pursuant to
the stipulation of the parties and the order of the Court attached hereto as Exhibit A, pleads and
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alleges as follows:

I.
Plaintiff Dale Piercy (Mr. Piercy) is an individual and Co-Defendant in Canyon County
case number CV05-4848. Mr. Piercy resides in Canyon County, Idaho.

II.
Defendant Canyon County (Canyon County) is a duly recognized county in the State of
Idaho.

III.
Defendant Luis Guzman (Mr. Guzman) is an individual and Plaintiff in Canyon County
case number CV05-4848. Mr. Guzman resides in Canyon County, Idaho.
IV.

Defendant Jennifer Sutton (Ms. Sutton) is an individual and Cp-Defendant in Canyon
County case number CV05-4848.

v.
Jurisdiction in this matter is proper under Idaho Code§ 10-1201.

VI.
Venue is appropriate under Idaho Code § 5-403.

VII.
On May 10, 2005, Mr. Piercy was sued by Mr. Guzman for personal injuries resulting
from a collision between a Volkswagen Jetta being operated by Ms. Sutton and a bull owned by
Mr. Piercy. The collision occurred south of the Boise River on Wamstad Road, south of Parma,
Idaho, on March 20, 2005. The collision was purportedly within a herd district established in
1908. A copy of the 1908 ordinance is attached hereto as Exhibit B.

VIII.
At the time of the accident the bull was being pastured in a field that was north of the
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Boise River, south of Parma and to the immediate east ofWamstad Road.

IX.
Prior to December, 1982, the field where Mr. Piercy's bull was located within open range in
Canyon County.

x.
On December 10, 1982, the Canyon County Commissioners enacted an ordinance,
attached hereto as Exhibit C, which purportedly placed three areas of open range into a herd
district that were allegedly the only remaining areas of open range in Canyon County. The
Canyon County Commissioners had this order attached to a map referenced in their order, which
map is attached hereto as Exhibit D.

XI.
On December 10, 1982, The Canyon County Commissioners had no authority to enact an
ordinance placing these areas into a herd district based upon the version of LC. §§ 25-2402-2404
which was the law at that time.

XII.
The Canyon County Commissioners in attempting to enact the 1982 ordinance failed to
properly follow the necessary procedures required to establish a valid herd district as set forth in
the version of LC. §§ 25-2402-2404 which was the law at that time.

XIII.
The Canyon County Commissioner's on December 10, 1982, had no authority to have a
herd district include federal lands that were being grazed as federal law pre-empted any attempt
by Canyon County to regulate grazing on federal land.
XIV.
Subsequent legislation invalidated any herd districts containing federal or state land that
had historically been permitted for grazing, which legislation was retroactive to include the 1982
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and 1908 herd district ordinances.

xv.
Justiciable controversies as contemplated by LC. §§ 10-1202 and 10-1203 exist between
Mr. Piercy, Canyon County, Mr. Guzman and Ms. Sutton concerning whether the 1982 and 1908
ordinances created herd districts and whether those herd districts were valid and enforceable
against Mr. Piercy on March 20, 2005.

WHEREFORE, Third Party Plaintiff, Dale Piercy, prays for judgment as follows:
1.

That the Court Declare that the Canyon County Commissioners had no authority

on December 10, 19 82, to create a herd district including the field where Mr. Piercy' s bull was
being pastured;
2.

That the Court Declare that the 1982 ordinance was improperly enacted and was

invalid ab initio;
3.

That the Court Declare that federal law pre-empted Canyon County

Commissioner's attempts to place federal land within a herd district;
4.

That the Court Declare that the 1983 version of LC. § 25-2402(2) was intended to

act retroactively to invalidate all herd districts containing federal land which were historically
used for grazing cattle;
5.

That the Court Declare that the 1908 and 1982 ordinances were not valid or

enforceable on March 20, 2005;
6.

That the Court grant such other and further relief as it deems just and proper.

DATED this __ day of September 2008.
SAETRUM LAW OFFICES

By

Ryan B. Peck
Attorneys for Plaintiff
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Rodney R. Saetrum, ISBN: 2921
Ryan B. Peck, ISBN: 7022
SAETRUM LAW OFFICES
Post Office Box 7425
Boise, Idaho 83707
Telephone: (208) 336-0484
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SEP 1 t 2008
CANYON COUNTY CLERK
T. CRAWFORD, DEPUTY

Attorneys for Plaintiff Farm Bureau Mutual
Insurance Company of Idaho

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF CANYON
LUIS J. GUZMAN, individually,

Case No. CV05-4848
AMENDED ACTION FOR
DECLARATORY RELIEF

Plaintiff,
V.

DALE PIERCY, individually, and JENNIFER
SUTTON, individually,
Defendants.

DAIB PIERCY, individually,
Plaintiff,

CANYON COUNTY, LUIS GUZMAN,
individually and JENNIFER SUTTON,
individually,
Defendants.

COMES NOW the above-entitled Third Party Plaintiff Dale Piercy, by and through its
counsel of record, and for a complaint against Third Party Defendant Canyon County pursuant to
the stipulation of the parties and the order of the Court attached hereto as Exhibit A, pleads and
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alleges as follows:
I.
Plaintiff Dale Piercy (Mr. Piercy) is an individual and Co-Defendant in Canyon County
case number CV05-4848. Mr. Piercy resides in Canyon County, Idaho.

IL
Defendant Canyon County (Canyon County) is a duly recognized county in the State of
Idaho.
III.
Defendant Luis Guzman (Mr. Guzman) is an individual and Plaintiff in Canyon County
case number CV05-4848. Mr. Guzman resides in Canyon County, Idaho.
IV.
Defendant Jennifer Sutton (Ms. Sutton) is an individual and Co-Defendant in Canyon
County case number CV05-4848.

v.
Jurisdiction in this matter is proper under Idaho Code§ 10-1201.
VI.
Venue is appropriate under Idaho Code § 5-403.
VII.
On May 10, 2005, Mr. Piercy was sued by Mr. Guzman for personal injuries resulting
from a collision between a Volkswagen Jetta being operated by Ms. Sutton and a bull owned by
Mr. Piercy. The collision occurred south of the Boise River on Wamstad Road, south of Parma,
Idaho, on March 20, 2005. The collision was purportedly within a herd district established in
1908. A copy of the 1908 ordinance is attached hereto as Exhibit B.
VIII.
At the time of the accident the bull was being pastured in a field that was north of the
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Boise River, south of Parma and to the immediate east of W amstad Road.

IX.
Prior to December, 1982, the field where Mr. Piercy's bull was located within open range in
Canyon County.
X.

On December 10, 1982, the Canyon County Commissioners enacted an ordinance,
attached hereto as Exhibit C, which purportedly placed three areas of open range into a herd
district that were allegedly the only remaining areas of open range in Canyon County. The
Canyon County Commissioners had this order attached to a map referenced in their order, which
map is attached hereto as Exhibit D.

XI.
On December 10, 1982, The Canyon County Commissioners had no authority to enact an
ordinance placing these areas into a herd district based upon the version of LC. §§ 25-2402-2404
which was the law at that time.

XII.
The Canyon County Commissioners in attempting to enact the 1982 ordinance failed to
properly follow the necessary procedures required to establish a valid herd district as set forth in
the version of J.C.§§ 25-2402-2404 which was the law at that time.

XIII.
The Canyon County Commissioner's on December 10, 1982, had no authority to have a
herd district include federal lands that were being grazed as federal law pre-empted any attempt
by Canyon County to regulate grazing on federal land.

XIV.
Subsequent legislation invalidated any herd districts containing federal or state land that
had historically been permitted for grazing, which legislation was retroactive to include the 1982
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and 1908 herd district ordinances.

xv.
Justiciable controversies as contemplated by LC. §§ 10-1202 and 10-1203 exist between
Mr. Piercy, Canyon County, Mr. Guzman and Ms. Sutton concerning whether the 1982 and 1908
ordinances created herd districts and whether those herd districts were valid and enforceable
against Mr. Piercy on March 20, 2005.
WHEREFORE, Third Party Plaintiff, Dale Piercy, prays for judgment as follows:

1.

That the Court Declare that the Canyon County Commissioners had no authority,

on December 10, 1982, to create a herd district including the field where Mr. Piercy's bull was
being pastured;
2.

That the Court Declare that the 1982 ordinance was improperly enacted and was

invalid ab initio;
3.

That the Court Declare that federal law pre-empted Canyon County

Commissioner's attempts to place federal land within a herd district;
4.

That the Court Declare that the 1983 version of LC.§ 25-2402(2) was intended to

act retroactively to invalidate all herd districts containing federal land which were historically
used for grazing cattle;
5.

That the Court Declare that the 1908 and 1982 ordinances were not valid or

enforceable on March 20, 2005;
6.

That the Court grant such other and further relief as it deems just and proper.

DATED this 101h day of September 2008.
SAETRUM LAW OFFICES

By
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CERTIFICATE OF MAILING
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this 10th day of September 2008, I caused a true and correct
copy of the foregoing document to be served by the method indicated below and addressed to:

K

Timothy C. Wal ton
CHASAN & WALTONLLC
1459 Tyrell Lane
P.O. Box 1069
Boise, ID 83701-1069

>':

Stephen E. Blackbum
BLACKBURN LAW PC
660 E. Franklin Road
Suite 255
Meridian, ID 83642
Joshua S. Evett
ELAM & BURKE, P.A.
251 East Front Street, Suite 300
P.O. Box 1539
Boise, ID 83701

'f-.-

Charles L. Saari
Canyon County Prosecuting Attorney
Canyon County Courthouse
1115 Albany
Caldwell, ID 83605

)<....

U.S. Mail
Hand Delivery
Overnight Mail
Facsimile

U.S. Mail
Hand Delivery
Overnight Mail
Facsimile

U.S. Mail
Hand Delivery
Overnight Mail
Facsimile

U.S. Mail
_ _ _ Hand Delivery
_ _ _ Overnight Mail
_ _ _ Facsimile
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SEP O4 2008
RodneyR. Saetrum, ISB: 2921
RyanB. Peck, ISB: 7022
SAETRUM LAW OFFICES
101 S. Capitol Blvd
Boise, Idaho 83702
Telephone: (208) 336-0484

CANYON COUNTY CLERK
M ADAMSON, DEPUTY

Attorneys for Defendant Dale Piercy

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE THIRD JUDICW., DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF.CANYON
LUIS J.

GUZivfA.~,

individually,

Case No. CV05-4848

STIPULATION TO AMEND
PLEADINGS AND
SCHEDULJNG
Plaintiff,

v.
DALE PIERCY, individually, and JENNIFER
SUITON, individually,
Defendants.

CANYON COUNTY
Third Party
Defendant.

IT IS HEREBY STIPULATED AND AGREED, by and between Plaintiff Luis Guzman,
Co-Defendant Jennifer Sutton, Co-Defendant Dale Piercy and Third-Party Defendant Canyon
County, through their attorneys of record, that the following amendments and actions be
accomplished and ordered by the Court:
1.

That the parties to the Action for Declaratory Judgment filed by Co-Defendant

Sutton against Canyon County on October 15, 2007 be changed to reflect Dale Piercy as Plaintiff
and Canyon County, Luis Guzman and Jennifer Sutton as Defendants;
2.

That :Mr. Piercy be allowed. to file an Amended Action for Declaratory Relief

STIPULATION TO AlvIBND PLEADINGS AN§8k'.1.HEDULING - 1
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attached hereto as Exhibit A;
3.

That the suit created by Mr. Piercy's filing of the Amended Action for Declaratory

Relief remains combined with the above-captioned action between Plaintiff Guzman and CoDefendants Sutton and :£:'iercy;
4.

That Canyon County, Mr. Guzman and Ms. Sutton may Answer the Amended

Action for Declaratory Relief filed by Mr. Piercy as provided for in the Idaho Rules of Civil
Procedure;

.5.

That all rulings, orders, decisior...s and scheduling dates and deadline8 which have

been entered by the Court in the above-captioned case be applied to the action created by Dale
Piercy' s filing of the Amended Action for Declaratory Relief as they applied to the original Action
for Declaratory Relief filed by Co-Defendant Sutton;.
6.

That Canyon County, Mr. Gillman and Ms.· Sutton waive any defenses they may

have regarding the timing of the filing of Mr. Piercy' s Amended Action for Declaratory Relief.
It is the purpose and intent of this stipulation to simplify the procedural posture of the case

and to have the pleadings accurately reflect the positions of the different parties.
DATED this _j_ day of krtY2008.

~

SAETRUM LAW OFFICES

---

~/

DATED this

J
.

layofJuly2008.
~

CHASAN & WALTON LLC

Timothy C. Walton
Attorney for Plaintiff Luis Guzman
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ELAM AND BURKE

::>At:. I r<UM LAW
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08-28-2008

,
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DATED this_ day of J.cly 2008.
ELAM & BURKE, P.A.

Joshua S. Evett

Attorney for Co-Defendant Sutton
DAT.ED this_ day of July 200$.
CANYON COUNTY PROSEClJTING
ATTORNEY'S OFFICE

Charles L. Saari
Attorney for Canyon County
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04/B5

08-29-2008

08:57am

08/28/2688

From-CAN

11;26

~~os

+2084555955

ATTY

EJ44B

T-296

P.004/005

SAETRUM LAW

DATED tbis _day of July 2008.

ELAf.1: & BURKE, P..A.

Joshua S. Evett
Attom.ey fo:;; C0:-Defondant Sutton
ftv~u~

PATED this~ day of .M:rly 200.8.

CANYON COUNTY PROSECUTING

ATIORNBY' S OFFICE

~L,S~·
Charles L. Saari
Atto:r.ney for.Canyon County
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Rodney R. Saetrum, ISBN: 2921
Ryan B. Peck, ISBN: 7022
SAETRUM LAW OFFICES
Post Office Box 7425
Boise, Idaho 83707
Telephone: (208) 336-0484
Attorneys for Plaintiff Farm Bureau Mutual
Insurance Company of Idaho
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF CANYON
LUIS J. GUZMAN, individually,

Case No. CVOS-4848
AMENDED ACTION FOR
DECLARATORY RELIEF

Plaintiff,
v.
DALE PIERCY, individually, and JENNIFER
SUTTON, individually,
Defendants.

DALE PIERCY, individually,
. Plaintiff,

CANYON COUNTY, LUIS GUZMAN,
individually and JENNIFER SUTTON,
individually,
Defendants.

COMES NOW the above-entitled Third Party Plaintiff Dale Piercy, .by and through its
counsel of record, and for a complaint against Third Party Defendant Canyon County pursuant to
the stipulation of the parties and the order of the Court attached hereto as Exhibit A, pleads and
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alleges as follows:
I.

Plaintiff Dale Piercy (Mr. Piercy) is an individual and Co-Defendant in Canyon County
case nµmber CVOS-4848. Mr. Piercy resides in Canyon County, Idaho.
II.

Defendant Canyon County (Canyon County) is a duly recognized county in the State of
Idaho.

III.
Defendant Luis Guzman (Mr. Guzman) is an individual and Plaintiff in Canyon County
case number CV05-4848. Mr. Guzman resides in Canyon County, Idaho.
IV.

Defendant Jennifer Sutton (Ms. Sutton) is an individual and Co-Defendant in Canyon
County case number CV05-4848.

v.
Jurisdiction in this matter is proper under Idaho Code§ 10-1201.
VI.

Venue is appropriate under Idaho Code § 5-403.

VII.
On May 10, 2005, Mr. Piercy was sued by Mr. Guzman for personal injuries resulting
from a collision between a Volkswagen Jetta being operated by Ms. Sutton and a bull owned by
Mr. Piercy. The collision occurred south of the Boi~e River on W amstad Road, south of Parma,
Idaho, on March 20, 2005. The collision was purportedly within a herq district established in
1908. A copy of the 1908 ordinance is attached hereto as Exhibit B.

VIII.
At the time of the accident the bull was being pastured in a field that was north of the
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Boise River, south of Parma and to the immediate east of W amstad Road.

IX.
Prior to December, 1982, the field where Mr. Piercy's bull was located within open range in
Canyon County.

x.
On December 10, 1982, the Canyon County Commissioners enacted an ordinance,
attached hereto as Exhibit C, which purportedly placed three areas of open range into a herd
district that were allegedly the only remaining areas of open range in Canyon County. The
Canyon County Commissioners had this order attached to a map referenced in their order, which
map is attached hereto as Exhibit D.

XL
On December 10, 1982, The Canyon County Commissioners had no authority to enact an
ordinance placmg these areas into a herd district based upon the version of I.C. §§ 25-2402-2404
which was the law at that time.

XII.
The Canyon County Commissioners in attempting to enact the 1982 ordinance failed to
properly follow the necessary procedures required to establish a valid herd district as set forth in
the version of LC.§§ 25-2402-2404 which was the law at that time.

xm.
The Canyon County Commissioner's on December 10, 1982, had no authority to have a
herd district include federal lands that were being grazed as federal law pre-empted any attempt
by Canyon County to regulate grazing on federal land.

XIV.
Subsequent legislation invalidated any herd districts containing federal or state land that
had historically been permitted for grazing, which legislation was retroactive to include the 1982
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and 1908 herd district ordinances.

xv.
Justiciable controversies as contemplated by I.C. §§ 10-1202 and 10-1203 exist between

Mr. Piercy, Canyon County, Mr. Guzman and Ms. Sutton concerning whether the 1982 and 1908
ordinances created herd districts and whether those herd districts were valid and enforceable
against Mr. Piercy on March 20, 2005.

WHEREFORE, Third Party Plaintiff, Dale Piercy, prays for judgment as follows:
1.

That the Court Declare that the Canyon County Commissioners had no authority

on December 10, 1982, to create a herd district including the field where Mr. Piercy's bull was
being pastured;
2.

That the Court Declare that the 1982 ordinance was improperly enacted and was

invalid ab initio;
3.

That the Court Declare that federal law pre-empted Canyon County

Commissioner's attempts to place federal land within a herd district;
4.

That the Court Declare that the 1983 version of I.C. § 25-2402(2) was intended to

act retroactively to invalidate all herd districts containing federal land which were historically
used for grazing cattle;
5.

That the Court Declare that the 1908 and 1982 ordinances were not valid or

enforceable on March 20, 2005;

6.

That the Court grant such other and further relief as it deems just and proper.

DATED this _ _ day of September 2008.
SAETRUM LAW OFFICES

By
RyanB. Peck
Attorneys for Plaintiff
AMENDED ACTION FOR DECLARATORY RELIEF - 4
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ORDER. ESTABLISHING H£RD. DISTRICT.
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The

Boa~d

has

~gaih

reviewed The c0Mplexi1y of the Herd

District Bnundaries Throughout the County and has deterMined}
by resolvtion) that the·tiMe has t:nMt; to siMplify. arid unify
th~ status of Herd Districts in Canyon County,
In Making this
deterMination the Board has ¥ound the follo~i~g:

1.

A survey Map attached hereto 1 prepared by the Planning ~nd
Zoning AdMinis~rator designates the three sMall areas within the
Couniy which reMain open range.

Thai Mop
now in

3. •

~hows tha~
He~d DisTrjct

over 9SZ of the land within the Couniy is
status.

Through the years confusion

h~s

exisTed

becaus~

of

.-'

overl~pping

boundary lines and indefinite District boundary descriptions.

J"
-~~

5.

Canyon CounTy has reached the stage o~ urban developMenT which.
the oritjina~ ·purpose and usef'ulness o~ The concept of

de~troys

tpen range,

The Mobility of obr citizens has increased to the point at which
i~ becoMes necessary that Herd District status exist thrD~ghout

the County.

·,rr

Therefore>

IS HEREBY ORDERED by the Board of Canyon County CoMt!issioner.s
day of' De:ceMber, 1982> that .;i Hi:;>l"'d District be es1~b
l1shed in the three reMaining open range areas in Canyon Gounty ciS
~hown on the attached survey Map (Marked in black>, to the e~d
ihat The §!ntire l21nd .:irea ~·canyon County J:Le ·~d in-Herd Dis:trict
oi: this
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·Timothy C. Walton ISB #2170
CHASAN & WALTON LLC
Park Center Pointe
1459 Tyrell Lane
Post Office Box 1069
Boise, Idaho 83701-1069
Telephone: (208) 345-3760
Facsimile: (208) 345-0288
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F '.J\.k~M.
SEP t 9 2008
CANYON COUNTY CLERK
~CRA\NFORD,DEPUTY

Stephen E. Blackburn ISB #6717
BLACKBURN LAW, P.C.
660 E. Franklin Rd., Suite 255
Meridian, Idaho 83642
Telephone: (208) 898-3442
Facsimile: (208) 898-9443
Attorneys for Plaintiff Luis J. Guzman
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF CANYON
LUIS J. GUZMAN,

)
)
)
)
)
)

Plaintiff,
vs.
DALE W. PIERCY, individually and
JENNIFER SUTTON individually,

Case No: CV05-4848
Plaintiff Luis Guzman's
Answer to Amended Action for
Declaratory Relief

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

Defendants.

CANYON COUNTY
Third Party Defendant.

Comes now the above-entitled Defendant Guzman, by and through his attorney, and
answers Plaintiff Piercy's Amended Action for Declaratory relief as follows:

I.
Guzman denies each and every allegation of the Amended Action for Declaratory
Relief not expressly admitted herein.
Plaintiff Luis Guzman's Answer to Amended Action for Declaratory Relief- Page -1-
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11.
Guzman admits the allegations contained in Paragraphs I, II, Ill, IV, VVI, VII and XV
of the Amended Action for Declaratory relief.

111.
Guzman is without personal knowledge as to the allegations of Paragraphs VIII and
IX of the Amended Action for Declaratory relief, and therefore denies the same.
IV.
With regard to Paragraph X of the Amended Action for Declaratory Relief, Guzman
admits that in December 1982 the Canyon County Commissioners created a herd district
encompassing the remaining small areas of Canyon County that were not within a herd
district prior thereto, and that Exhibit C to the Amended Action for Declaratory Relief is a
copy of an Order properly executed and enacted by said Commissioners with regard to
creation of the herd district at issue in this case. Guzman denies that the map attached to
the Amended Action for Declaratory Relief as Exhibit D is the map referred to in the
Commissioners' December 10, 1982 Order Establishing Herd District.
V.
Guzman denies the allegations contained in Paragraphs XI, XII, XIII, and XIV of
the Amended Action for Declaratory Relief.

AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSES
FIRST AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSE

The doctrine of Estoppel by Laches precludes Plaintiff Piercy from contesting the
validity of the herd districts at issue in this matter.

Plaintiff Luis Guzman's Answer to Amended Action for Declaratory Relief- Page -2-

7Q1

SECOND AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSE

The doctrine of Equitable Estoppel precludes Plaintiff Piercy from contesting the
validity of the herd districts at issue in this matter.
THIRD AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSE

The herd districts at issue in this case were properly created, and are valid and
enforceable against Plaintiff Piercy with regard to the March 20, 2005 motor vehicle/bull
collision with forms the subject matter of this litigation.
FOURTH AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSE

Plaintiff Piercy's claim for declaratory relief is barred by the statute of limitations,
including but not limited to l.C. 5-224.
Wherefore, Defendant Guzman prays for Judgment as follows:
1. That the Court declare the herd districts at issue to be valid and enforceable against
Plaintiff Piercy with respect to the March 20, 2005 motor vehicle/bull collision which
forms the subject matter of this action.
2. That the Court declare that the 1982 Ordinance was properly enacted by the
Canyon County Commissioners.
3. That the court declare that the statute of limitations has expired with respect to
Piercy's claim that any of the herd districts in question are invalid or unenforceable.
4. That in the event the Court concludes any herd district at issue herein is not valid
and enforceable, or was not properly created, or is otherwise defective in any
respect, that the court hold that the doctrines of Estoppel by Laches, and/or
Equitable Estoppel preclude Plaintiff Piercy from contesting the validity and
enforceability of said herd districts with respect to the March 20, 2005 motor
vehicle/bull collision which forms the subject matter of this action.
Plaintiff Luis Guzman's Answer to Amended Action for Declaratory Relief - Page -3-

7Q2

5. For such other and further relief as is just and proper.
6. For Guzman's costs and attorney fees incurred in defending this declaratory

judgment action.
Dated this

t--

_Li_ day of September, 2008.
Chasan & Walton, LLC

Timothy C. Walton, Attorney for - - Plaintiff

Plaintiff Luis Guzman's Answer to Amended Action for Declaratory Relief - Page -4-
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CERTIFICATE OF MAILING
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on the

()~

_J1 day of September, 2008, a true and

correct copy of the above and foregoing document was served upon by:

~.S.Mail

Joshua S. Evett
Elam & Burke
251 E. Front St., No. 300
P.O. Box 1539
Boise, ID 83701-1539
Attorneys for Jennifer Sutton

0
0

0

Hand Delivery
Overnight Courier
Facsimile to (208) 384-5844

~.S.Mail

Ryan Peck
Rodney R. Saetrum
SAETRUM LAW OFFICES
101 S. Capitol Blvd., Suite 1800
P.O. Box 7425
Boise, ID 83707
Attorneys for Dale W. Piercy

0
0
0

Hand Delivery
Overnight Courier
Facsimile to (208) 336-0448

~.Mail
0 Hand Delivery

Charles L. Saari, Chief Civil Deputy
Canyon County Prosecutor's Office
1115 Albany St.
Caldwell, ID 83605
Attorney for Canyon County

0

0

Overnight Courier
Facsimile to (208) 455-5955

~ii
0

Stephen E. Blackburn ISB #6717
BLACKBURN LAW, P.C.
660 E. Franklin Rd., Suite 220
Meridian, Idaho 83642
Co-Counsel for Plaintiff

0
0

Hand Delivery
Overnight Courier
Facsimile to (208) 898-9443

CHASAN & WALTON, LLC

Timothy C. Walton

Plaintiff Luis Guzman'~ Answer to Amended Action for Declaratory R~lief - Page -5-
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SEP 2 3 2008
CAN YO~ COUNTY CLERK
~. -AN\.-b-on,.. DEPUTY

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF CANYON
LUIS J. GUZMAN,
Plaintiff,
CASE NO. CV-2005-4848

vs.
DALE PIERCY, individually and
JENNIFER SUTTON, individually
Defendants.

ORDER DENYING DEFENDANT PIERCY'S
MOTION TO RECONSIDER

CANYON COUNTY, IDAHO,
Third-Party Defendant.

This court has perhaps confused Defendant Piercy's counsel over its past ruling
(twice told up to this point) on the retroactive application of the 1983 amendment to
Idaho Code § 25-2402. That statute deals with the formation of herd districts in Idaho.
In the alternative, however, it could be that counsel simply and tenaciously refuses to
take the court's answer. If the reason this court revisits the retroactive application of
Idaho Code§ 25-2402, which the court said it would not do in its Order of Clarification, 1
amounts to the court causing the confusion, the court takes full responsibility and seeks,
immediately below, to lay the foundation for counsel's understanding of the court's
ruling.

If, on the other hand, this third trip amounts to counsel refusing to take the

court's answer, his tenacity does not serve him well. All courts in this district are very
busy.
1

To cause a court to revisit the issue (now thrice) squanders a court's most

An order the court apparently misnamed.

ORDER DENYING DEFENDANT PIERCY'S MOTION TO RECONSIDER-1
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valuable resource: time.

Counsel might better use his time in preparing the correct

documents for appeal; and this court would be grateful if he did so, at least if it means
not having to keep plowing the same field.
Hence, the bottom-line up front: Notwithstanding an asserted retroactive
application, nowhere in the 1983 amendment to Idaho Code § 25-2402 does the idaho
Legislature express its intent (even impliedly) to nullify retroactively every herd district in
the state of Idaho containing proscribed federal land. What counsel has consistently
done is rely on Miller v. Miller, 113 Idaho 415, 747 P.2d 294 (1987) to make the
retroactive nullification for him-or at least as proof the legislature intended such result.
As explained more fully post, counsel misplaces his reliance upon Miller v. Miller, supra.
Even a casual reading of the Miller decision shows it dealt with a county ordinance
enacted after the 1983 amendment, not before.

I.
STATUTORY INTERPRETATION

Idaho Courts have consistently followed what one might call the seminal rule of
statutory construction, namely, that statutory interpretation "must begin with the literal
words of the statute" and that the words "must be given their plain, usual, and ordinary
meaning." McLean v. Maverik Country Stores, Inc., 142 Idaho 810, 813, 135 P.3d 756,
759 (2006). The corollary to the seminal rule, however, dictates that the plain language
is "always to be preferred to any curious, narrow hidden sense." State v. Mercer, 143
Idaho 108, 109, 138 P.3d 308, 309 (2006). Moving along, one encounters what might
be called the second rule of statutory construction, that is, unless the result amounts to
what the Idaho Supreme Court describes as a palpably absurdity, courts assume that
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the legislature meant what it clearly states in its statutes. State v. Rhode, 133 Idaho
459, 462, 988 P.2d 685, 688 (1999). Thus, the corollary to the second rule dictates that
when the language is plain and unambiguous, statutory interpretation is not necessary.
Hayden Lake Fire Protection Dist. v. Alcorn, 141 Idaho 307, 312, 109 P.3d 161, 166

(2005).

2

Statutory language may be plain even if the parties present different

interpretations to the court; ambiguity only occurs where "reasonable minds might differ
as to interpretations." Id.
What this court considers the third fundamental rule of statutory construction
finds a relationship to the second: "Constructions of a statute that would lead to absurd
or unreasonably harsh results are disfavored."3 State v. Yager, 139 Idaho 680, 690, 85
P.3d 656, 666 (2004), citing Payette River Property Owners Ass'n v. Board of Comm'rs
of Valley County, 132 Idaho 551, 976 P.2d 477 (1999). Finally, what this court calls the

fourth fundamental rule of statutory construction holds that "statutes that are in pari
materia are to be construed together, to the end that the legislative intent will be given

effect. Id, citing State v. Creech, 105 Idaho 362, 367, 670 P.2d 463, 468, cert denied,
465 U.S. 1051, 104 S.Ct. 1327, 79 L.Ed.2d 722 (1984).
II.
ANALYSIS
A. THE PHOENIX CONUNDRUM

2

Obviously the mirror image of this rule holds that courts resort to judicial construction only if the
provision in question is ambiguous, incomplete, absurd, or arguably in conflict with other laws. State v.
Yager, supra, citing Peasley Transfer & Storage Co. v. Smith, 132 Idaho 732, 979 P.2d 605 (1999).

3

Just as obvious, then, is the incumbency upon courts to give statutes interpretations that do not render
them nullities. State v. Beard, 135 Idaho 641, 646, 22 P.3d 116, 121 (Ct. App. 2001).
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The court entered its Order of Clarification on August 1, 2008. In that order, the
court made comments it thought would clarify an issue raised by Piercy's counsel about
trial. The felt need for clarification arose out of a pretrial conference the court held with
all counsel on July 31, 2008. Essentially, Piercy's counsel wanted to know if Piercy
could litigate (or, perhaps, more accurately, relitigate) the retroactive application of the
aforementioned 1983 amendment to Idaho Code § 25-2402. What the court said then,
and what the court says now, amounts to this: No litigation on the retroactivity of the
1983 amendment will take place in the "mini-bench trial" because the court does not
believe the Idaho Legislature intended to retroactively nullify or invalidate herd districts
created throughout the state before the amendment if they contained federal land. The
dynamic of retroactive nullification is what the court addressed when it referred to an
"impermissible expost facto application of the amendment."
The court believed then, and continues to believe, that the intent of the
Legislature was simply to "carve out"4 any federal land from herd districts that purported
to contain such land. This is precisely what the court stated in its Order of Clarification.
Therefore, the court intends to clarify what it meant in
the aforementioned order. For the "mini-bench trial" on the
validity of Canyon County's Herd District Ordinance now
scheduled for October 8, 2008, the court will not reconsider
4

Perhaps the Legislature did this to mollify the Department of Interior or Bureau of Land Management
officials by making it clear to County Commissioners what they could not do in their exercise of jurisdiction
over federal lands within their territorial boundaries in relation to herd districts. Interestingly, the 1983
Amendment further qualifies the BLM land as "upon which lands the grazing of livestock has historically
been permitted," leaving the impression that if BLM land was included in a herd district, but historically the
BLM did not permit livestock grazing upon it, from the Idaho Legislature's viewpoint, the ordinance may
still include the land. See Idaho Session Laws, ch. 120, § 1, p.313-14. The 1990 Amendment further
excises state lands where "the grazing of livestock has historically been permitted," while adding the
language, "Provided, any herd district heretofore established shall retain its identity, geographic definition,
and remain in full force and effect, until vacated or modified hereafter as provided by section 25-2404,
Idaho Code." See Idaho Session Laws, ch. 222, § 2, p. 589. From this, Piercy inappropriately borrows
from the egypto-hermetic metaphysical system with his phoenix analogy. Obviously, all analogies fail at
some point. Piercy's fails in the beginning.
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the issue of a retroactive application of the July 1, 1983
amendment to Idaho Code§ 25-2402(2).
First, such an application appeared and continues to
appear to this court as an impermissible ex post facto
application of the amendment. Second, the subsequent
amendment effective in 1990 makes such application moot,
in any event. "The provisions of this chapter shall not apply
to any herd district or herd ordinance in full force and effect
prior to January 1. 1990, but shall apply to any modification
thereof." Idaho Code § 25-2401(1996)(Emphasis supplied).
The court has not been made aware of any Canyon County
Herd District Ordinance or modification thereof since 1982.
However, an issue remains touching upon whether
any federal land might be contained within the boundaries
set out in Canyon County's various Ordinances involving
Herd Districts.
Nevertheless, the only relevance to the
issue before this court concerns whether the animal in
question escaped from land situated on federal or state land
or whether the accident took place on federal or state land
otherwise preempted from the County's Herd District
Ordinance.
Order of Clarification, at 2 (emphasis in the original).
From this, after first setting up the straw man in his MEMORANDUM IN
SUPPORT OF MOTION TO RECONSIDER at 5, Piercy's counsel either misconstrues
at best, or misstates at worst, what this court said about Canyon County's herd district.
Counsel complains that the court, in referencing the illogic of the Idaho Legislature
intending to nullify herd districts in all 44 Idaho Counties, went beyond the record, that
is, he asserts the only evidence in the record concerns one or more herd districts in
Canyon County. First, when making a point about the effect of a statute, the court is
unaware of any rule of law, and certainly, counsel cites the court to none, that confines
the court to address only evidence adduced for purposes of a summary judgment
motion in a single case. Second, if all that is at stake is one or more herd districts in
Canyon County, the Legislature was silly to design a statute that applies to every county
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in the state. This court knows that more counties than Canyon have herd districts, and
so does counsel.

Further, this court understands the overarching effect laws have

throughout the state when the Legislature enacts them-and so does counsel. Third,
counsel takes the mistaken view that this court concluded by its reference to the 1990
amendment, which eliminated the "before and after" language upon which counsel
elects to stake his claim, that the court asserts some kind of a resurrection of the
County's herd district otherwise struck down by the 1983 amendment, under his view.
He gets there, of course, through his interpretation of the 1983 Amendment. Thus, it is
his interpretation of the 1983 amendment versus the court's interpretation that
underscores the ambiguity.

Hence, this ambiguity over what the amendment means

allows the court to apply statutory construction principles discussed ante.
Indeed, although counsel attacks this court as "ignoring the question" at 4 of his
MEMORANDUM, the record amply demonstrates how the court has met the question
head on: retroactive application applies for purposes of carving out the federal lands if
any are there; retroactive nullification does not apply because that would violate other
principles discussed below. Counsel could not be more wrong, then, in asserting this
court would "like phoenixes from the ashes, raise every herd district created prior to
January 1, 1990 ... " By reading the last sentence of the "Order of Clarification," counsel
should have realized the thrust of the court's original ruling, even before clarification
(since as near as the court can tell, all other counsel got it without the court's perceived
need to clarify).

All the court held was that any federal land cut out by the 1983

amendment means the excised land now qualifies as "open range." Accordingly, apart
from whether Defendant Piercy is able to overcome the "presumption" of whether
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Canyon County has one or more Herd Districts, if the animal in question escaped from
or caused an accident in "open range" that issue needs a factual determination by the
jury.
B. WHY TRAVELING BACK IN TIME IS STILL IMPOSSIBLE TO DO HARM 5

Whether counsel for Defendant Piercy accepts the notion or not, this court does
retroactively apply the 1983 Amendment. However, the court interprets the amendment
as having the Idaho Legislature act (not a state district court) to "cut out" from any
previously established herd district in Idaho any federal land otherwise considered a
part of it.

Another technique to accomplish the same end-apart from legislative

action-would have been a lawsuit filed in Federal District Court.

The court firmly

believes that a federal judge would have rightly concluded that Idaho counties have no
jurisdiction over federal land under the Federal Preemption Doctrine. Hence, all the
Idaho Legislature did was remind counties what already existed under federal law de
jure, if not de facto. Nevertheless, by misapplying Miller v. Miller, supra, Piercy believes

the Idaho Legislature did what he so adamantly continues to advocate, namely,
invalidate every herd district purportedly including federal land.

Miller, however, is

inapposite, as the following amply demonstrates.
First, one cannot lose sight of the fact that Miller dealt with a county ordinance
establishing a herd district after the1983 Amendment. The herd district upheld by the
trial court in Miller (ruling the ordinance invalid as to federal lands included, but
otherwise valid) was struck down by a 4-1 majority authored by Justice Bistline, among

5

Notwithstanding what certain mystics have proposed in modernity, current mathematics cannot yet
prove the possibility of the space and time travel. Hence the thought problem of traveling back in time to
murder one's grandfather remains, happily, a thought problem.
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other things, because the act of the trial court's redesignation of an area of the herd
district constituted an unconstitutional exercise of legislative function.

"By an order

effectively redesignating the areas of the herd district, the district court has performed a
legislative function of the county commissioners." 113 Idaho at 418, 745 P.2d at 297.
Second, one need not fuss over this court performing a legislative function: the Idaho
Legislature already performed the excise function under the court's interpretation of the
1983 Amendment. Why does this court's interpretation fit better than Piercy's? To get
there, the court relies upon the principle enunciated in Kent v. Idaho Public Utilities
Commission, 93 Idaho 618, 469 P.2d 745 (1970). "lf...substantive rights may be cut

down by retroactive effect of a statute, such construction should be avoided if possible."
Id at 621, 469 P.2d at 748. Accordingly, the court avoids the construction that would

otherwise cut down the substantive rights of anyone injured by cattle running at large in
what they (or their attorneys, at least) thought amounted to a herd district in the past.

Ill.
CONCLUSION

If the court has confused Piercy or his counsel on the retroactive application of
Idaho Code § 25-2402 (including the section's 1983 and 1990 amendments) the court
believes this ORDER makes the court's position as clear as it can be stated. This court,
indeed, makes a retroactive application of Idaho Code § 25-2402, as amended.
However, it interprets that application as not nullifying pre-existing herd districts
otherwise containing SLM land historically used for grazing; instead, the court interprets
the 1983 Amendment as excising from any herd district, any BLM land purportedly
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included and so used. In other words, the court interprets the Idaho Legislature doing
what Judge McDermott attempted to do in Miller v. Miller, supra.
What does this mean for the mini-bench trial? This means that for the October
proceeding, the only issue the parties will litigate centers on whether Defendant Piercy
can overcome the presumption of validity of Canyon County's herd districts.

If

Defendant Piercy succeeds in doing so, the issue then turns to whether Canyon County
principally, with assistance from Plaintiff Guzman's counsel, can prove that a valid
ordinance exists for herd district in question where the accident took place.
THEREFORE, THIS ORDERS THAT:

1. The court DENIES Defendant Piercy's Motion to Reconsider.
2. No party will present evidence concerning BLM land purportedly included within any
herd district enacted in Canyon County because the court deems such evidence
irrelevant for purposes of the bench trial.
3. Such evidence becomes relevant only upon the trial of the matter on its merits if the
animal in question escaped from, or if the accident took place on, BLM land historically
used for grazing cattle.

e
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CERT/FICA TE OF SERVICE
The undersigned certifies that on~ September 2008 s/he served a true and correct copy of the original
of the forgoing ORDER DENYING DEFENDANT PIERCY'S MOTION TO RECONSIDER on the following
individuals in the manner described:
•

Upon the Canyon County Prosecutor, ATTN Chief Civil Deputy Charles L. Saari,

when s/he placed the same into the latter's respective "pick up" box at the Canyon County Clerk's office,
Canyon County Courthouse, Caldwell, Idaho,
•

and upon Rodney R. Saetrum and Ryan Peck of SAETRUM LAW OFFICES, 101 S. Capitol Blvd,
Boise, Idaho, 83702, attorneys for Defendant Piercy; and upon

•

Joshua S. Evett of ELAM and BURKE, P.A., PO Box 1539, Boise, Idaho 83701, attorney for
Defendant Sutton; and upon

•

Timothy C. Walton of CHASAN & WALTON, LLC PO Box 1069 Boise, Idaho 83701-1069 and
upon Stephen E. Blackburn of BLACKBURN LAW, P.C., 660 E. Franklin Road, Suite 255,
Meridian 83642, attorneys for the Plaintiff Guzman

when s/he caused the same to be deposited into the US Mails, sufficient postage attached.

WILLIAM H. HURST, Clerk of the Court

By:~.~
py
Clerk of the Court
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Third Party Defendant Jennifer Sutton ("Defendant Sutton"), by and through her attorney
ofrecord, Elam & Burke, P.A., in answer to Third Party Plaintiff Dale Piercy's Amended Action
for Declaratory Relief (''Third Party Plaintiffs Complaint"), filed on or about September 11,
2008, admits, denies and otherwise alleges as follows:
FIRST DEFENSE

Third Party Plaintiffs Complaint fails to state a cause of action against Third-Party
Defendant Sutton upon which relief may be granted.
SECOND DEFENSE

Defendant Sutton denies each and every allegation contained in Third Party Plaintiff's
Complaint not specifically admitted herein.
THIRD DEFENSE
1.

In response to Paragraph I of Third Party Plaintiffs Complaint, Defendant Sutton

admits the allegations contained therein.
2.

In response to Paragraph II of Third Party Plaintiff's Complaint, Defendant Sutton

admits the allegations contained therein.
3.

In response to Paragraph ID of Third Party Plaintiffs Complaint, Defendant

Sutton admits the allegations contained therein.
4.

In response to Paragraph N of Third Party Plaintiffs Complaint, Defendant

Sutton admits the allegations contained therein.
5.

In response to Paragraph V of Third Party Plaintiff's Complaint, Defendant Sutton

admits the allegations contained therein.
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In response to Paragraph VI of Third Party Plaintiffs Complaint, Defendant

Sutton admits the allegations contained therein.
7.

In response to Paragraph VII of Third Party Plaintiffs Complaint, Defendant

Sutton admits that Mr. Piercy was sued by Mr. Guzman for personal injuries resulting from a
collision between a Volkswagen Jetta being operated by Ms. Sutton and a bull owned by Mr.
Piercy, and that the collision occurred south of the Boise River on Wamstad Road, south of
Panna, Idaho on March 20, 2005. Defendant Sutton further admits that the collision occurred
within a herd district established in 1908. The 1908 ordinance speaks for itself.
8.

In response to Paragraph VIII of Third Party Plaintiffs Complaint, Defendant

Sutton is without personal knowledge and therefore denies.
9.

In response to Paragraph IX of Third Party Plaintiffs Complaint, Defendant

Sutton is without personal knowledge and therefore denies.
l 0.

In response to Paragraph X of Third Party Plaintiffs Complaint, Defendant Sutton

admits that the Canyon County Commissioners enacted an ordinance on December 10, 1982
creating a herd district and that the ordinance speaks for itself, but denies the remaining
allegations contained therein.
11.

In response to Paragraph XI of Third Party Plaintiffs Compliant, Defendant

Sutton denies the allegations contained therein.
12.

In response to Paragraph XII of Third Party Plaintiffs Compliant, Defendant

Sutton denies the allegations contained therein.
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In response to Paragraph XIII of Third Party Plaintiff's Compliant, Defendant

Sutton denies the allegations contained therein.
14.

In response to Paragraph XN of Third Party Plaintiff's Compliant, Defendant

Sutton denies the allegations contained therein.
15.

In response to Paragraph XV of Third Party Plaintiff's Compliant, Defendant

Sutton admits the allegations contained therein.

FIRST AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSE
Third Party Plaintiff is estopped from contesting the validity of the herd districts at issue
in this matter on the grounds of estoppel by laches, estoppel by waiver and/or equitable estoppel.

SECOND AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSE
The herd districts at issue were properly formed and are valid and enforceable against
Defendant Piercy.

THIRD AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSE
Third Party Plaintiff's claim is barred by the statute oflimitations pursuant to Idaho Code
§§ 5-224 and 5-221.

REQUEST FOR ATTORNEY FEES
Defendant Sutton requests that she be awarded attorney fees and costs incurred pursuant
to Idaho Code§§ 10-1210 as 12-120 and Rule 54 of the Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure.
WHEREFORE, having fully answered Third Party Plaintiff's Complaint, Defendant
Sutton prays for judgment as follows:
( 1)

Third Party Plaintiff takes nothing by his Complaint and the same be dismissed;
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(2)

Defendant Sutton be awarded her attorney fees and costs incurred herein; and

(3)

Other and further relief as to the Court seems just and equitable.

DATED thisZ1r1 day of September, 2008.

ELAM & BURKE, P.A.

By:__..U--..:...-·/
__(5_~_J_ _ _ __
Joshua S. Evett, of the firm
Attorneys for Defendant Jennifer Sutton
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVIC:E
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this '"Z~~ day of September, 2008, I caused a true and
correct copy of the above and foregoing instrument to be served upon the following in the
manner indicated below:
TimothyC. Walton
Chasan & Walton, LLC
P.O. Box 1069
Boise, ID 83701-1069

U.S. Mail
Hand Delivery
Overnight Mail
_ L Facsimile

Stephen E. Blackburn
Blackbum Law, P.C.
660 East Franklin Road, Suite 220
Meridian, ID 83642

U.S. Mail
Hand Delivery
--v- Overnight Mail
__ Facsimile

RyanB. Peck
Saetrum Law Offices
P.O. Box 7425
Boise, ID 83707

__ U.S.Mail
__ Hand Delivery
Overnight Mail
__ Facsimile

--v

__ U.S.Mail
__ Hand Delivery
-~vemight Mail
__ Facsimile

Charles L. Saari
Canyon County Prosecutor
Canyon County Courthouse
1115 Albany
Caldwell, ID 83605

Joshua S. Evett
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COMES NOW Third Party Defendant Canyon County, by and through its attorney of
record, the Canyon County Prosecuting Attorney, and in answer to Third Party Plaintiff Dale
Piercy' s Amended Action for Declaratory Relief alleges as follows:

FIRST DEFENSE
Third Party Plaintiff Dale Piercy' s Amended Action for Declaratory Relief and each and
every count fail to state a claim against this Defendant upon which relief can be granted.

SECOND DEFENSE
1.

This answering Defendant denies each and every allegation of the Third Party Complaint
not specifically and expressly admitted herein.

2.
Paragraphs I, II, N, V, VI and XV are admitted.

3.
The first sentence in Paragraph ill is admitted but this Defendant is without information .
or belief as to the truth of the allegations contained in the second sentence of the this paragraph,
and therefore, denies the same.

4.
In response to Paragraph VII., this Defendant admits the first, second and fourth

sentences of Paragraph VII and avers that the collision occurred within a herd district validly
established in 1908 and denies the remaining allegations in Paragraph VII.
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5.
In response to Paragraphs Vill and IX, this Defendant is without information or belief as
to the truth of the allegations contained in this paragraphs, and, therefore, denies the same.
6.

In response to Paragraph X, the 1982 herd district was validly created or established
following proper procedures in accordance with law. This Defendant is without information or
belief as to whether the purported map attached as Exhibit "D" is the map referred to in the
County Commissioners' December 10, 1982 Order Establishing Herd District, and therefore,
denies the same and any other remaining allegations contained in this paragraph.
7.
Paragraphs XI, XIl, Xill and IV are denied.

FIRST AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSE
The 1908 and 1982 herd districts were validity created or established following proper
procedures in accordance with law.

SECOND AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSE
By Idaho Code§ 31-857, the 1908 and 1982 herd districts were validly created or
established and a prima facie presumption by operation of law exists and provides that all
proceedings and jurisdictional steps preceding the making of the herd district orders were
properly and regularly taken; the burden of proof rests on those challenging the validity of the
creation or establishment of herd districts.
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THIRD AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSE
Idaho Code§ 73-101 provides that statutes cannot be applied retroactively without the
expressed intent of the legislature and no such intent is found in the governing herd district
statutes. Amendments to the herd district law did not invalidate any herd districts containing
federal land which were historically used for grazing cattle.

FOURTH AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSE
By Idaho Code 31-857, the legislature has, in effect, created a limited statute of
limitations by shifting the burden of proof to those persons challenging the validity of the
creation or establishment of herd districts.

REQUEST FOR ATTORNEY FEES
Third Party Defendant Canyon County requests they be awarded attorney fees and costs
incurred pursuant to Idaho Code§§ 10-1210, 12-117, and 12-120 and Rule 54 of the Idaho Rules
of Civil Procedure.

WHEREFORE, having fully answered Third Party Plaintiff's Amended Action for
Declaratory Relief, Third Party Defendant Canyon County prays as follows:
1.

Plaintiff Piercy' s Amended Action for Declaratory Relief be dismissed with
prejudice.

2.

Third Party Defendant Canyon County be awarded their attorney fees and costs of
suit herein incurred.

3.

For such other and further relief as the Court deems just and equitable.

THIRD PARTY DEFENDANT CANYON COUNTY'S
ANSWER TO AMENDED ACTION FOR DECLARATORY RELIEF
GUZMAN V. PIERCY, ET AL. CVOS-4848
N:\CVL LIT\2007\Piercy-Sutton\Answer to Amended Action. wpd
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Dated this

2!± day of September, 2008.
PAVfil!--: YQlJNQ
Prosecuting Attorney
Canyon County, Idaho

Charles L. Saari
Attorney for Third Party Defendant Canyon County

TH1RD PARTY DEFENDANT CANYON COUNTY'S
ANSWER TO AMENDED ACTION FOR DECLARATORY RELIEF
GUZMAN V. PIERCY, ET AL. CVOS-4848
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I hereby certify that on this ;;;:rt_ day of September 2008, I caused a true and correct copy
of THIRD PARTY DEFENDANT CANYON COUNTY'S ANSWER TO PLAINTIFF
PIERCY'S AMENDED ACTION FOR DECLARATORY RELIEF to be served to the
following by the method indicated below.

[ vf U.S. Mail

Ryan B. Peck
Saetrum Law Offices
P.O. Box 7425
Boise, Idaho 83707
Facsimile: (208) 336-0448
ryanpeck@saetrumlaw.com

[
[

]
]

[ L.-}

[

]

Hand Delivery
Overnight Mail
Facsimile
Email

[~US.Mail

Timothy C. Walton
Chasan & Walton, LLC
1459 Tyrell Lane
P.O. Box 1069
Boise, Idaho 83701-1069
Facsimile: (208) 345-0288
timwalton2000@hotmail.com

[ ] Hand Delivery
[ ] Overnight Mail
[ ~ Facsimile
[ ] Email

[~U.S. Mail
[ ] Hand Deli very
[ ] Overnight Mail
Facsimile
[ ] Email

Stephen E. Blackburn
Blackburn Law, PC
660 E. Franklin Road
Suite 225
Meridian, Idaho 83642
Facsimile: (208) 898-9443
bburnlaw@aol.com

[vr-

[ ~ U.S. Mail
[ ] Hand Delivery
[ ] Overnight Mail
Facsimile
[ ] Email

Joshua S. Evett
Elam & Burke, P.A.
251 East Front Street
Suite 300
P.O. Box 1539
Boise, Idaho 83701
Facsimile: (208) 384-5844
jse@elamburke.com

[ vf

Charles L. Saari
Attorney for Third Party Defendant Canyon County
THIRD PARTY DEFENDANT CANYON COUNTY'S
ANSWER TO AMENDED ACTION FOR DECLARATORY RELIEF
GUZMAN V. PIERCY, ET AL. CV05-4848
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DAVID L. YOUNG, ISB #3679
CHARLES L. SAARI, ISB #2121
Canyon County Prosecuting Attorney
Canyon County Courthouse
1115 Albany
Caldwell, Idaho 83605
Telephone: (208) 454-7391

OCT 0 3 2008
CANYO~OUNTY CLERK

U l/

DEPUTY

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF CANYON

)

LUIS J. GUZMAN, individually

)

CASE NO. CVOS-4848

)

Plaintiff,
v.

DALE PIERCY, individually and
JENNIFER SUTTON, individually,
Defendants,

)
)
)

THIRDPARTYDEFENDANT
CANYON COUNTY'S THIRD
AMENDED PRE-TRIAL STATEMENT

)
)
)
)
)

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~)

DALE PIERCY, individually,
Plaintiff,
V.

CANYON COUNTY, LUIS GUZMAN,
individually, and JENNIFER SUTTON,
individually,
Defendants.

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~)

THIRD AMENDED PRE-TRIAL STATEMENT
RIVERNGUZMAN VS. PIERCY/SUTTON
N:\CVL LIT\2007\Piercy-Sutton\Third Amended Pre-Trial Statement.wpd
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COMES NOW Third Party Defendant Canyon County, by and through its attorney of
record, the Canyon County Prosecuting Attorney, in response to Honorable Gordon W. Petrie's
March 25, 2008 Order from Scheduling Conference Setting Bench Trial on Challenge to Canyon
County Herd Districts, and through this Third Party Defendant Canyon County's Third Amended
Pre-Trial Statement, amends Third Party Defendant Canyon County's Pre-Trial Statement, as
follows:

A WRITTEN LIST IDENTIFYING STIPULATED FACTS, ALL WITNESSES, AND
ALL EXHIBITS TO BE INTRODUCED AT TRIAL, ACCOMPANIED BY A
STATEMENT PERTAINING TO EACH EXIDBIT ON WHETHER EACH EXHIBIT IN
QUESTION IS STIPULATED AS ADMISSIBLE.
RESPONSE: The following shall be added to the listings in Third Party Defendant
Canyon County's Pre-Trial Statement filed August 27, 2008 as amended by Third Party
Defendant Canyon County's First Amended Pre-Trial Statement filed August 29, 2008 and Third
Party Defendant Canyon County's Second Amended Pre-Trial Statement filed October 2, 2008:

Exhibits:
1.

Page 375 of Book 3 of the Canyon County Board of County Commissioners'
Meeting Minutes dated July 18, 1908.

2.

Gem County created, including a portion of Canyon County (enabling act),
approved March 19, 1915, S.L. 1915, ch. 165, p. 362; creation of county approved
by voters at a special election, May 11, 1915. (Exhibit only includes relevant part
of chapter pertaining to Canyon County.)

3.

Payette County created from (enabling act), S.L. 1917, ch. 11, p.13; creation of
county approved by voters at special election, May 11, 1917. (Exhibit only
• includes relevant part of chapter pertainillg to Canyon County.)

THIRD AMENDED PRE-TRIAL STATEMENT
RIVERA/GUZMAN VS. PIERCY/SUTTON
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Dated this

3

day of October, 2008.
DAVID L. YOUNG
Prosecuting Attorney
Canyon County, Idaho

Charles L. Saari
Attorney for Third Party Defendant Canyon County

THIRD AMENDED PRE-TRIAL STATEMENT
RIVERA/GUZMAN VS. PIERCY/SUTTON
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I hereby certify that on this .3__ day of October, 2008, I caused a true and correct copy of
THIRD PARTY DEFENDANT CANYON COUNTY'S THIRD AMENDED PRE-TRIAL
STATEMENT to be served to the following by the method indicated below.
Ryan B. Peck
Saetrum Law Offices
P.O. Box 7425
Boise, Idaho 83707
Facsimile: (208) 336-0448
ryanpeck@saetrumlaw.com

[
[
[

Timothy C. Walton
Chasan & Walton, LLC
1459 Tyrell Lane
P.O. Box 1069
Boise, Idaho 83701-1069
Facsimile: (208) 345-0288
timwalton2000@hotmail.com

[ ] U.S. Mail
[ ] Hand Delivery
[ ] Overnight Mail

Stephen E. Blackbum
Blackburn Law, PC
660 E. Franklin Road
Suite 225
Meridian, Idaho 83642
Facsimile: (208) 898-9443
bburnlaw@aol.com

[ ] U.S. Mail
[ ] Hand Delivery
[ ] Overnight Mail
[

] Email

Joshua S. Evett
Elam & Burke, P.A.
251 East Front Street
Suite 300
P.O. Box 1539
Boise, Idaho 83701
Facsimile: (208) 384-5844
j se@elamburke.com

[
[
[

]
]
]

[

]

]
]
]

U.S. Mail
Hand Delivery
Overnight Mail

[~Facsimile

[

]

Email

[~ Facsimile

[ ]

Email

[v--] Facsimile

[ v(

U.S. Mail
Hand Delivery
Overnight Mail
Facsimile
Email

Charles L. Saari
Attorney for Third Party Defendant Canyon County

THIRD AMENDED PRE-TRIAL STATEMENT
RIVERA/GUZMAN VS. PIERCY/SUTTON
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OCT - 6 2008

DAVID L. YOUNG, ISB #3679
CHARLES L. SAARI, ISB #2121
Canyon County Prosecuting Attorney
Canyon County Courthouse
1115 Albany
Caldwell, Idaho 83605
Telephone: (208) 454-7391

CANYON COUNTY CLERK

ft'\fEPUTY

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF CANYON

)

LUIS J. GUZMAN, individually

)

CASE NO. CVOS-4848

)

)
)
)

Plaintiff,
v.

TIDRD PARTY DEFENDANT
CANYON COUNTY'S FOURTH
AMENDED PRE-TRIAL STATEMENT

)
)
)
)
)

DALE PIERCY, individually and
JENNIFER SUTTON, individually,
Defendants,

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~-)

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

DALE PIERCY, individually,
Plaintiff,
v.
CANYON COUNTY, LUIS GUZMAN,
individually, and JENNIFER SUTTON,
individually,
Defendants.

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~-)

FOURTH AMENDED PRE-TRIAL STATEMENT
RIVERNGUZMAN VS. PIERCY/SUTTON
N:\CVL LIT\2007\Piercy-Sutton\Fourth Amended Pre-Trial Statement. wpd
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COMES NOW Third Party Defendant Canyon County, by and through its attorney of
record, the Canyon County Prosecuting Attorney, in response to Honorable Gordon W. Petrie' s
March 25, 2008 Order from Scheduling Conference Setting Bench Trial on Challenge to Canyon
County Herd Districts, and through this Third Party Defendant Canyon County's Fourth
Amended Pre-Trial Statement, amends Third Party Defendant Canyon County's Pre-Trial
Statement, as follows:

A WRITTEN LIST IDENTIFYING STIPULATED FACTS, ALL WITNESSES, AND
ALL EXHIBITS TO BE INTRODUCED AT TRIAL, ACCOMPANIED BY A
STATEMENT PERTAINING TO EACH EXHIBIT ON WHETHER EACH EXHIBIT IN
QUESTION IS STIPULATED AS ADMISSIBLE.
RESPONSE: The following shall be added to the listings in Third Party Defendant
Canyon County's Pre-Trial Statement filed August 27, 2008 as amended by Third Party
Defendant Canyon County's First Amended Pre-Trial Statement filed August 29, 2008, Third
Party Defendant Canyon County's Second Amended Pre-Trial Statement filed October 2, 2008,
and Third Party Defendant Canyon County's Third Amended Pre-Trial Statement filed
October 3, 2008:

Exhibits:
1.

Seven (7) miscellaneous pages from Canyon County records regarding herd
districts.

Dated this

_k_ day of October, 2008.

FOURTH AMENDED PRE-TRIAL STATEMENT
RIVERAfGUZMAN VS. PIERCY/SUTTON
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DAVID L. YOUNG
Prosecuting Attorney
Canyon County, Idaho

Charles L. Saari
Attorney for Third Party Defendant Canyon County

FOURTH AMENDED PRE-TRIAL STATEMENT
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I hereby certify that on this

_k_ day of October, 2008, I caused a true and correct copy of

THIRD PARTY DEFENDANT CANYON COUNTY'S FOURTH AMENDED PRETRIAL STATEMENT to be served to the following by the method indicated below.
Ryan B. Peck
Saetrum Law Offices
P.O. Box 7425
Boise, Idaho 83707
Facsimile: (208) 336-0448
ryanpeck@saetrumlaw.com

[
[
[

]
]
]

[

]

Timothy C. Walton
Chasan & Walton, lLC
1459 Tyrell Lane
P.O. Box 1069
Boise, Idaho 83701-1069
Facsimile: (208) 345-0288
timwalton2000@hotmail.com

[
[
[

]
]
]

[

]

Stephen E. Blackbum
Blackbum Law, PC
660 E. Franklin Road
Suite 225
Meridian, Idaho 83642
Facsimile: (208) 898-9443
bbumlaw@aol.com

[
[
[

]
]
]

Joshua S. Evett
Elam & Burke, P.A.
251 East Front Street
Suite 300
P.O. Box 1539
Boise, Idaho 83701
Facsimile: (208) 384-5844
j se@elamburke.com

[ ] U.S. Mail
[ ] Hand Delivery
[ ] ;:>vemight Mail
[ ~ Facsimile
[ , ] Email

[ vt-

[ V-

[ L..--Y
[

]

U.S. Mail
Hand Delivery
Overnight Mail
Facsimile
Email

U.S. Mail
Hand Deli very
Overnight Mail
Facsimile
Email

U.S. Mail
Hand Deli very
Overnight Mail
Facsimile
Email

Charles L. Saari
Attorney for Third Party Defendant Canyon County

FOURTH AMENDED PRE-TRIAL STATEMENT
RIVERA/GUZMAN VS. PIERCY/SUTTON
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DAVID L. YOUNG, ISB #3679
CHARLES L. SAARI, ISB #2121
Canyon County Prosecuting Attorney
Canyon County Courthouse
1115 Albany
Caldwell, Idaho 83605
Telephone: (208) 454- 7391

OCT - 7 2008
CANYON COUNTY CLERK

~PUTY

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF CANYON

)

LUIS J. GUZMAN, individually

)

CASE NO. CVOS-4848

)

Plaintiff,
v.

)
)
)

THIRDPARTYDEFENDANT
CANYON COUNTY'S FIFTH
AMENDED PRE-TRIAL STATEMENT

)

DALE PIERCY, individually and
JENNIFER SUTTON, individually,
Defendants,

)
)
)
)

~~~~~~~~~~-)

DALE PIERCY, individually,
Plaintiff,
v.

CANYON COUNTY, LUIS GUZMAN,
individually, and JENNIFER SUTTON,
individually,
Defendants.

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

~~~~~~~~~~-)

FIFTH AMENDED PRE-TRIAL STATEMENT
RIVERA/GUZMAN VS. PIERCY/SUTTON
N:\CVL Lffi2007\Piercy-Sutton\Fifth Amended Pre-Trial Statement.wpd
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COMES NOW Third Party Defendant Canyon County, by and through its attorney of
record, the Canyon County Prosecuting Attorney, in response to Honorable Gordon W. Petrie's
March 25, 2008 Order from Scheduling Conference Setting Bench Trial on Challenge to Canyon
County Herd Districts, and through this Third Party Defendant Canyon County's Fourth
Amended Pre-Trial Statement, amends Third Party Defendant Canyon County's Pre-Trial
Statement, as follows:

A WRITTEN LIST IDENTIFYING STIPULATED FACTS, ALL WITNESSES, AND
ALL EXHIBITS TO BE INTRODUCED AT TRIAL, ACCOMPANIED BY A
STATEMENT PERTAINING TO EACH EXHIBIT ON WHETHER EACH EXHIBIT IN
QUESTION IS STIPULATED AS ADMISSIBLE.
RESPONSE: The following shall be added to the listings in Third Party Defendant
Canyon County's Pre-Trial Statement filed August 27, 2008 as amended by Third Party
Defendant Canyon County's First Amended Pre-Trial Statement filed August 29, 2008, Third
Party Defendant Canyon County's Second Amended Pre-Trial Statement filed October 2, 2008,
Third Party Defendant Canyon County's Third Amended Pre-Trial Statement filed
October 3, 2008, and Third Party Defendant Canyon County's Fourth Amended Pre-Trial
Statement filed October 6, 2008:

Exhibits:
1.

Depiction Map of Herd District approving the petition of A.A. Stroup, et al. Book

3, page 343, Canyon County Commissioner minutes dated 1-24-1908.
2.

Michael Bruse Summary of Discrepancies between Canyon County map

references and Fox Land Surveys map references dated August 1, 2008 consisting of 25 pages.

FIFTH AMENDED PRE-TRIAL STATEMENT
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Dated this

_J_ day of October, 2008.
DAVID L. YOUNG
Prosecuting Attorney
Canyon County, Idaho

Charles L. Saari
Attorney for Third Party Defendant Canyon County

FIFTH AMENDED PRE-TRIAL STATEMENT
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I hereby certify that on this_'.]_ day of October, 2008, I caused a true and correct copy of

THIRD PARTY DEFENDANT CANYON COUNTY'S FIFTH AMENDED PRE-TRIAL
STATEMENT to be served to the following by the method indicated below.
Ryan B. Peck
Saetrum Law Offices
P.O. Box 7425
Boise, Idaho 83707
Facsimile: (208) 336-0448
ryanpeck@saetrumlaw.com

[ ] U.S. Mail
[ ] Hand Delivery
[ ] Overnight Mail

Timothy C. Walton
Chas an & Wal ton, LLC
1459 Tyrell Lane
P.O. Box 1069
Boise, Idaho 83701-1069
Facsimile: (208) 345-0288
timwalton2000@hotmail.com

[ ]
[ ]
[_ ~
[ i...--rJ
[ ]

Stephen E. Blackbum
Blackbum Law, PC
660 E. Franklin Road
Suite 225
Meridian, Idaho 83642
Facsimile: (208) 898-9443
bburnlaw@aol.com

[ ] U.S. Mail
[ ] Hand Delivery
[ ] Overnight Mail
[~Facsimile
[ ] Email

Joshua S. Evett
Elam & Burke, P.A.
251 East Front Street
Suite 300
P.O. Box 1539
Boise, Idaho 83701
Facsimile: (208) 384-5844
j se@elamburke.com

[
[
[

[ vY
[

Facsimile

] Email

]
]
]

U.S. Mail
Hand Delivery
Overnight Mail
Facsimile
Email

U.S. Mail
Hand Delivery
Overnight Mail

[~acsimile

[

]

Email

Charles L. Saari
Attorney for Third Party Defendant Canyon County

FIFTH AMENDED PRE-TRIAL STATEMENT
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Rodney R. Saetrum, ISBN: 2921
Ryan B. Peck, ISBN: 7022
SAETRUM LAW OFFICES
Post Office Box 7425
Boise, Idaho 83707
Telephone: (208) 336-0484

E Dt'.M.

OCT 0 8 2008
CANYON COUNTY CLERK
C. DOCKINS, DEPUTY
)

/b[S

~

Attorneys for Plaintiff Farm Bureau Mutual
Insurance Company of Idaho
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF CANYON
LUIS J. GUZMAN, individually,

Case No. CV05-4848

STIPULATION REGARDING
EXIIlBITS, UNDISPUTED
FACTS AND WITNESSES
Plaintiff,
v.
DALE PIERCY, individually, and JENNIFER
SUTTON, individually,
Defendants.

DALE PIERCY, individually,
Plaintiff,

CANYON COUNTY, LUIS GUZMAN,
individually and JENNIFER SUTTON,
individually,
Defendants.

IT IS HEREBY STIPULATED AND AGREED, by and between Luis Guzman, Jennifer
Sutton, Dale Piercy and Canyon County, through their attorneys of record,
A.

That the following exhibits may be entered as evidence in the trial for the

STIPULATION REGARDING EXHIBITS AND WITNESSES - 1
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declaratory judgment action:
1.

Map of Canyon County Herd Districts (Black & White)-Attached hereto as Joint
Exhibit #1. The parties do not stipulate to the accuracy or origin of Joint Exhibit
#1, or that it is what it purports to be.

2.

Map of Canyon County Herd Districts (Color) - Attached hereto as Joint
Exhibit #2. The parties do not stipulate to the accuracy or origin of Joint Exhibit
#2, or that it is what it purports to be.

3.

Copies of Canyon County Commissioner's Minutes designated by book and page
numbers listed on Joint Exhibit # 2, which are herd district descriptions Attached hereto as Joint Exhibit #3

c:.-~y6.?'7

c c.v11

-t7

_ 4.

Canyon County Commissioner's Minutes of December 10, 1982, contained in

abfec...,,.-J

f"e> 5 C>Y71fl, /? c<FT f
of-.-jJ;;l> J oP7-f
e F--hl bl__,.
,

~ c.. S0A"5~

book 27, page 207 -Attached hereto as Joint Exhibit #4
Canyon County Commissioner's Minutes of December 2, 1982, contained in book
27 - Attached hereto as Joint Exhibit #5

6.

Canyon County Commissioner's Minutes found in book 27, regarding the
approval of the minutes for fiscal term of November and December 1982 Attached hereto as Joint Exhibit #6

7.

Order Establishing Herd District dated December 10, 1982 -Attached hereto as
Joint Exhibit #7

8.

Canyon County Commissioner's Minutes for January 7, 1977, contained in book
22, regarding establishment of County wide herd district - Attached hereto as
Joint Exhibit #8

9.

Canyon County Commissioner's Minutes for January 12, 1977, contained in book
22, rescinding the herd district referred to in Joint Exhibit #8 - Attached hereto as
Joint Exhibit #9

STIPULATION REGARDING EXHIBITS AND WITNESSES - 2
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10.

Legal notice section of the Idaho Press Tribune for Monday, December 20, 1982Attached hereto as Joint Exhibit #10

11.

Legal notice section of the Idaho Free Press for Friday, December 24, 1976Attached hereto as Joint Exhibit #11

B.

That the following facts are undisputed and that they considered entered as

evidence in the trial for the declaratory judgment action:
1.

That prior to the enactment of the 1982 herd district order found in Joint Exhibit #4

none of the herd district descriptions referenced by or drawn upon Joint Exhibit #2 included the
field where Mr. Piercy' s bull was being pastured prior to the accident which is the subject of the
underlying litigation. However, the parties do not stipulate that Joint Exhibit #2 contains all of the
herd districts created by the Canyon County Commissioners.
2.

That copies of Joint Exhibit #1 were found in the Canyon County Clerk's Office,

the Canyon County Commissioner's Office and posted on the bulletin board of the Canyon County
Recorder's Office and that Joint Exhibit #2 was found in the Canyon County Assessor's Office.
3.

Copies of newspapers maintained at the Idaho State Historical Society are true,

authentic and correct copies of the newspapers. However, the parties do not stipulate that the
Idaho State Historical Society

~~f;;J(and complete copies of all newspaper editions published in

Canyon County.
C.

That the following depositions of witnesses may be entered into evidence in lieu of

their live testimony:
1.

Glenn 0. Koch

2.

Monica Reeves

3.

Linda Landis

4.

Leon Jensen

5.

William Hurst

STIPULATION REGARDING EXHIBITS AND WITNESSES - 3
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6.

William Staker

7.

E.G. Johnson

8.

Dale Piercy

D.

That the following affidavit of a witness may be entered into evidence in lieu of her

live testimony:

1.

Jennifer Sutton

DATED this !lil:Jday of October 2008.

DATED this __ day of October 2008.
CHASAN &WALTONLLC

- Timothy C. Walton
Attorney for Plaintiff Luis Guzman
DATED this

7~-

day of October 2008.
ELAM & BURKE, P.A.

Joshua S. Evett
Attorney for Co-Defendant Sutton
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DATED this

_1_ day of October 2008.
CANYON COUNTY PROSECUTING
ATTORNEY'S OFFICE l" -r('°' ;-r;.r?u/c-rT>1:><
C:°'71'jC.-,

(_~rf1 P•}~-" .

.,..b #1.- L-

£:,< a?.-p "'f-1 n j Su urt-tfi::?i. i-i 1-

!'-/

""

'

s SCYl?-€.. I ff.::::;;/tb& I c.vnc,u<.J)<L
-r r r"h<Z -f-C,r r~ ) $"'
tfy'Cd N?-d
~ l £ ~j
Charles L. Saari
Attorney for Canyon County
i..-hi'c.h h

a..-n ol

Cj

r77 c..r-f!
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CERTIFICATE OF MAILING
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this

l1:h day of October 2008, I caused a true and correct

copy of the foregoing document to be served by the method indicated below and addressed to:
Timothy C. Walton
CHASAN & WALTON LLC
1459 Tyrell Lane
P.O. Box 1069
Boise, ID 83701-1069

_ _ _ U.S. Mail
_ _ _ Hand Delivery
_ _ _ Overnight Mail
"f-. Facsimile

Stephen E. Blackburn
BLACKBURN LAW PC
660 E. Franklin Road
Suite 255
Meridian, ID 83642

_ _ _ U.S. Mail
_ _ _ Hand Delivery
_ _ _ Overnight Mail
A Facsimile

Joshua S. Evett
ELAM & BURKE, P.A.
251 East Front Street, Suite 300
P.O. Box 1539
Boise, ID 83701

_ _ _ U.S. Mail
_ _ _ Hand Delivery
_____ Overnight Mail
'"'f'. Facsimile

Charles L. Saari
Canyon County Prosecuting Attorney
Canyon County Courthouse
1115 Albany
Caldwell, ID 83605

_ _ _ U.S. Mail
_ _ _ Hand Delivery
_ _ _ Overnight Mail
_ ___,_)(_ Facsimile
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F I L !;.

q,

_ ___.A.M. __[.:LtL. .

NOV 17 2008 ~

RodneyR. Sae~m, ISB: 2921
Ryan B. Peck, ISB: 7022
SAETRUM LAW OFFICES
101 S. Capitol Blvd
Boise, Idaho 83702
Telephone: (208) 336-0484

CANYON COUNTY CL'·
M BECK, flv".""

Attorneys for Defendant Dale Piercy
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE THlRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF CANYON

LUIS J. GUZMAN, individually,

Case No. CV05-4848

DEFENDANT PIERCY'S
CLOSING :MEMORANDUM
Plaintiff,
V.

DALE PIERCY, individually, and JENNIFER
SUTTON, individually,
Defendants.

DALE PIERCY, individually,
Plaintiff,

CANYON COUNTY, LUIS GUZMAN,
individually and JENNIFER SUTTON,
individually,
Defendants.

It has been a long journey to arrive at the point of decision in this matter. The Court has

endured several motions for summary judgment and a veritable mountain of paperwork. The
Court and parties have fine tuned the issues leaving one basic question for the Court's

DEFENDANf PIERCY'S CLOSING :MEMORANDUM - 1
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consideration. Did the Canyon County Commissioners in 1982 follow the necessary procedural
and jurisdictional steps to create a herd district? The evidence and testimony presented to the
Court at the trial of this matter mandates the answer; the Canyon County Commissioners in 1982
did not follow the necessary procedural and jurisdictional steps to create a herd district.
I. BACKGROUND FACTS AND REASON FOR TRIAL

Dale Piercy is a rancher and farmer in the Parma, which is within Canyon County. Mr.
Piercy has been a rancher and farmer in the Parma area for most of his life. (Deposition of Dale
Piercy, p. 5 In. 15-21.) In March of 2005, Mr. Piercy was pasturing approximately nine bulls in a
field that was north of the Boise River, south of Parma and to the immediate east of Wamstad
Road. (Id. at p. 19 ln. 7 and p. 22, In. 18-19.) One of Mr. Piercy's bulls got out of the field where it
was being pastured and was hit by a vehicle being driven by Jennifer Sutton.
At trial the Court instructed Mr. Piercy to mark the location of this field where the bull in
question came from on the map designated as Joint Exhibit #2 and Mr. Piercy followed the Court's
instruction. (R. at 112-113.) The parties stipulated that none of the herd districts noted on Joint
Exhibit #2 included the area designated by Mr Piercy to be the area where the subject bull was
being pastured. (Stipulation Regarding Witnesses and Exhibits, p. 3)

Mr. Piercy' s expert Timothy Fox testified that he reproduced the actual herd district
descriptions indicated on Joint Exhibit #2 and contained in Joint Exhibit #3 as Exhibit A-1. (R. at
96-100.) Mr. Fox testified that none of the herd districts represented on Exhibit A-1 or Joint Exhibit
#2 included the area where Mr. Piercy was pasturing the subject bull. (R. at 100.)
Canyon County's expert Michael Bruse actually researched the source material for the herd
district descriptions contained on Joint Exhibit #2 and attempted to locate any other herd districts
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not contained on Joint Exhibit #2 and produced his own map based upon his research, which was
entered into evidence as Exhibit C-1. Despite all Mr. Brose's research, Mr. Bruse testified that no
Canyon County herd district descriptions found by him included the land where Mr. Piercy was
pasturing the subject bull. (R. at 134-137.)
The evidence reveals that the only herd district that may have included the pasture where
Mr. Piercy was pasturing the subject bull would be the questionable 1982 herd district. The
determination of the validity of the 1982 herd district becomes necessary to reach a conclusion on
the status of the land where the subject bull was being pastured.
The evidence in this trial overwhelmingly establishes that the 1982 herd district was not
validly enacted and is therefore void.

II. THE TRIAL EVIDENCE PROVES THAT THE CANYON COUNTY
COMMISSIONERS DID NOT ESTABLISH AVALID HERD DISTRICT

A. Burden of Proof
The procedural and jurisdictional requirements for properly forming a herd district in 1982
were found in the 1963 version of LC. §§ 25-2402-2404. These Idaho Code sections state:
25-2402. Petition for district. •• A majority of the landowners in any area or
district described by metes and bounds not including open range and who are also
resident in, and qualified electors of, the state of Idaho, may petition the board of
county commissioners in writing to create such area a herd district. Such petition
shall describe the boundaries of the said proposed herd district, and shall designate
what animals of the species of horses, mules, asses, cattle, swine, sheep and goats it
is desired to prohibit from running at large, also prohibiting said animals from being
herded upon the public highways in such district; and shall designate that the herd
district shall not apply to nor cover livestock, excepting swine, which shall roam,
drift or stray from open range into the district unless the district shall be inclosed by
lawful fences and cattle guards in roads penetrating the district so as to prevent
livestock, excepting swine, from roaming, drifting or straying from open range into
the district; and may designate the period of the year during which it is desired to
prohibit such animals from running at large, or being herded on the highways.
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Provided, any herd district heretofore established shall retain its identity, geographic
definition, and remain in full force and effect, until vacated or modified hereafter as
provided by section 25-2404, Idaho Code.

25-2403. Notice of hearing petition. -- It shall be the duty of the board of county
commissioners, after such petition has been filed, to set a date for hearing said petition,
notice of which hearing shall be given by posting notices thereof in three (3)
conspicuous places in the proposed herd district, and by publication for two (2) weeks
previous to said hearing in a newspaper published in the county nearest the proposed herd
district.
25-2404. Order creating district. -- At such hearing, if satisfied that a majority of the
landowners owning more than fifty percent (50%) of the land in said proposed herd district
who are resident in, and qualified electors of, the state of Idaho are in favor of the
enforcement of the herd law therein, and that it would be beneficial to such district, the
board of commissioners shall make an order creating such herd district in accordance with
the prayer of the petition, or with such modifications as it may choose to make. Such order
shall specify a certain time at which it shall take effect, which time shall be at least thirty
(30) days after the making of said order; and said order shall continue in force, according to
the terms thereof, until the same shall be vacated or modified by the board of
commissioners, upon the petition of a majority of the landowners owning more than fifty
percent (50%) of the land in said district who are resident in, and qualified electors of, the
state of Idaho.
The Idaho Supreme Court has stated that it is the burden of the government to provide proof
that a herd district was lawfully enacted. State v. Catlin, 33 Idaho 437, 195 P. 628 (1921). In
Catlin, the defendant was being tried for unlawfully allowing cattle to run at large within a lawfully

created herd district. Id. The Court held that the herd district was not lawfully created because the
government provided no proof that the proper notices under the law had been posted within the
proposed herd district and without having posted the proper notices the board of commissioners had
no authority to act. Id.
The Idaho Supreme Court confirmed the holding in State v. Catlin in Smith v. Canyon
County, holding:

'A herd district cannot be legally created in this state without substantial compliance with
all the statutory requirements governing such creation, and the fact of such compliance
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should affirmatively appear in the record of the proceedings of the board of commissioners.'
State v. Catlin, 33 Idaho 437, 195 Pac. 628.

Smith v. Canyon County, 39 Idaho 222, 224, 226 P. 1070, 1()72 (1924). The Idaho Supreme Court
in Smith also held that: "In order to invest such board [of county commissioners] with jurisdiction,
it must affirmatively appear that the statutory jurisdictional requirements were complied with." Id.
at 225, 226 P. at 1073.
These two Supreme Court holdings show that historically the burden of proof was upon the
board of county commissioners to show that the proper jurisdictional steps were taken in creating a
herd district. These holdings have not been overturned; however, in 1935 the Idaho Legislature
adopted LC. § 31-857, which provides a legal prima facie presumption of validity for herd districts
and other districts which are enacted by county commissioners. This presumption is that, "all
proceedings and jurisdictional steps preceding the making of such order have been properly and
regularly taken so as to warrant said board in making said order .... " LC. § 31-857 (1989). The
presumption also shifts the 'burden of proof to the party disputing the validity of the ordinance.
Id.

Prima facie presumptions have been determined to be rebuttable presumptions under Idaho
Law. The presumption in LC. § 31-857 is similar to the general presumption of validity that
attaches to municipal ordinances.

The Idaho Supreme Court in Hendricks v. City of Nampa

dealing with an annexation order describes the bounds of these types of presumptions stating:
[I]f the complaining party comes forward with satisfactory, s,ubstantial competent evidence
to show that the particular tract of land is greater in extent than five acres, and that the
present owner, proprietor or person action with his authority or acquiescence has not laid
off, subdivided or platted the land into lots or blocks of more than five acres each, and that
the present owner, proprietor or person acting with his authority or acquiescence has not
sold or begun to sell the land by metes and bounds in tracts not exceeding five acres, then
such party will have satisfied the burden of coming forward with sufficient evidence to
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rebut the presumption of validity. Thereafter the burden of coming forward with other
evidence to show that the ordinance in fact is valid will devolve upon the municipality.
Hendricks v. City of Nampa, 93 Idaho 95, 99, 456 P.2d 262, 266 (1969). The Idaho Supreme

Court confirmed its position one year later by stating, "Once the respondent overcame the
presumption of validity of introducing evidence tending to show that the ordinance in question had
been unreasonably applied to his property, the burden was then shifted to Boise City to come
forward with evidence to rebut the respondent's evidence and to show that the ordinance was
valid." Cole-Collister Fire Protection Dist. v. City of Boise, 93 Idaho 558, 563, 468 P.2d 290, 296
(1970). There is nothing in I.C. § 31-857 to suggest that its presumption of validity is more
onerous than the presumptions of validity discussed in the above Idaho cases.
Rather, the history of the Supreme Court requiring that the board of commissioner's record
affirmatively show that the jurisdictional steps were taken in forming a herd district establishes the
burden that is shifted upon Canyon County once the presumption is rebutted. Therefore, the
evidence provided by Mr. Piercy establishing that the Canyon County Commissioner's failed to
take the required jurisdictional steps to form a herd district, not only rebuts the presumption of
validity, but places the burden upon Canyon County to come forward with a record affirmatively
showing that the jurisdictional steps were taken in order to have its herd district held to be valid.
In short, Mr. Piercy agrees with the Court's assessment (R. at 8-9) that he came to the trial

with the burden of proof by a preponderance of the evidence that the 1982 herd district was not
validly enacted. Once that burden of proof is met, the burden shifts to Canyon County and the
other co-defendants to provide proof of its validity.
B. The Evidence Establishes That Canyon County Failed to Take Proper Jurisdictional
Steps in Attempting to Enact the 1982 Herd District
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Mr. Piercy has provided conclusive and persuasive evidence that several of the procedures
and steps set forth in LC. §§ 25-2402-2404 were not followed by the Canyon County
Commissioners in 1982 when attempting to form the subject herd district. The Canyon County
Commissioners: (1) did not act pursuant to a petition; (2) failed to publish notice of a public hearing
regarding the formation of the 1982 herd district for two weeks prior to the hearing; (3) failed to
designate the animals to be controlled by the herd district; (4) failed to adequately describe the
metes and bounds of the proposed herd district; (5) failed to include in the order an effective date
and (6) impermissibly included open range in the proposed herd district.
1. The Canyon County Commissioners did not act pursuant to a petition.

The evidence submitted to the Court shows that the Canyon County Commissioners failed
to act pursuant to a petition in attempting to form the 1982 herd district.
Joint Exhibit #3 contains several copies of the official Canyon County Commissioner's
meeting minutes regarding the formation of herd districts throughout Canyon County's history.
These minutes uniformly identify in the first line of the minutes that the proposed herd district was
being proposed pursuant to a petition of a landowner. The official minute record regarding the
attempted formation of the 1982 herd district is meaningfully devoid of any mention of a landowner
petition. The minute record is contained in Joint Exhibits #4 and #5.
Joint Exhibit #5 is the Canyon County Commissioner's minutes from December 2, 1982,
which read as follows:
RESOLUTION PASSED REGARDING HERD DISTRICTS IN CANYON COUNTY
The following Resolution was considered and adopted by the Canyon County Board of
Commissioners on the 2nd day of December, 1982: Upon motion of Commissioner Hobza
and the second by Commissioner Bledsoe the Board resolves as follows: That because of
the confusion that exists due to the over-lapping lines of herd districts and open range and
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because over ninety-five (95%) percent of the area of Canyon County is already designated
a herd district the board will issue an order designating all of Canyon County to be herd
district as of December 14, 1982. Motion Carries Unanimously.
(Joint Exhibit #5 at l.)(Emphasis added) These minutes do not mention a landowner petition, but
instead indicate that this action was pursuant to a resolution and a motion by Commissioner Hobza.
It would not be necessary for a commissioner to make a motion when acting pursuant to a petition.
The commissioners would simply grant or allow the petition. This shows that the commissioners
were not acting pursuant to a petition, but rather had come up with this course of action on their
own.
The minutes found in Joint Exhibit #4 are from a commissioner's meeting held on
December 10, 1982, which read:
ORDER ESTABLISHING HERD DISTRICT
The Board has again reviewed the complexity of the Herd District Boundaries throughout
the County and has determined, by resolution, that the time has come to simplify and
unify the status of Herd Districts in Canyon County. In making this determination the
Board has found the following:
1.

A survey map, attached to the Order on file in the Recorder's Office, prepared by
the Planning and Zoning Administrator designates the three small areas within the
County which remain open range.

2.

That map shows that over 95% of the land within the County is now in Herd
District status.

3.

Through the years confusion has existed because of overlapping boundary lines
and indefinite District boundary descriptions.

4.

Canyon County has reached the stage of urban development which destroys the
original purpose and usefulness of the concept of open range.

5.

The mobility of our citizens has increased to the point at which it becomes
necessary that Herd District status exist throughout the County. Therefore,
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IT IS HEREBY ORDERED by the Board of Canyon County Commissioners on this 10th
day of December, 1982, that a Herd District be established in the three remaining open
range areas in Canyon County as shown on the survey map filed with this Order in the
Recorder's Office (Marked in black), to the end that the entire land area of Canyon County
be placed in Herd District status.
Order signed by the Board of Canyon County Commissioners and attested by the Deputy
Clerk to the Board of Commissioners.
(Joint Exhibit #4 at 1.) The language of the December 10th minutes states clearly that the Board of
Canyon County Commissioners was the initiator of the 1982 herd district and not the landowners in
the various areas of open range. It states that it was the commissioners reviewed the complexity of
the herd districts and had the Planning and Zoning Administrator develop a map to reflect the status
of the herd districts. It was the commissioners by resolution, versus pursuant to a landowner
petition, that determined the herd districts should be unified and simplified. The language of these
minutes is completely devoid of language suggesting that there was a landowner petition. There is
not even language from which an inference could be taken that there was a landowner petition.
Joint Exhibit #6 contains the Canyon County Commissioner minutes establishing that the
minutes contained in Joint Exhibits #4 and #5 were read and approved by the commissioners as a
proper record of what occurred in the meetings. This evidence disposes of the potential argument
that perhaps the clerk recording the minutes failed to properly reflect the proceedings. There is no
evidence to dispute that the minutes in Joint Exhibits #4 and #5 were not a proper reflection of the
content of the meetings that took place.
This uncontroverted evidence alone compels the conclusion that the commissioners failed
to act pursuant to a landowner petition, but there is significant additional proof that no petition was
presented to the commissioners to initiate the attempted creation of the 1982 herd district.
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The Court has the testimony of Glenn 0. Koch, who was one of the Canyon County
Commissioners at the time of the attempted enactment of the 1982 ordinance. Mr. Koch was
appointed a commissioner in March of 1982, due to a previous commissioner leaving office
mid-term. (Deposition of Glenn 0. Koch at 9-10.) Mr. Koch does not remember a lot of the
events surrounding the 1982 herd district, but has some important insights.

Mr. Koch did

remember discussing the formation of a herd district. Id. at 20. Mr. Koch remembers a discussion
with Commissioner Bledsoe and Hobza where they were explaining to him about herd districts and
that there was a problem with a portion of the county that was not in a herd district. Id. at 23, ln.
11-25, p. 24, ln. 1-19.) Despite remembering having a discussion with his fellow commissioners
regarding the herd district issues, Mr. Koch does not remember there being a petition filed in
conjunction with the 1982 ordinance. Id. at 21, ln. 10-22.

The tone of Mr. Koch's memory was

that being the new guy he did not understand what a herd district was and had to have it explained
to him. It appears that eliminating open range in Canyon County was a project that was an idea
formed and being carried out by Commissioners Hobza and Bledsoe.
This testimony supports the language found in the December 2, 1982, minutes where it
states that Commissioner Hobza moved to create a county-wide herd district with Commissioner
Bledsoe seconding the motion without any mention of a landowner petition.
Further, we have the testimony of Bill A. Staker the Canyon County Clerk in 1982. Mr.
Staker similarly remembers a discussion being had regarding eliminating the remaining open range
areas in Canyon County. (Deposition of Bill A. Staker at 13, ln. 17-25, p. 14, ln. 1-25.) Mr.
Staker states that he remembers the commissioners wanting to "take the parcels that were not herd
district and make them herd district so the whole county would be one." Id. Also, Mr. Staker does
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not remember a landowner petition being submitted to create a herd district during the 1982 time
period.

Id.

Once again, we have an employee of Canyon County that remembers the

commissioners wanting to eliminate the open range in Canyon County, but having no memory of a
petition from landowners in the open range areas to create any herd districts.
It is evident that the attempted creation in 1982 of a county-wide herd district was at the

instigation of the commissioners alone, not in conjunction with a landowner petition. Finally, the
testimony of E.G. Johnson submitted as evidence is important evidence that there was no
landowner petition. Mr. Johnson operated a cattle operation in 1982 on land that was located
within the same open range area on Joint Exhibit #2 as where Mr. Piercy' s field was located.
(Deposition of E.G. Johnson at 13, ln. 1-25.) Mr. Johnson's land was therefore located in one of
the open range areas that the 1982 herd district order ostensibly placed into a herd district. Mr.
Johnson states that he does not have a recollection of seeing a petition to place this area into a herd
district and states that he would have remembered if a petition had been circulated. Id. at 17-18.

Mr. Johnson states that he would have objected to any petition to place his land in a herd district.
Id.

Mr. Johnson also testifies that during 1982 he was President of the Idaho Cattle Feeder's

Association and a member of the Idaho Cattleman's Association. Id. at 18-25. Mr. Johnson
testified that due to the liability concerns arising from the designation of land as herd district versus
open range, an action to change the status of the land would have been of interest to the associations
to which he belonged. Id. Further, Mr. Johnson states that he was not made aware of Canyon
County's intention to place all remaining open range areas in Canyon County within a herd district.
Id. Mr. Johnson states that had he been made aware of that fact, he would have had meetings on

an association level to address the issue. Id.
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Mr. Johnson had significant acreage in the affected area and held positions in interested

associations. If a petition had been circulated in 1982 regarding the status of Mr. Johnson's land it
would have come to Mr. Johnson's attention. Yet, Mr. Johnson never saw a petition, because no
such petition was circulated in 1982. This is striking evidence that a landowner petition was not
circulated among landowners in 1982 regarding taking the open range areas in Canyon County and
placing them in a herd district.
It is significant that none of the other parties have provided any positive evidence that the
Canyon County Commissioners acted pursuant to a landowner petition. The Court said it best,
"The heart of the matter is, where it the petition?" (R. at 122.) When counsel for Canyon County
tried to deflect the Court's inquiry, the Court stated insightfully:
But one would expect references, one would expect an indirect kind of, you know, whether
it is in the minutes or something, perhaps even in the order. If you had a certain style that
based upon the petition of, you know, Billy Bob and Lulu Bell, herd district number 42 is
described as follows, or described as set forth in the petition, you know.
It seems to me that if, infact, there was a petition, there would be some kind of reference to
a petition somewhere so that the county wouldn't have to be taking the position, Well, you
know, Judge, there is a public presumption, and the Saratoga Hotel burned down and we
can't find the minutes of that.
(R. at 123.)

In response to the Court's position, Canyon County has failed to provide any evidence that

there was a petition. Counsel deposed Canyon County employees representing the Prosecuting
Attorney's Office, the Recorder's Office, the Clerk's Office, the Development Services Office and
the Commissioner's Office. (Depositions of Linda Landis, Monica Reeves, William H. Hurst and
Leon K. Jensen.) Despite the search efforts of all these individuals and some of their staffs the
only documents involving the 1982 herd district that were found were the map which is Joint
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Exhibit #1, the minutes in Joint Exhibits #4 and #5, and the 1982 herd district order in Joint Exhibit
#7. None of these documents identifies or even alludes to a landowner petition.
Mr. Piercy asserts that if there had been a petition it would have been evident in some
County record or someone's recollection. We have the minutes of the meetings which do not even
infer by the style of the minutes that there was a petition let alone mentioning one. All the living
witnesses presented recall the event, but do not recall a petition. And a significant landowner in
the effected area never saw a petition. All the evidence weighs in favor of the conclusion that there
was no petition.
2. The Canyon County Commissioners failed to publish notice of a hearing on the
proposed creation of the 1982 herd district.
The Canyon County Commissioner's failure to publish notice of the hearing on the 1982
herd district is evident from the uncontested testimony at the trial along with Exhibits A-2 and A-3.
The Idaho Code in 1982 as quoted above requires that the commissioner's notify the public of a
hearing on the petition "by publication for two (2) weeks previous to said hearing in a newspaper
published in the county nearest the proposed herd district." LC. § 25-2403 (1963). The common
sense meaning of this requirement is that for the two weeks immediately preceding the hearing on
the herd district, the commissioner's should publish notice of the hearing in the newspaper. There
were two meetings on the 1982 herd district. The initial meeting on the 1982 herd district was on
December 2, 1982, and then the follow-up meeting on December 10, 1982. Evidence regarding
whether a notice of either of these meetings was published in the newspaper is not difficult to
obtain. Mr. Piercy' s researchers, Dave Lloyd and Karen Whychell, as well as Mr. Guzman's
researcher, Paul Kosterman, discovered that there were three newspapers being circulated in
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Canyon County in the latter half of 1982. These newspapers were the Idaho Press Tribune, the
Parma Review and the Idaho Statesman.

(R. at 68, ln. 21-25; p. 151) Mr. Kosterman also

reviewed the Canyon Herald, which was published in the first half of 1982. (R. at 151.)
The Idaho State Historical Society had copies of these newspapers for 1982 in their records.
Ms. Whychell, Mr. Lloyd and Mr. Kosterman reviewed not only the newspapers for the two weeks
immediately preceding the December 2nd and 10th meetings, but reviewed the newspapers published
during the entire year of 1982. (R. at 61-63, p. 69-71 and p. 151, 156-158.) None of these
newspapers carried any notice of a hearing on a herd district or notice that a petition had been filed
regarding a herd district. Id.
Ms. Whychell read every page of the newspapers she researched, but also compiled Exhibits
A-2 and A-3 to further evidence the lack of a published notice for a herd district. Exhibit A-2
includes copies of all the editions of the Parma Review for the year 1982. These pages do not
contain a notice of hearing for the creation of a herd district. Exhibit A-3 includes copies of the
front page and pages containing legal notices of the Idaho Press Tribune for the year 1982. Exhibit
A-3 does not contain a notice of a hearing for the creation of a herd district.
The evidence regarding the lack of a notice of a hearing for the creation of a herd district in
the Idaho Press Tribune is particularly significant due to the testimony from three different
witnesses that the County published its notices in the Idaho Press Tribune in or near to 1982. Ms.
Germain testified that during her time with the commissioner's office, Canyon County published
notices in the Idaho Press-Tribune. (R. at 56.) This testimony was supported by Mr. Koch and
Mr. Staker. (Deposition of Glenn 0. Koch at 17 and Deposition of Bill A. Staker at 12.)
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It is striking that the evidence presented by Mr. Piercy regarding the lack of notice of the
meetings regarding the 1982 herd district is uncontested by any other evidence.

In fact, Mr.

Guzman's sole witness at trial, Mr. Kosterman, actually bolstered Ms. Whychell' s findings. Mr.
Kosterman duplicated Ms. Whychell's research in the Idaho Press-Tribune and the Parma Review
and found no notice of a hearing on the 1982 herd district. (R. at 151, 156-158.) There is no
evidence that Mr. Kosterman or Ms. Whychell were not looking at a complete record of the
newspapers they reviewed that were published in 1982. There is no evidence that there were 1egal
notices published in 1982 in the Idaho Press-Tribune and the Parma Review that are not contained
in Exhibit A-2 and A-3. Therefore, Mr. Piercy is not simply relying upon Ms. Whychell and Mr.
Kosterman, but has provided all the legal notices so that any of the parties could confirm this
evidence.
It was also established in the deposition of Mr. Koch that it was the practice of the

commissioners at the time to read the notice of hearing at the hearing. (Deposition of Glenn 0.
Koch at 30, ln. 17.) The minutes of the meetings on December

2nd

and 10th are devoid of any

mention of a notice of hearing, that a notice had been published or that it was the type of meeting
that required a notice to be published. (Joint Exhibits #4 and #5.) Based upon the testimony if a
notice had been sent out it would have been noted at the hearing and put into the minutes. This is
further evidence that no notice was published regarding the proposed formation of the 1982 herd
district.
This unchallenged evidence proves to any legal standard be it preponderance of the
evidence or even beyond a reasonable doubt that the Canyon County Commissioner's failed to
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properly publish notice of a hearing on the proposed 1982 herd district in violation of the
requirements of I.C. § 25-2403.

3. The Canyon County Commissioners did not include. any metes and bounds in
their order.
While the 1963 version of I.C. § 25-2404, does not specifically say that a metes and bounds
description must be in the order, it can be presumed by the requirement that the commissioners,
"shall make an order creating such herd district in accordance with the prayer of the petition, or
with such modifications as it may choose to make." Reading this requirement together with the
requirement in I.C. § 25-2402 that the petition contain a metes and bounds description, it is logical
that the commissioners would have to include a description in the order. This requirement does
allow for modification by the board of commissioners, but such modifications should still include a
metes and bounds description.
Instead of using a metes and bounds description the board of commissioners used a survey
map drawn up by the Planning and Zoning Administrator. Mr. Piercy believes this map to be the
map represented by Joint Exhibits #1 and #2. Copies of this map were found in three different
offices in Canyon County and were being used in those offices as a reference map. Joint Exhibit
#1 was accompanied by the 1982 herd district order in the offices where it was located. No other
map has been identified as an alternate to the map depicted by Joint Exhibits #1 and #2. Finally,
based upon the work of both experts Mr. Fox and Mr. Bruse as found in Exhibit C-1 and A-1, the
map found in Joint Exhibits #1 and #2 is an almost completely accurate representation of the status
of the herd districts in 1982.
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Mr. Piercy agrees that a map designating areas to be a herd district could satisfy the metes
and bounds requirement. The problem that arises is that according to all the evidence of the status
of herd districts in Canyon County in 1982, there were more than three different areas that were not
contained within a previously ordered herd district. There is no way to tell from the map the
commissioners used or the minutes which three areas the commissioners were attempting to place
within a herd district.

It is possible that certain open range areas were not included in the

commissioners attempt to place all of open range into a herd district.
It is possible that the commissioners had one copy of the map depicted in Joint Exhibits #1
and #2 that was more clearly marked, but that begs the question as to where that map went and
which three areas would be marked. The map was not published in the newspaper along with the
order and therefore did not provide notice as to what areas the commissioners were placing into a
herd district.
More importantly, if there had been a petition and the commissioners were modifying that
petition in making their own herd districts, one would expect that to be noted in the minutes and
would emphasize the need for notice of the hearing on the proposed formation of the herd district.
This attempted mopping up of open range supports the evidence that this was a unilateral action by
the commissioners and not something that was initiated by a petition.

4. The Canyon County Commissioners failed to specify a certain time in their order
when the herd district was to take effect.
The 1982 ordinance also fails to "specify a certain time at which it shall take effect, which
time shall be at least thirty (30) days after the making of said order;". I.C. § 25-2404. The Idaho
Code states that the ordinance 'shall' contain a specific time at which it will take effect. Id. This
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language is mandatory.

The minutes of the December 2, 1982, meeting state that the

commissioners will issue an order by December 14, 1982, designating all of Canyon County to be a
herd district. (Joint Exhibit #5.) The actual order issued on December 10, 1982, does not state an
effective date other than December 10, 1982. (Joint Exhibit #7.) By failing to supply an effective
date in the order that was at least 30 days after the date of the order the commissioners violated the
express language of LC. § 25-2404.
By itself, this defect may not have been fatal to the 1982 herd district. The commissioners'
failure to follow such a clear statutory mandate, however, is strong evidence that the commissioners
were not even attempting to adhere to the statutory requirements for the proper formation of a herd
district. Having failed to follow this relatively simple and clear requirement makes it more likely
that the commissioners acted without having satisfied the petition requirement or the notice
requirement. The evidence shows that the commissioners were likely a~ting without the.benefit of
any statutory guidance.

5. The Canyon County Commissioners failed to designate which animals would be
regulated by the herd district.
Idaho Code § 25-2402 requires that a petition, "shall designate what animals of the species
of horses, mules, asses, cattle, swine, sheep and goats it is desired to prohibit from running at
large,". Idaho Code § 25-2404 requires that the order be in compliance with the petition, again
with such modifications as the commissioners choose to make. Despite the statutory requirements
for the designation of animals to be contained in the petition and order, the 1982 herd district order
is silent as to which species of animals the herd district is to restrain. The record of the minutes of
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the December

2nd

and 10th meetings do not even suggest that this topic was discussed. (Joint

Exhibits #4 and #5.)
This failure to designate which animals the herd district would apply to once again bolster~
the fact that the Canyon County Commissioners in 1982 were not attempting to follow the statutory
requirements in forming a herd district. Any reasonable person reading LC. §§ 25-2402-2404
would understand that it was necessary to designate what animals were to be contained.
Otherwise, a landowner herding goats, sheep or any of the other listed animals are left to speculate
as to whether the herd district applies to their livestock. Any notion that the commissioners in
1982 could have read and been attempting to follow the code requirements, while making such
obvious errors, is fairly unbelievable.
5. The Canyon County Commissioners improperly attempted to include open range
areas in their 1982 ordinance.
In 1963 the italicized language was included to the following portion of LC. § 25-2402: "A

majority of the land owners in any area or district described by metes and bounds not including
open range and who are also resident in, and qualified electors of, the state of Idaho may petition

the board of county commissioners .... " This version of I.C. § 25-2402 was being used in 1982.
The language forbids landowners in open range areas from petitioning for a herd district to include
open range. The Idaho Legislature in 1963 intended to prevent the further elimination of open
range.

Mr. Guzman attempts to argue that it would be nonsensical for the legislature to include a
prohibition in the herd district statute that made it impossible to use the statute. This argument not
only attempts to ignore the plain meaning of this provision, but is not accurate. The inclusion of
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the prohibition against including open range does not prevent the landowners in an area from
petitioning for the modification of their herd districts to either eliminate portions of the herd district
or to unify two or more different herd districts. Further, certain landowners may wish to petition
for the inclusion of certain animals in a herd district where they previously were not prohibited
from roaming. Therefore, the inclusion of this prohibition did not make I.C. § 25-2402 a dead
letter statute.
In addition, most of the herd districts in Canyon County had been established prior to 1963,

and this Idaho Legislature may have been attempting to preserve what little open range remained.
The Idaho Legislature knowing that the prohibition prevented new herd districts from containing
open range amended the law in 1990 to take out that provision. If this provision did not have a
prohibitory effect, then the legislature would have had no reason to take it out of the statute in 1990.
Despite this clear limitation on the authority of the Canyon County Commissioners, the
1982 order's stated purpose is to place previously established open range areas into a herd district.
This is further evidence that the Canyon County Commissioners did not review LC. §§
25-2402-2404 in attempting to create the 1982 ordinance or ignored its express limitations.
The inclusion of open range was impermissible. This evidence was not refuted by the other
parties and proves that the 1982 order was not valid.

III. CONCLUSION
Looking over the evidence that was presented to the Court in trial and through stipulation it
becomes apparent that all the evidence points to the conclusion that the Canyon County
Commissioners in 1982 failed to properly follow the jurisdictional and procedural requirements to
form a herd district. Even the two witnesses presented by the other parties supported this
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conclusion and bolstered the evidence presented by Mr. Piercy. While the other parties will
certainly attempt to attack the weight of the evidence they have no evidence that would suggest the
commissioners acted within their authority.
The other parties cannot even claim that declaring the 1982 herd district invalid would be a
significant event. The invalidation of this herd district would only affect a small percentage of
Canyon County. Further, under the present version of LC. §§ 25-2401-2404, the Canyon County
Commissioners could easily create a county-wide herd district that would not be plagued with the
problems and uncertainties of the 1982 herd district.

In the end the statutory presumption has been rebutted and the other parties have failed to
present any evidence that the commissioners validly created a herd district in 1982. Therefore, Mr.
Piercy respectfully requests that the Court find that the 1982 herd district order is void and invalid.
DATED this 17th day of November 2008.
SAETRUM LAW OFFICES
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